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Introduction
Reasoning with uncertainty is more common than reasoning without. Based on just
a limited number of observed events we decide to perform an action. However, the
events that we observe are in many cases not sucient to determine in an exact way
the consequences of the action we decided to perform. One is painfully aware of this
process when voting in governmental elections.
The uncertainty involved in decision-making processes originates from various
sources. It may stem from incompleteness of information or arise from imprecise
de nition of variables. Further, the complexity of relations between variables means
that relations often are approximated such that errors are introduced. All these
sources of uncertainty are almost continuously present in real-life decision making
processes. Humans process uncertain information routinely, and hence appear to be
well equipped for handling uncertainty. However, some decisions have far reaching
consequences. This motivated the development of formalisms to model uncertainty
for the purpose of making optimal decisions.

1.1

Historical Background
The rst and most widely used mathematical formalism for dealing with uncertainty
is probability theory. As early as the sixteenth century [63] probability theory has
been used to describe uncertainty and to help in decision making. The development of probability theory was clearly inspired by decision making with far reaching consequences, namely, gambling. There are two main approaches to probability
theory: the frequentist approach and the much later developed subjective Bayesian
approach. The frequentists are willing to accept probabilities only if they are based
on the frequency of occurrence of outcomes in an experiment. Furthermore, it must
be possible to repeat the experiment under the same conditions. The subjective
Bayesians on the other hand are willing to accept numbers based on the subjective intuition of experts of a domain. For a theoretical foundation of this approach
we refer the reader to [93]. So contrary to frequentists, subjectivists can accept a
probability statement about tomorrow's weather. However, both approaches tend to
coincide for regular cases. Because the subjective Bayesian approach broadens the
scope of application of probability theory to, among other things, computer-assisted
decision making, we follow the subjective Bayesian approach to probability theory
in this thesis.
For decision problems with a small number of variables, probability theory works
satisfactorily. However, as the number of variables increases, straightforward probabilistic reasoning tends to lead to computational problems. The complexity of
relations between events has been behind the motivation to use computers for decision support. However, the introduction of computers, and thus the possibility
of handling complex systems, did not solve the computational burden introduced
by probability theory until the nineteen eighties. Before, in the early nineteen sixties, very crude approximations such as the Idiot's Bayes method were proposed.
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In these approaches many assumptions about independence are made in order to
achieve computational eciency. In practice, however, these independence assumptions often are violated, resulting in large errors in the probabilities obtained by
these methods.
From psychology, an attempt to model human reasoning was made by using
rules of the form `if certain conditions are true, then a conclusion is true' [74].
Because only the conditions have to be checked for each rule to be activated and
there is a limited number of rules, this is exactly the type of formalism that can
be implemented eciently on computers. It leads to programs called rule-based
expert systems. However, to model the uncertainty involved in decision making,
rules alone are not sucient. To this end, among others, the certainty factor model
was introduced [100] which assigns a number to every rule to represent the validity
of the conclusion of the rule. A set of instructions was de ned to facilitate the
combination of certainty factors in rules. The certainty factor model is not wellfounded from a mathematical point of view. In practice, however, rule-based expert
systems that use them seem to behave satisfactorily [13].
Research proceeded in developing rule-based systems based on the assumption
that in human decision making only available information is taken into account and
assumptions are made about the variables that have not been observed. This led
to the development of non-monotonic logics [87]. In the nineteen eighties, graphical
probabilistic models were introduced [72, 79, 118] for which ecient algorithms have
been developed [72, 79, 95].
Apart from approaches based on probability theory, other approaches have been
developed in order to model the di erent types of uncertainty which cannot be
handled with probability theory. For example, fuzzy logic and possibility theory
have been designed to capture linguistic vagueness [122]. To di erentiate between
uncertainty and ignorance, probability theory was generalized in the DempsterShafer theory [32, 98]. Pearl [81] makes clear that there is no use in di erentiating
between various sources of uncertainty for making decisions. Furthermore, it has
been argued that statistics is the only sound formalism to model uncertainty when
one is willing to accept a very small rational set of axioms [27]. As a result, it
can be shown that with any other formalism that is not a proper generalization
of probability theory it is possible to arrive at irrational decisions. An overview of
various formalisms and their relationship can be found in [99]. We will not elaborate
on this issue in this thesis.

1.2

Bayesian Belief Networks
Bayesian belief networks are known by names such as causal graphs [72], causal
networks [114], belief networks [79], recursive models [118], probabilistic networks
[23] or permutations of two or three of these terms. We will adopt the term Bayesian
belief networks in this thesis.
Let V be a set of variables. Then, a Bayesian belief network B over V is a pair
(BS ; BP ). BS is a directed acyclic graph with a node for each variable v 2 V , called
the network structure. Informally speaking, an arc between two nodes in the graph
represents an in uence from the node at the tail on the one at the head. BP is a
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Figure 1.1: An example of a Bayesian belief network.

set of assessment functions, one for each variable v in V , de ning a conditional
probability distribution of the variable given the variables that are its parents in
BS . These functions quantify the strength of the dependencies between variables
connected with an arc in the graph.
Figure 1.1 shows an example of a Bayesian belief network taken from [57]. It
models the following binary variables: the patient's age is larger than 75 (a), the
patient needs glasses (g), the patient has cataracts (c), the patient's vision is improved by squinting (v), the patient complains of poor vision (s), and the patient's
retinal re ex is detectable (r). The presence of the arc between a and g in the
network structure implies that a and g are directly dependent, relative to the other
variables. The absence of an arc between a and s implies that a and s are dependent
through g and c.
The strength of the dependencies between variables is quanti ed by the assessment functions. For example, the probability of g being true given that a is true,
shown in Figure 1.1 as Pr(g = T ja = T ), is 0:75. Note that all conditional probabilities of a variable being false given its parents can be deduced from the conditional
probabilities of the variable being true. Therefore, they have been omitted from the
gure.
Together, the assessment functions of a Bayesian belief network de ne a unique
joint probability distribution over V that agrees with the independencies represented
by the network structure. Note that due to the independencies, far fewer probabilities need to be speci ed than with an exhaustive listing of the joint probability
distribution. It is this joint probability distribution represented by a Bayesian belief network that we can use for decision support; we can enter values of observed
3
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variables and calculate the probabilities of the other variables given the evidence.
For example, if we know that the patient's age does not exceed 75 and the patient
complains about vision, we can calculate the probability Pr(g = T ja = F; s = T )
that the patient needs glasses given these observations. This process is called inference. The eciency of inference algorithms is based on the presence of conditional
independence.
In domains as di erent as medical diagnosis [4, 5, 54] and oil market prediction
[2], Bayesian belief networks have been applied successfully. This indicates their
practical use. In fact, the number of applications has been increasing dramatically
the last few years1.

1.3

Life Cycle of a Bayesian Belief Network
A Bayesian belief network has a qualitative part represented by the network structure, and a quantitative part, represented by the assessment functions. Apart from
the de nition of the domain, both these parts have to be speci ed to obtain a
Bayesian belief network ready for usage as inference engine in a knowledge-based
system. Figure 1.2 illustrates the life cycle of a Bayesian belief network; the blocks
represent stages, the diamonds represent decisions, and the arrows represent what
to perform next. We distinguish four stages in the life cycle of a Bayesian belief
network2:
 de nition of the domain variables,
 determination of a network structure,
 determination of the assessment functions, and
 usage in a knowledge-based system.
After every stage, there is an evaluation during which it is considered whether the
previous stages were performed satisfactorily. Every time it is found that the results
are not sucient, one of the previous stages has to be passed through. Otherwise,
one can proceed with the next stage. We call the repeated passing through stages
and evaluations running through the build-test cycle. We like to stress here that
the evaluations are crucial: errors made early in the life cycle can be corrected later
only at large costs.
We will now examine the several components of Figure 1.2 more closely. First of
all, the variables in the domain need to be xed. In general, it is very dicult to
determine the domain variables automatically, except possibly in cases where there
is a technical speci cation at hand, such as a chip-design. Commonly, the only way
to determine the domain variables is by elicitation from a domain expert. It is very
important to give a precise speci cation of the variables and their values. If this
is not performed properly, misunderstandings may occur easily; the meaning of a
variable may dramatically di er between various experts, and also between them
1A continuously growing list of applications with Bayesian belief networks is available by anonymous ftp from research.microsoft.com:/pub/dtg/bn-apps.ps.
2In the life cycle as used in traditional software engineering other stages such as introduction of
the product and maintenance are distinguished. Since these stages are out the scope of this thesis,
we do not consider them explicitly.
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Figure 1.2: Life cycle of a Bayesian belief network.
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and the users of the knowledge-based system. In this thesis, we assume that the
set of variables and their domains have been chosen properly and that no further
veri cation is necessary.
If the set of domain variables is agreed upon by all experts involved, we can
proceed with determining the network structure. Causality is often used as heuristic
for this task: a domain expert is asked to list all direct causes for each variable. The
variables that are causes of a variable v form the parent set of v in the network
structure. Care must be taken not to introduce cycles during this construction. If
cycles occur, we can impose a restriction on the ordering of the variables and let the
expert select for each variable v the smallest set of variables among variables that are
lower ordered than v that make v conditionally independent of its predecessors. This
selection mechanism guarantees a network structure without cycles. Alternatively,
temporal and dynamic Bayesian networks [78, 65] may be used to avoid cycles.
After a network structure has been established, it should be carefully checked if
the network structure captures all dependencies between variables. We can perform
this check by confronting the domain expert with independency statements that are
consequences of his assignment of parent sets. These independency statements are
read from the network structure using a graphical criterion known as d-separation3.
However, it is also possible to read statements about dependence from the network
structure, as we will demonstrate in Chapter 3. If the experts do not agree on the
submitted independency and dependency statements, the network structure has to
be reconsidered.
Knowledge acquisition from experts is dicult because many domains are illunderstood and experts have problems in making their knowledge explicit. These
domains are suitable for the application of Bayesian belief networks. Further, in
some domains there are few, if any, experts.
By exploiting databases, the construction time of Bayesian belief networks may
be considerably decreased. Automatically constructed Bayesian belief network may
be used directly for inference (if no expert is available for evaluation of the Bayesian
belief network), or serve as starting point of the build-test cycle where they are
further improved by an expert. Thus, the length of the build-test cycle may be
considerably shortened. The structure of an automatically constructed Bayesian
belief network may give insight in the dependence of the variables in the domain,
which may be applied in automated discovery of dependency relationships. Scienti c
hypotheses may be tested with the same method; the probabilities of the dependency
structures representing causal relations of various hypotheses can be calculated.
A lot of research e ort has been invested in the design of methods for learning
Bayesian belief networks, from di erent perspectives such as computer science [24,
44], statistics [102, 120], and philosophy [47, 103]. We will review these methods in
Section 1.4.
After the network structure of the Bayesian belief network has been obtained, we
can de ne its associated assessment functions. Unfortunately, human experts are
very ill-equipped for the task of probability estimation. Furthermore, the number
of parameters to be determined to de ne an assessment function of a variable u
3The notion of d-separation is very important for the theory of Bayesian belief networks. Because
the de nition of d-separation is rather technical, we return to it in Chapter 2.
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grows exponentially with the number of parents of u in the network structure. This
implies that when these numbers are elicitated from an expert, it may be a very
time-consuming and therefore expensive task to de ne the assessment functions.
Alternative models to describe the relationship between a variable and its parents
in the network structure have been proposed for which fewer parameters need to be
speci ed, like the noisy-or model [81] and its generalizations [33, 56, 105].
The probabilities also may be obtained from a database of cases over the domain
[24]. This is not only much faster than elicitation from experts, but it also has the
advantage of returning `objective' numbers claimed to be the only valid probabilities
from a frequentist point of view. The assessment functions so de ned should be
checked carefully, because it may very well be possible that some con gurations of
variables do not appear in the database. As a result, the estimates are based on very
few data-points and large errors in the estimates may occur. Another approach is
to split the database in two parts; one part is used to learn the assessment functions
and the other part is used for evaluation.
Once a Bayesian belief network is fully de ned, it can be used in knowledge-based
systems. Diagnosis, planning, and control are but a few of the tasks that can be
supported with a Bayesian belief network. A lot of research is focussed on decreasing
the computational complexity of algorithms for these tasks. Every time a Bayesian
belief network is used in a knowledge-based system, new cases become available that
can be stored in a database for validation of the network [68, 76, 102].
In this thesis, we contribute to the last three of the stages in the life cycle of a
Bayesian belief network and to the evaluation of graphical structures.

1.4

Previous Work on Network Structure Learning
In network-structure learning we distinguish three main streams of work: entropybased methods, independency-statement based methods, and Bayesian and minimum description length-based methods. We will consider these methods separately.
Entropy-Based Methods

The rst algorithms developed for learning network structure for Bayesian belief
networks are based on entropy. Entropy can be considered as a non-negative measure
of information in a distribution. The higher the entropy, the less informative the
distribution Pr. Entropy-based learning of Bayesian belief networks amounts to
selecting a Bayesian belief network that represents a distribution with a low entropy:
the network is selected by choosing a network structure and then estimating the
assessment functions from a database. A related measure that gives the distance
between two distributions Pr and Pr0 over V , is the divergence or cross entropy.
The larger the cross entropy, the more Pr and Pr0 di er. Divergence-based learning
of Bayesian belief networks amounts to selecting a network with a large divergence
compared to a current network, thus visiting a sequence of networks.
Chow and Liu [20] are considered to have developed the rst method for constructing network structures. They only consider trees, so all nodes have at most
one parent. The main idea is to compare di erent distributions over two variables
7
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in the domain that are estimated from a database. In the rst distribution, the
two variables are considered dependent. In the second distribution, they are taken
to be independent. The cross entropies of those two distributions over all pairs of
nodes are calculated this way. An undirected graph is formed by starting with a
graph without edges and adding an edge between the two nodes with maximal cross
entropy. Next, an edge is added which has maximal cross entropy associated but
does not introduce a cycle in the graph. This process is repeated until no more
edges can be added. The nal step consists of assigning directions to the edges in
order to form a tree. Since only tree-like Bayesian belief networks can be recovered
with this method, application is restricted to a small area.
The primary goal of Chow and Liu was not to construct Bayesian belief networks, since this formalism was not known at that time, but to approximate a joint
probability distribution over a set of variables V by the product of (conditional)
distributions over two variables. This idea has been generalized by Ku and Kullback [66], who allowed distributions over any number of variables to approximate
the joint probability distribution over the domain. However, the required number of
cases to get a reliable estimate of the divergence grows exponentially in the number
of variables in the lower-order distributions.
Further, for a set of n variables, the
,

n
number of cross entropies to calculate is k , where k the number of variables in the
lower-order distribution. This number grows exponentially in k. These practical
aws render the method impractical.
In the social sciences, log-linear models and their graphical interpretation gained
popularity in the early nineteen eighties [30]. A log-linear model is a decomposition
of the logarithm of a joint probability distribution over a set of variables V as a
sum of functions of subsets of V . The graphical structure associated with such a
model is an undirected graph that contains an edge between two variables u and v
if there is a function over a set of variables S that includes u and v. Under some
conditions also a directed acyclic graph can be associated with a log-linear model
[118]. Algorithms for the construction of log-linear models generally start with a
model containing functions over single variables only in which the parameters are
estimated from a database. Then the model is extended by adding higher-order
functions that maximize the likelihood (and therefore, the entropy) or the cross
entropy with the current model. Though ecient methods exist for calculating the
likelihood and cross entropy, the number of log-linear models grows exponentially
with the number of variables. For an excellent overview of log-linear models and
their graphical interpretation, we refer the reader to Whittaker [120].
Rebane and Pearl [86] used the rst step of the algorithm of Chow and Liu to
recover network structures with a poly-tree topology, that is, a network structure
that does not contain cycles when the direction of the arcs is ignored. For the second
step, the assignment of directions to edges, a di erent method is employed based
on the d-separation criterion. Essentially, they rst search for v-nodes and their
parents; a v-node u is a node with two incoming arcs from two non-adjacent nodes.
After all v-nodes have been identi ed, they direct the other edges such that no new
v-nodes arises. This algorithm works correctly as long as the underlying distribution
can be described by a Bayesian belief network with a network structure that is a
poly-tree. The algorithm has been used in a medical application [40].
The Kutato algorithm developed by Herskovits and Cooper [58] is an algorithm
8
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that employs a greedy search among network structures, selecting the one with
the lowest associated entropy and thus the one that represents the most expressive
distribution. An ordering on the variables is assumed to be available. For each node
u, Kutato starts with an empty parent set. Then, the parent sets of the variables
are extended, one variable at the time. To extend the parent set of a node u, from
the nodes that are lower ordered than u, the node v is selected that maximally
decreases the entropy of the network structure when v is added to the parent set of
u thus avoiding the introduction of cycles. The node v is added to the parent set
of u if indeed the entropy decreases. This process is repeated until no nodes can
be found that decrease the entropy of the network structure beyond a threshold or
no candidates are left. Though a large number of extra arcs can be expected when
applying this method, experiments suggest that Kutato returns network structures
that contain many arcs less than the original network structure [58, 57].
Conditional Independence Based Methods

One of the basic concepts in the theory of Bayesian belief networks is conditional
independence. We say that the sets of variables X and Y are conditionally independent given Z , written I (X; Z; Y ), if P (X jZY ) = P (X jZ ) for all possible values
of X , Y and Z . For example, in the joint probability distribution represented by the
network in Figure 1.1, we have I (a; g; v). Conditional independence in the distribution represented by a Bayesian belief network is encoded in the graphical structure
and can be read from the network structure BS using a graphical criterion called
d-separation.
For the class of learning algorithms based on independency statements it is assumed that a network structure perfectly represents the dependencies and independencies in the domain, that is, an independency statement is represented by the
network structure if and only if it is a valid independency statement for the domain.
The validity of an independency statement can be checked by performing a statistical test using a database over the domain. The basic idea of this approach is as
follows. Let V be a set of variables.
1. Start with a complete undirected graph over V .
2. Remove the edge between any two nodes u and v for which a set of variables
S  V nuv can be found such that u and v are conditionally independent given
S.
3. Select edges and nodes and assign a direction to the edges to form a v-node in
the network structure.
4. Assign directions to the remaining edges such that a directed acyclic graph is
formed.
The basic di erences in the various algorithms are in the way the sets S are found
and the rules of assigning directions.
Geiger, Paz and Pearl [44] proposed an algorithm to recover poly-trees based on
this approach. Using the fact that in a poly-tree, two nodes u and v are not adjacent
if and only if I (u; V nuv; v) or I (u; ;; v), they recover the underlying graph. If the
resulting undirected graph contains a cycle, then the domain cannot be described
9
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by a Bayesian belief network with a network structure that is a poly-tree and the
algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds by assigning direction to
the arcs exactly in the way that this is done in the algorithm of Pearl and Rebane.
The SGS-algorithm, named after their inventors Spirtes, Glymour and Scheines,
can learn every possible network structure [47]. From their probabilistic theory of
causality it follows that every causal process that does not involve feedback can
be perfectly represented by a network structure where the direction of the arcs are
interpreted as causal in uences. In the SGS-algorithm, the rst and second step are
not speci ed in further detail than in the framework. In the graph resulting from
the second step, an edge between u and v is replaced by an arc from u to v if a node
w can be found that is adjacent to v and not to u such that a set S  V nuvw exists
for which I (u; S; w) is valid. The remaining edges are given a direction such that no
new v-nodes arise.
The search for a set S such that two nodes u and v are independent given S
as given in the SGS-algorithm is computationally not feasible because any subset
of nodes in the domain not containing u and v need to be considered. Using the
observation that if in a network structure two nodes are not adjacent, then they
are independent given their parents, the inventors of the SGS-algorithm proposed
a more ecient algorithm [103] called the PC-algorithm. They derived that, given
two nodes u and v, to nd a set S such that I (u; S; v) holds, only the subsets of the
nodes that are adjacent in the undirected graph at any given moment during the
execution of the algorithm need to be considered for S . This is sucient, because
all nodes that are parents of a node u remain neighbors of u during the execution
of the algorithm. Further, they proposed an eciency improvement by performing
the search for such sets S in separate phases. In each phase, sets S are considered
of a xed cardinality. This cardinality starts at zero and is increased by one with
each phase.
For determining the direction of an edge between two nodes u and v, a node w
must be found that is adjacent to v and not to u such that a set S  V nuvw exists
and I (u; S; w). Spirtes et al. make clear that if such a set can be found, then any
set of variables that makes u and v conditionally independent has this property. In
the PC-algorithm, for the third step the sets of the second step of the algorithm are
consulted.
To direct the remaining edges in step four, they introduced two simple rules. The
rst rule is that if u ! v is already an arc and v ,,w is an edge in the graph, then this
edge is directed towards w. The second rule is that if there is a directed path from
u to v and there is an edge between u and v, then this edge is directed towards v. In
the graph returned by the PC algorithm some edges may be left undirected, namely
those edges for which no causal direction can be deduced. To obtain a network
structure from this graph, an edge is randomly selected and randomly assigned
a direction. These rules are iteratively applied until all edges have been given a
direction. Unfortunately, backtracking may be necessary in order to prevent cycles
in the graph.
Verma [115] gave a re nement of the fourth step in the approach by de ning
a set of four rules such that it is conjectured that back-tracking is not necessary
anymore. Verma and Pearl [84] proposed a further optimization by preprocessing
the undirected graph before starting the algorithm, thus obtaining a large reduction
10
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of the run-time of the algorithm.
An excellent overview of these algorithms and their theoretical foundation can be
found in Spirtes et al. [104].
Fung and Crawford [36] applied an approach in their program `constructor' that
slightly di ers from the above approach. Let BS be the network structure that is
to be recovered. Constructor starts by constructing an undirected graph in which
the neighbors of a node u is the Markov boundary of u, that is, the set of nodes
that are parents of u, children of u or parents of the children of u except u itself in
BS . Next, a heuristic search is used to select for each node a parent set from the
neighbors in the obtained undirected graph.
In general, the main drawback of the algorithms based on conditional independence information is that a source needs to be available that reliably provides independency statements. Independency statements can be derived from data using
statistical tests. Especially when there is a weak dependence between two variables,
or when binary variables are involved, those tests require large databases to return
reliable results. Together with the restriction that the independency statements represented by the network structure are exactly those in the domain, these methods
are in general impractical for small databases with discrete variables.
Bayesian and Minimum Description Length Methods

With the introduction of Kutato, it became apparent that currently available techniques from machine learning could be applied to network-structure selection. The
main insight was that a measure can be used for the quality of a network structure
and a database of cases. For Kutato, this measure is entropy. However, new measures based on Bayesian approaches [14, 23, 101] and minimum description length
approaches [8, 69, 109, 117] have been developed based on a more thorough theoretical foundation.
Measures based on a Bayesian approach start with a prior probability distribution
over the space of network structures. Given a database of cases, this distribution can
be updated resulting in a posterior distribution over the space of network structures.
Search algorithms for selecting network structures based on this approach explore the
space of network structures and return the structure with the highest probability.
So, the probability of a network structure and the database can be considered a
measure of the quality of the network structures.
Measures based on a minimum description length approach aim at nding an encoding in a string of the database with as few bits as possible. The basic idea is to
compress the database using a probability distribution over all possible databases;
the most likely databases are encoded by short messages, and the least likely are encoded by long messages, resulting in an average message length as short as possible.
The distribution is represented by a Bayesian belief network. The encoding consists
of two parts: the description of the Bayesian belief network, and the compressed
string. The minimum description length principle selects for a given database the
Bayesian belief network for which the description length is minimal.
We will elaborate on the foundations of various quality measures in Section 4.2.
For an overview of the literature in this eld, we refer to [15].
11
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1.5

Previous Work on the Use of Belief Networks in Knowledge-Based
Systems
Once a Bayesian belief network is completely speci ed and evaluated, it can be used
in a knowledge-based system. The main usage of a Bayesian belief network is for
calculating probabilities of a variable taking a value given the observed values of a set
of variables. These observed variables are called evidence variables. We distinguish
two types of inference algorithms: exact methods in which the probabilities are
calculated without error, and approximate methods in which the probabilities are
estimated based on a set of randomly generated con gurations.
Exact algorithms [72, 79, 95] obtain their eciency by exploiting the independencies represented by the network structure. However, exact inference in general with
Bayesian belief networks has been proven to be NP-hard [22]. The computational
complexity of exact methods strongly depends on the topology of the network. Especially when many loops occur in a network, the runtime of exact methods increases
dramatically. In many applications, exact inference may not be necessary since, due
to inexactness of the probability assessments in the network, approximate beliefs
suce. For an overview of exact inference methods we refer the reader to [72, 81].
We will review the various approximate methods for inference here and elaborate
on them in Chapter 5.
Surprisingly, the computational complexity of approximate methods is NP-hard
[29] when demanding a certain accuracy in the estimates of the probabilities. However, the runtime of approximation algorithms is linear in the number of generated
con gurations and variables.
The basic idea underlying all approximate algorithms is to generate a sample
consisting of a set of con gurations and to approximate beliefs in the various variable
values by the frequency of appearance in the sample. To count the frequency of
appearance, for every value of all variables a sample score is recorded. This score is
initially zero and may be updated every time a con guration has been generated. At
the end of the algorithm, the scores are normalized such that the scores associated
with one variable add to unity. The normalized score of a value of a variable u is
an estimate for the probability of u getting the value. The di erences between the
methods lie in their way of generating con gurations and counting the frequency of
occurrence in the sample.
Henrion [55] was the rst to introduce approximate methods for inference in
Bayesian belief networks with his equiprobable sampling algorithm. In this approximation method, the con gurations are generated by randomly assigning a value to
each variable that is not an evidence variable. Only the scores associated with values
of variables occurring in the generated con guration are updated by increasing them
with the probability that the con guration is generated according to the distribution
represented by the Bayesian belief network. The problem with this method is that
many con gurations will be generated that hardly have any impact on the scores.
On the other hand, a few of the con gurations have a dominating in uence on the
score. Therefore, many con gurations need to be generated in order to get a good
approximation of probabilities.
Henrion [55] also introduced an alternative method for generating con gurations,
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called logic sampling. This method returns a more representative set of con gurations. First, a topological ordering on the variables is constructed. The variables
are given a value following this order. The probability used to assign a value to
a variable u is taken from the assessment function of u. In this way, con gurations that have a large probability of occurrence will be generated more often than
con gurations that have a low probability of occurrence.
When there are evidence variables, all con gurations in which the values generated for these variables do not coincide with the observed values will be thrown
away. This is a weak part of the logic sampling algorithm since, if the probability
of occurrence of the observed values for the evidence variables is very small, many
con gurations will be generated that do not contribute to the score.
Fung and Chang [37] observed that the fraction of con gurations in which all
variables but the evidence variables have the same value and therefore is not thrown
away, is proportional to the probability of occurrence of the evidence variables given
the values of their parents in the con guration. So, they proposed to generate
values in the same way as in logic sampling but only for the variables that are not
evidence variables; the evidence variables get assigned their observed values. Now
the scores are increased with the probability by which the values assigned to the
evidence variables would occur in the logic sampling scheme, instead of by one as
in the logic sampling algorithm. Satisfactory results with this so-called evidence
weighting or likelihood weighing algorithm have been reported [25, 97]. However,
again a problem arises when the probability of occurrence of the observed values of
the evidence variables is very small.
This motivated Shachter and Peot [97] to consider a technique widely studied and
applied in statistics known as importance sampling. They are the rst who made
an explicit distinction between the distribution represented by the Bayesian belief
network and the sampling distribution, that is, the distribution used for generating
the con gurations. In importance sampling, the sampling distribution is adjusted
during the generation of con gurations based on the so far generated con gurations.
First a number k of con gurations is generated using likelihood weighing, so the
sampling distribution equals the distribution represented by the Bayesian belief
network. Now, based on the generated con gurations, the assessment functions are
estimated. These assessment functions are weighted with the assessment functions
in the Bayesian belief network, and these new assessment functions are used to de ne
the sampling distribution for generating the next k con gurations. This process is
repeated, until a sucient number of con gurations has been generated. Of course,
the scores need to be adjusted accordingly. A disadvantage of importance sampling
is that a lot of parameters are involved that may be chosen arbitrarily but that have
a large impact of the performance. The number of con gurations k after which the
sampling distribution is updated may not be chosen too small because updating
is computationally expensive. The weighting of the assessment functions in the
Bayesian belief network and the estimated assessment functions must be taken such
that both assessment functions have some in uence on the sampling distribution,
but none of the two must dominate completely.
All these approximate methods have diculties with the occurrence of rare evidence. A technique that may be used to handle such evidence is backward-sampling
[38]. In backward sampling, the variables in a parent set of a node u get assigned
13
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values all at once. This can be applied when u already has assigned a value. The
probability with which the parents of u get assigned a value is proportional to the
assessment function of node u in which the value of u is substituted.
The previous approximation algorithms are characterized by the complete independence of the generated con gurations, except for importance sampling where
there is only a slight dependence. Pearl [80] introduced a scheme in which the next
con guration depends heavily on the previous con guration. An initial con guration is generated with one of the above methods. Then, in random order, the nodes
are assigned a new value with a probability proportional to the product of the assessment functions in the Markov boundary of the node where the values of the
con guration are substituted. Every time a variable u is assigned a value, the score
of the assigned value is increased by one.
Pearl's algorithm does not have problems with rare evidence, but it does not
perform well when there are very strong dependencies between variables.
Chin and Cooper [19] proposed several forms of graph modi cation in order to
transform a Bayesian belief network in such a way that Pearl's algorithm and likelihood weighing converges faster.
In order to be able to perform an error analysis of approximation algorithms
using techniques for analyzing probabilistic algorithms, Chavez [17] needed very
representative but independently generated con gurations. He proposed to apply
Pearl's algorithm repeatedly to generate a xed number of con gurations, but to use
only the last con guration for updating scores. This results in an algorithm with
a very long runtime per sample but with a precise, theoretically justi ed estimate
of the error that has not been given for the other algorithms. Recently [28], also a
Bayesian error analysis for these algorithms has become available.
We refer the reader to [26] for an overview of approximation algorithms for
Bayesian belief networks.

1.6

Overview of this Thesis
The organization of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce terms,
de nitions and notations of concepts used in the rest of the thesis. In this chapter,
only existing concepts and some related properties are considered; no new theory is
presented.
The following three chapters can be read independently of each other. In Chapter
3, we present a theoretical framework for conditional dependence, the counterpart
of conditional independence. Conditional dependence may be useful for evaluation
of a network structure, that is, the second evaluation as depicted in Figure 1.2. In
this chapter, we develop graphical criteria for reading statements about conditional
dependence from a graph.
In Chapter 4, we investigate the problems of learning a Bayesian belief network
from a database of cases. We consider both learning of network structures, in Figure
1.2 referred to as determination of the graphical structure, and learning of assessment
functions, in Figure 1.2 referred to as de ning the parameters of a distribution.
We investigate properties of various popular quality measures for both in nite-size
and nite-size databases. Further, we consider the complexity of selecting a network
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structure with the highest quality. Up to now, only very simple search heuristics
were proposed. We give a generalization of the known heuristics and show how to
apply some general search algorithms to the task of selecting a network structure.
Learning of assessment functions can be performed by direct estimation from
the database. With an alternative technique, known as smoothing, the database is
explored more eciently. We show how to incorporate smoothing into search heuristics, yielding a better estimate of assessment functions at a small computational cost.
To obtain insight in the usefulness of the various techniques, we performed various
experiments.
In Chapter 5, we consider approximation methods for inference in Bayesian belief
networks, which is the nal task in the life cycle of a network as depicted in Figure
1.2. In this chapter, we present a new method for generating con gurations based on
a popular statistical technique known as strati cation. We show both theoretically
and experimentally that our method generates the con gurations faster and results
in a better estimate of probabilities than other approximation methods known.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we list our main contributions, make some nal concluding
remarks, and point out directions for further research.
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Preliminaries
In this chapter the basic concepts that are used throughout this thesis will be introduced. As the theory on probabilistic networks relies heavily on both graph theory
and probability theory, two separate sections have been devoted to them. Section 2.3
addresses the concept of irrelevance, which is formalized by the notion of conditional
independence. In Section 2.4, the graphical representation of conditional independence is considered. The chapter is concluded by Section 2.5, which is devoted to
probabilistic networks.

2.1

Graph Theory
Some basic concepts from graph theory are reviewed in this section closely following
[120]. For further information on graph theory, the reader is referred to [6, 48].
The following notational conventions will be used for sets of variables. Capital
letters denote sets of variables and lower case letters denote single variables. To
prevent an abundant usage of braces, sometimes u is written to denote fug, XY
to denote the set union X [ Y; and uv to denote fu; vg. Set-di erence, denoted by
the symbol n, is taken to have a lower priority than union and conjunction. So,
Y \ Z nXv is interpreted as (Y \ Z )n(X [fvg). Usually, lower case letters at the end
of the alphabet are used to denote single variables.

2.1

De nition A graph G is an ordered pair G = (V (G); E (G)), where V (G) is a
non-empty nite set of variables, called nodes, and E (G) is a set of pairs of nodes
(u; v), u; v 2 V (G), called edges.
There is a directed edge between two nodes u and v, u; v 2 V (G) in G, written
u ! v or v u, if (u; v) 2 E (G) and (v; u) 62 E (G). If u ! v 2 E (G), then u is a

parent of v and v is a child of u. The parent set u of u is the set of parents of u.
The child set u of u is the set of children of u.
There is an undirected edge between two nodes u and v, u; v 2 V (G) in G, written
u ,,v, if both (u; v) 2 E (G) and (v; u) 2 E (G). Let u ,,v 2 E (G), then u and v are
adjacent in G. The neighborhood u of u is the set of all adjacent nodes of u.
The elements of V (G) will be interchangely called nodes and variables. As long as
the context makes clear which graph G is meant, V and E are used to denote the
sets V (G) and E (G), respectively. Directed edges will also be called arcs.
2.2

De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a graph.

G is an undirected graph if there are only undirected edges in G.
G is a directed graph if there are only directed edges in G.
G is a mixed graph if there are directed or undirected edges in G.
G is a simple graph if it does not contain edges of the form (u; u).

In the sequel, all graphs are taken to be simple.
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De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a graph. A path in G is a sequence of nodes
u1; u2; : : : ; um, m  1, such that (ui; ui+1) 2 E for 1  i < m. The length of a
path is the number of nodes in a path minus one. um is a descendant of u1 in G
and u1 is a ascendant of um.
A path u1; u2; : : :; um is simple if all nodes in the path are distinct.
A path u1; u2; : : :; um, m > 1, is a cycle if u1 = um.
In the sequel, we take all paths to be simple. Usually, Du denotes the set of all
descendants of u and Au the set of all ascendants of u.

2.4

De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a graph. G is a directed acyclic graph if G is a

2.5

De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a graph.

2.6

2.7

2.8

directed graph and contains no cycles.

A chain in G is a sequence of distinct nodes u1; u2; : : :; um, m > 1, such that
(ui; ui+1) 2 E or (ui+1; ui) 2 E for 1  i < m. The length of a chain is the number
of nodes in a chain minus one.
A v-node u in a chain u1; u2; : : : ; um is a node ui, 1 < i < m, in the chain such
that ui,1 ! u and u ui+1 are arcs in G.

De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a graph. A graph G0 = (V 0; E 0) is a subgraph of
G = (E; G) if V 0  V and E 0  E such that for all (u; v) 2 E 0 u; v 2 V 0.
De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a graph and let X  V be a set of nodes.

The subgraph GX induced by X is the graph (X; E (X )) where E (X ) is the subset
of E (G) obtained by deleting all edges that have at least one node not in X .
G is complete if for every pair of nodes u; v 2 V (G) (u; v) 2 E (G) or (v; u) 2 E (G).
A clique X in G is a subset of nodes X  V (G) such that X induces a complete
subgraph GX but no superset of X induces a complete subgraph.

De nition Let G = (V; E (G)) be a graph. The undirected graph GE underlying
G is the graph GE = (V; E (GE )) where (u; v) 2 E (GE ) and (v; u) 2 E (GE ) if and
only if (u; v) 2 E (G).
The underlying graph GE of G is also called the embedded graph of G.

2.9

De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a graph.

2.10

De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a directed acyclic graph. A topological ordering <V
of G is a total ordering on V such that u ! v 2 E implies u <V v. We say that G

G is connected if there is a chain between any pair of nodes u and v, u; v 2 V ;
otherwise, G is disconnected.
G is a tree if G is a connected undirected graph without cycles.
G is a poly-tree if G is a directed graph for which its underlying graph is a tree.

obeys an ordering <V on V if <V is a topological ordering of G.
It is well-known that there exists a topological ordering for every directed acyclic
graph.
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2.2

Probability Theory
Probability theory o ers a sound mathematical formalism for representing uncertainty. In this section, a short introduction to basic concepts is given. For further
information, the reader is referred to [121].

2.11

De nition Let V be a nite nonempty set of discrete variables.
The state space u of a variable u 2 V is a nite set of values which the variable
u may adopt, where ru = j u j  2. A value of u is any element of u.
Let X be a subset of V: The outcome space X of X is the Cartesian product
of all state spaces of the variables in X , X = v
2X u . An element of X is called a

con guration of X .
The event space F of V is the power set of

V.

Usually, elements of u are denoted by xu, and elements of X are denoted as
xX = (xu; u 2 X ). For the entire set of variables V , the subscript of the outcome
space V is omitted and the outcome space is written as . If X is a proper subset
of V; then the outcome space X is often called a partial outcome space of V of X ;
a con guration of X is then called a partial con guration of V of X .
To illustrate the notation of con gurations, consider V = fu; v; wg and X =
fu; vg. Then fV = xV g, fu = xu; v = xv ; w = xw g, and fX = xX ; w = xw g are
alternative notations that denote that the variables in V have some value de ned
by xV , xX , etcetera. Further, fX = xX g denotes the set of con gurations in which
the variables in X are assigned the value xX .
2.12

De nition Let V , , and F be as before. A probability distribution Pr over V is
a function Pr : F ! [0::1] satisfying the following conditions:
1. Pr(A)  0 for each A 2 F ,
2. Pr(A [ B ) = Pr(A) + Pr(A) for all A; B 2 F such that A \ B = ;, and
3. Pr( ) = 1.
Probability distributions for which Pr(A) > 0 for all A 2 F , A 6= ;, are called
positive probability distributions.

Note that a probability distribution Pr over V is uniquely de ned by the probabilities on the single con gurations of V . In this thesis, mostly probabilities of single
con gurations are considered and braces that are induced by set theory are omitted.
For example, Pr(V = xV ) and Pr(u = xu; v = xv ) is written for Pr(fV = xV g) and
Pr(fu = xu; v = xv g), respectively.
If X  V , then the partial con guration xX = (x0u; u 2 X ) conforms to xV =
(xu ; u 2 V ) if a con guration xV nX exists such that fV = xV g = fX = xX ; V nX =
xV nX g. Likewise for u 2 V; the value xu conforms to xV for u if a con guration xV nu
exists such that fV = xV g = fu = xu; V nu = xV nug.
In the sequel, formulas containing more than one partial con guration over subsets of variables of V will be taken to conform to the con guration xV . For example,
if V = X [ Y; then the formula 8xV 2 ; Pr(V = xV ) = Pr(X = xX )  Pr(Y = xY )
implies that xX conforms to xV and xY conforms to xV .
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2.1

Lemma Let V; , and F be as before, and let Pr be a probability distribution
over V . Let X and Y be proper subsets of V such that V = XY and X \ Y = ;.
Let X and Y be the outcome spaces of X and Y respectively, and let FY be the
event space of Y: Then the function Pr0 : FY ! [0 : : : 1] de ned as
Pr0(Y = xY ) =

2.13

2.1

2.14
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X

xX 2

Pr(X = xX ; Y = xY ):

X

for all xY 2 Y is a probability distribution over Y:
The probability distribution Pr0 from Lemma 2.1 is usually referred to as a marginal
probability distribution or a marginal for short. To distinguish the distribution Pr
from the marginal distributions, it is called the joint probability distribution. For
ease of notation, we use Pr to denote the joint probability distribution as well as the
marginal distributions derived from it. The argument to Pr will make clear which
distribution is under consideration.
De nition Let V and F be as before, and let Pr be a joint probability distribution
over V . Let X 2 F . Then, for each Y 2 F , with Pr(Y ) > 0, the conditional
probability of X given Y; written Pr(X jY ), is
(X \ Y ) :
Pr(X jY ) = PrPr
(Y )
Note that conditional probabilities Pr(X jY ) are only de ned in the case that Pr(Y ) >
0. In the sequel, conditional probabilities are taken to be de ned. If Y = ;, Pr(X jY )
is taken to be Pr(X ). It is easily seen that the function Pr(X = xX jY = xY ) denes a probability distribution which we will refer to as a conditional probability
distribution.
For conditional probabilities, the same notations as for probability distributions
are used. A very useful property of probability distributions that immediately follows from De nition 2.13 is the chain rule stated in the following theorem.
Theorem Let V and be as before, with V = fu1; : : : ; ung. Let Pr be a joint
probability distribution over V . Then,
Pr(V = xV ) =
Pr(un = xn ju1 = x1; : : :; un,1 = xn,1)    Pr(u2 = x2ju1 = x1)  Pr(u1 = x1):
for all xV 2 .
De nition Let V and be as before and let Pr be a joint probability distribution
over V: Let X , Y; and Z be subsets of V: Then, X is conditionally independent of
Y given Z in Pr, if
Pr(X = xX jY = xY ; Z = xZ ) = Pr(X = xX jZ = xZ );
for all xV 2 .
Other de nitions of conditional independence exist in the context of other formalisms, but these are out of the scope of this thesis.
Preliminaries

2.3

Conditional Independence
Conditional independence is the formalization of irrelevance. It can be considered
to be one of the key concepts in di erent calculi in arti cial intelligence [107]. Independency models are useful in studying conditional independence.

2.15

De nition Let V be a set of variables. An independency statement is a state-

ment of the form I (X; Z; Y ) where X , Y , and Z are disjoint subsets of V . An
independency model M I over V is a set of independency statements.
A statement I (X; Z; Y ) should be read as X is independent of Y given Z . In the
sequel, we take that I (X; Z; ;) is in any independency model for X and Z disjoint
subsets of V . In the literature, the term dependency model is often erroneously
used instead of the term independency model [81, 107]; an independency model
contains information about independencies and not necessarily about dependencies.
In Chapter 3, we will return to this observation.
Through conditional independence, every probability distribution Pr induces an
independency model M I .

2.16

2.17

De nition Let V be a set of variables, and let Pr be a joint probability distribution
on V . The independency model M I induced by Pr is the set of independency
statements M I = fI (X; Z; Y )j8xX2 X ;xY 2 Y ;xZ 2 Z Pr(X = xX ; Y = xY jZ = xZ ) =
Pr(X = xX jZ = xZ )  Pr(Y = xY jZ = xZ ); Pr(Z = xZ ) > 0g.
De nition Let V be a set of variables. The semi-graphoid axioms are the following rules:
symmetry
decomposition
weak union
contraction

I (X; Z; Y )
I (X; Z; WY )
I (X; Z; WY )
I (X; ZW; Y ) ^ I (X; Z; W )

, I (Y; Z; X ),
) I (X; Z; W ),
) I (X; ZW; Y ), and
) I (X; Z; WY ),

for any disjoint W; X; Y; Z  V: The graphoid axioms are the semi-graphoid axioms
together with the following rule:
intersection
I (X; ZW; Y ) ^ I (X; ZY; W ) ) I (X; Z; WY ).
for any disjoint W; X; Y; Z  V:
The previous de nitions give rise to a classi cation of independency models.
2.18

De nition Let V be a set of variables, and let M I be an independency model over
V:

M I is semi-graphoid if M I is closed under the semi-graphoid axioms.
M I is graphoid if M I is closed under the graphoid axioms.
M I is stochastic if a joint probability distribution Pr over V exists such that Pr
induces M I .
M I is positive stochastic if a positive joint probability distribution Pr over V
exists such that Pr induces M I .
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The relationship between these types of independency model is given in the following
theorem.
2.2

Theorem Every stochastic independency model is semi-graphoid. Every positive
stochastic independency model is graphoid.

semigraphoid
stochastic
positive
stochastic
graphoid

Figure 2.1: The relationship between the various classes of independency models.
A proof of the theorem can be found in [31] or in [106]1. The relationship between
the various classes of independency models is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Note that
there are independency models that are both stochastic and graphoid but that are
not positive stochastic. For example, let V = fug, V = f0; 1; 2g and Pr(V = 0) =
Pr(V = 1) = 12 , Pr(V = 2) = 0. Then, the independency model induced by Pr is
stochastic and graphoid, but not positive stochastic.

2.4

Graphical Representations
Undirected graphs and directed acyclic graphs are a powerful means for representing
independency models [30, 71, 82, 119, 120]. The representation of independency
statements by an undirected graph is de ned through the concepts of blocking and
separation.

2.19

2.20

De nition Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph.

A path u1; u2; : : : ; um, m > 1 in G is blocked by a set of nodes X , X  V; if the
path has at least one node in common with X .

De nition Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph. Let X , Y; Z be disjoint subsets
of V:
Z separates X from Y in G, written hX; Z; Y iG , if every path in G from a node
in X to a node in Y is blocked by Z .
1

that
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The theorem holds for independency statements over non-disjoint subsets as well if it is assumed
(
) [81].
I X; Z; Z
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2.3

2.21

2.22

A statement of the form hX; Z; Y iG is called a separation statement. In the sequel, we omit the subscript G as long as the context makes clear which graph G is
considered.
The following property of separation is known as the global Markov property.
Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph. Let
u 2 V and u be the neighborhood of u. Then, for every u 2 V , hu; u ; V nuuiG .
A proof of the theorem can be found in [81]. This theorem states that in an undirected graph, every node u is separated by its neighbors from all other nodes of the
graph. An independency model can be associated with an undirected graph.
De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph.
The independency model MGI over V corresponding to G is the set of independency
statements I (X; Z; Y ) such that hX; Z; Y i in G.
Similar concepts of blocking and separation are de ned for directed acyclic graphs.
De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a directed acyclic graph.
A chain u1; u2; : : :; um, m > 1 in G is blocked by a set of nodes X , X  V; if there
is a triple u, v, w of consecutive nodes in the chain such that one of the following
conditions holds:
1. u ! v 2 E and v ! w 2 E and v 2 X , or
2. u v 2 E and v ! w 2 E and v 2 X , or
3. u ! v 2 E and v w 2 E and v nor its descendants Dv are in X .
u
v

u

w
1.

u

v

2.

w
v
D

w

v

3.

Figure 2.2: Conditions under which a chain is blocked.

2.23

The three conditions under which a chain may be blocked are illustrated in Figure
2.2.
De nition Let G = (V; E ) be a directed acyclic graph. Let X , Y; Z be disjoint
subsets of V:
Z d-separates X from Y in G, written hX; Z; Y iG , if every chain in G between a
node in X and a node in Y is blocked by Z .
In the sequel, we will omit the subscript G from a separation statement as long
as it is clear from the context which graph G is considered. We will use the term
separation instead of d-separation. For separation in directed acyclic graphs, also a
global Markov property is known.
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2.4

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let G = (V; E ) be a directed acyclic graph.
Then, hu; u; V nuuDu iG for any u 2 V .
A proof of the theorem can be found in [81]. This theorem states that in a directed
acyclic graph, every node u is separated by the parent set of u from all other nodes
that are non-descendants.

2.24

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let G = (V; E ) be a directed acyclic graph.

2.5

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph or

The independency model MGI over V corresponding to G is the set of independency
statements I (X; Z; Y ) such that hX; Z; Y i in G.
a directed acyclic graph. Let MGI be the independency model corresponding to G.
Then, MGI is closed under the graphoid axioms.

Separate proofs of this theorem for undirected graphs and directed acyclic graphs
can be found in [81]. The previous de nitions give rise to a relation between graphs
and independency models.
2.25

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be an independency model over V

and let G = (V; E ) be a graph.
G is a dependency map, or D-map, of M I if I (X; Z; Y ) 2 M I implies hX; Z; Y iG .
G is an independency map, or I-map, of M I if hX; Z; Y iG implies I (X; Z; Y ) 2
M I:
G is a minimal I-map of M I if G is an I-map of M I and no proper subgraph
G0 = (V; E 0) of G is an I-map of M I:
G is a perfect map, or P-map, of M I if G is both an I-map and a D-map of M I:
In the sequel, often the independency model induced by a joint probability distribution Pr is considered, and a graph G will then be called a D-map, I-map, or
P-map of Pr to denote that G is a D-map, I-map, or P-map, respectively, of the
independency model induced by Pr.

2.26

De nition Let V be a set of variables and let M I be a graphoid independency

model over V:
An independency base LI over M I is a subset of M I such that for each u 2 V;
the set LI contains exactly one independency statement of the form

I (u; hu; V nuhu)
and no others, where hu  V nu, such that I (u; hu; V nuhu ) is in M I and for any
proper subset S of hu, I (u; S; V nuS ) is not in M I:
A set hu in an element of the independency base LI is called a boundary of u in LI .
A boundary hu is constructed from the independency model M I by initially setting
hu to V nu and then removing variables v from hu for which I (u; V nuv; v) is in M I .
An undirected graph G = (V; E ) is associated with the identi ed independency
base by letting u ,,v 2 E if and only if v is in the hu . By this construction,
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the neighborhood u in G is equal to the set hu . Therefore, we will refer to hu as
the neighborhood of u and we will write u instead of hu. The constructed graph
is a minimal I-map of M I [81]. The independency model MLI associated with an
independency base LI is the closure of LI under the independency axioms.
2.27

De nition Let V be a set of variables, let M I be a graphoid independency model

over V; and let <V be a total ordering on V:
A causal input list LI<V over M I is a subset of M I such that for each u 2 V; the
set LI<V contains one and only one independency statement of the form

I (u; pu; Vu npu )
and no others, where Vu = fvjv 2 V; v <V ug and pu  Vu such that I (u; pu; Vu npu )
is in M I and for any proper subset S of pu , I (u; S; VunS ) is not in M I:
A causal input list is constructed from an independency model M I by starting with
a set pu = Vu for each node u 2 V: Then for each node v 2 pu , v is deleted from pu
if I (u; Vunv; v) is in M I:
A directed acyclic graph G<V = (V; E ) is associated with a causal input list LI<V
as follows. G contains an arc u ! v if and only if u is in the set pu of LI<V . By
construction, the parent set u is equal to pu . Therefore, we will refer to pu as the
parent set of v and write u instead of pu . The directed acyclic graph obtained is
a minimal I-map of M I [82]. The independency model MLI associated with a causal
input list LI<V is the closure of LI<V under the independency axioms.
Unlike for undirected graphs, an independency model need not be uniquely dened by a given directed acyclic graph; the independency model represented by the
directed acyclic graph G = (fu; vg; u ! v) is the same as the independency model
represented by G0 = (fu; vg; u v).
2.28

De nition Let G1 = (V; E (G1)) and G2 = (V; E (G2 )) be directed acyclic graphs.
G1 and G2 are equivalent , denoted as G1  G2, if MGI = MGI .
1

2

The equivalence of directed acyclic graphs can easily be checked using the following
property.
2.6

Theorem Let G1 = (V; E (G1)) and G2 = (V; E (G2 )) be directed acyclic graphs, and

let G01 = (V; E (G01 )) and G02 = (V; E (G02)) be their underlying graphs, respectively.
Then, G1 and G2 are equivalent if and only if the following conditions hold for
all u; v; w 2 V :
1. u ! v; v w 2 E (G1) and u ,,w 62 E (G01) if and only if u ! v; v
and u ,,w 62 E (G02 ), and
2. u ,,v 2 E (G01) if and only if u ,,v 2 E (G02).

w 2 E (G2 )

A proof can be found in [82]. The two conditions for the equivalence of two directed
acyclic graphs are illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Directed acyclic graphs can be transformed using the reversal of arcs.
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G1

G2
iff

w u

u

1.

v

w
v
v

w

v

w

2.

Figure 2.3: Conditions for equivalence of two directed acyclic graphs.
2.29

De nition Let V be a set of variables and let G be a directed acyclic graph over
V . Let u, v be two nodes in V such that there is no path from v to u nor from u to
v with the possible exception of the path u ! v.
Then, arc-reversal is an operation on the nodes u and v and G that results in
a directed acyclic graph G0 over V which equals G if u 62 v and otherwise it has
parent sets
8
if w 6= u and w 6= v;
< w
0
w = : u [ v [ v w = u;
v [ unu w = v:

We write G0 = arcr(G; u; v) to denote that G0 is the directed acyclic graph obtained
by applying an arc-reversal on u and v in G. If G0 = arcr(G; u; v), then the independency model represented by G0 is a subset of the independency model represented
by G and no arcs can be removed from G0 without destroying this property [96].

2.5

Probabilistic Networks
Probabilistic networks o er mathematically sound formalisms for representing uncertainty in knowledge-based systems. Two kinds of probabilistic networks are considered in this thesis: Markov networks and Bayesian belief networks. The main
di erence between the two is that the former are based on undirected graphs and
the latter are based on directed acyclic graphs.

2.30

De nition Let V be a set of variables. A Markov network B over V is an ordered
pair B = (BS ; BP ) such that

1. BS = (V; E ) is an undirected graph, called the skeleton of B , containing the
unique cliques C1; : : :; Cm, m  1, and
2. BP = fgj : Cj ! IR+jj = 1; : : : ; mg is a set of non-negative functions, called
potentials.
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The potentials of a Markov network uniquely de ne a joint probability distribution
Pr over V in which the independency statements represented by the skeleton of the
network hold.
2.7

Theorem Let V be a set of variables, and let B = (BS ; BP ) be a Markov network
over V as in De nition 2.30. Then,

Pr(V = xV ) = 

m
Y
j =1

gj (Cj = xCj )

P

for all xV 2 , where is a normalizing constant such that xV 2 Pr(V = xV ) = 1,
de nes a joint probability distribution over V such that BS is an I-map of Pr.
A proof of this theorem has been published in [81].
2.31

De nition Let V be a set of variables. A Bayesian belief network B over V is an
ordered pair (BS ; BP ) such that

1. BS = (V; E ) is a directed acyclic graph, called the network structure of B ,
and
2. BP = f u : u  u ! [0::1]ju 2 V g is a set of functions, called assessment
functions.
The assessment functions of a Bayesian belief network uniquely de ne a joint probability distribution Pr over V in which the independency statements represented by
the network structure of the network hold.
2.8

Theorem Let V be a set of variables, and let B = (BS ; BP ) be a Bayesian belief
network over V as in De nition 2.31. Then,

Pr(V = xV ) =

Y

u2V

u (u = xu ju = xu )

for all xV 2 , de nes a joint probability distribution over V such that BS is an
I-map of Pr.
A proof of the theorem can be found in [62].
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Conditional Dependence
The concept of irrelevance is one of the key concepts in knowledge-based systems.
Without making assumptions about irrelevance, reasoning in a knowledge-based system would be intractable. Irrelevance is equivalent to conditional independence in
a technical context. Conditional independence relations may be represented by independency models. Conditional independence and independency models are thoroughly studied in di erent calculi of arti cial intelligence [107].
Since independency models are very large in general, it is not practical to store
them as sets. Instead, a short list of independency statements is used to represent
an independency model. Using the graphoid axioms, every independency statement
in the represented independency model can be derived from such a list. There are
two special kinds of lists of independency statements: the independency base, and
the causal input list. These types of lists are associated with undirected graphs
and directed acyclic graphs, respectively. Graphical criteria are available to read
from the graph independency statements that are in the graphoid closure of the
independency base or causal input list. However, there are independency models
that cannot be perfectly represented by a graph. For any such model, one has to
make the choice of capturing too few or too many independency statements in a
graphical representation. Inference algorithms in knowledge-based systems with a
Markov network or Bayesian belief network obtain their eciency by making use of
the represented independencies in their network. So, as many independency statements as possible should be represented in order to have an representation as close
as possible to the true independency model. On the other hand, it is better to represent too few independency statements than too many, since erroneously assumed
independencies may lead to false conclusions. Therefore, we are interested in minimal I-maps, which are graphs that represent a maximum number of independency
statements but not too many.
Given a minimal I-map G of an independency model M I , the independency statements I (X; Z; Y ) such that X and Y are separated by Z in G are valid independency
statements in M I . However, if X and Y are not separated by Z in G, then it is
not clear whether I (X; Z; Y ) is an element of M I or not. In general, if an independency statement cannot be read from the graph at hand, it does not mean that
the independency statement is not valid. Yet, some independency statements may
be identi ed that are de nitely not valid. In this chapter we derive criteria for
identifying such independency statements. More speci cally, we develop a powerful axiomatic characterization of conditional dependence and graphical criteria for
reading conditional dependencies from a minimal I-map.
It should be noted that the presented theory ts in a logical framework. Because
the theory on conditional independence has been developed from a statistical point of
view, we adopt the historical terminology. Therefore, this section may be confusing
for readers with a background in logic; for example, we use the term `model' for
what is usually called `theory', and we use the term `axiom' for what is usually
called `inference rule'.
In the next section, an axiomatic characterization of conditional dependence is
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given together with some of its properties. In Section 3.2, we investigate the dependencies that can be derived from an independency base and we de ne a graphical
criterion to read these dependencies from the undirected graph associated with the
independency base. In Section 3.3 we address the same issues for causal input lists
and directed acyclic graphs.

3.1

Conditional Dependence
We are interested in a theory about conditional dependence. In this chapter, we will
consider nite sets of variables only.

3.1

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let X , Y , and Z be disjoint subsets of
V such that X =
6 ;, Y 6= ;. We call X and Y conditionally dependent given Z ,
written D(X; Z; Y ), if X and Y are not conditionally independent given Z . The
statement D(X; Z; Y ) is called a dependency statement.
The semantics of conditional dependence is determined by the formalism in which
conditional independence is de ned. In general, D(X; Z; Y ) can be interpreted as
saying that knowledge of some variables in Y is relevant for knowledge of some
variables in X when all variables in Z are known. From the de nition, we have
D(X; Z; Y ) , :I (X; Z; Y ). To study the properties of sets of dependency statements, we use dependency models.

3.2

De nition Let V be a set of variables. A dependency model M D over V is a
set of dependency statements. The complement of M D is the independency model
M I = fI (X; Z; Y )jX; Z; Y disjoint subsets of V; D(X; Z; Y ) 62 M D g.
If M I is the complement of M D , then we say that M D is the complement of M I .
Just as conditional dependence is the counterpart of conditional independence, a
dependency model is the counterpart of an independency model. We now classify
dependency models as we have done for independency models in Chapter 2.

3.3

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be an independency model over V
and let M D be the complement of M I .
M D is semi-graphoid if M I is semi-graphoid.
M D is graphoid if M I is a graphoid.
M D is stochastic if M I is stochastic.
M D is positive stochastic if M I is positive stochastic.

The relationship between these types of dependency model is given in the following
theorem.
3.1
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Theorem Every stochastic dependency model is semi-graphoid. Every positive

stochastic dependency model is graphoid.

Conditional Dependence
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Figure 3.1: The graphoid independency model MeI obtained by closing fI (a; ;; ;); I (b; ;; a);I (c; ab; ;); I (d; b; ac);I (e; cd; ab);I (f;ce; abd); I (c;be; d)g under the graphoid axioms.
Conditional Dependence

Proof: The properties stated follow directly from De nition 3.3 and Theorem 2.2.
Note that the relations between the various classes of dependency model are exactly
the same as the relations between the various classes of independency model as
illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of an independency model. It lists the elements
of a graphoid independency model over six variables abcdef . The independency
model is constructed by starting with a short list of independency statements
fI (a; ;; ;); I (b; ;; a); I (c; ab; ;); I (d; b; ac);I (e;cd; ab);I (f;ce; abd); I (c; be; d)g and taking the closure of this list under the graphoid axioms. All trivial independency
statements are omitted, that is, no independency statements of the form I (X; Z; ;)
is listed. The gure demonstrates that even for a small number of variables, independency models may be very large sets. By construction, the independency model
can be eciently represented by only a small set of independency statements. In
general, this need not be the case. In practice, however, most independency models do have this property [104]. The listed independency model will be used in
subsequent examples and will be referred to as MeI . Like independency models,
dependency models may become very large. For example, the dependency model
that is the complement of the independency model MeI in Figure 3.1 contains 2552
elements. Instead of storing all dependency statements, a list of selected dependency
statements is a more structured representation, which makes it easier to derive theoretical results. Using a set of rules, every dependency statement in the dependency
model can be derived from the list. For this purpose, the following rules are de ned.
3.4

De nition Let V be a set of variables. The semi-dependency axioms are the
following rules:
symmetry
composition
weak reunion
extraction
extraction+

D(X; Z; Y )
, D(Y; Z; X ),
D(X; Z; Y )
) D(X; Z; WY ),
D(X; ZW; Y )
) D(X; Z; WY ),
D(X; Z; WY ) ^ I (X; Z; W ) ) D(X; ZW; Y ), and
D(X; Z; WY ) ^ I (X; ZY; W)
) D(X; Z; Y )

for any disjoint W; X; Y; Z  V: The dependency axioms are the semi-dependency
axioms together with the following rule:
intersection
D(X; Z; WY ) ^ I (X; ZY; W)
) D(X; ZW; Y ):
for any disjoint W; X; Y; Z  V:
Note that for every graphoid axiom for conditional independence a complementary
dependency axiom is de ned. In fact, these axioms are constructed by taking the
`inverse' of the graphoid axioms; assuming that a statement on the right-hand side
of a graphoid axiom is a dependency statement, we conclude that at least one of the
statements on the left-hand side must be a dependency statement. As a result, for
the contraction axiom two complementary axioms are de ned, namely extraction
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3.2

and extraction+. The same would be expected for intersection. However, the two
resulting rules turn out to be equivalent.
The dependency axioms can be regarded as inference rules for certain dependency
models. The intuition behind symmetry is straightforward. Composition tells that
if Y is dependent of X given Z , then Y together with W also is dependent of X
given Z . Weak reunion is interpreted in a similar fashion; if Y is dependent of X
given ZW , then also Y together with W is dependent of X when only Z is known.
The extraction axiom says that if W and Y are dependent of X given Z , and
furthermore W is independent of X given Z , then X must be dependent of Y when
both Z and W are known. To get an intuition of the extraction+ a same line of
reasoning can be followed; if W and Y are dependent of X when Z is known, and
furthermore W is independent of X when both Z and Y are known, then X must
be dependent on some variables in Y and not in W when Z is known. Note that
extraction+ is the only dependency axiom in which the dependency statement on
the right-hand side contains less variables than the dependency statement on the
left-hand side. So, a stronger statement on dependencies is obtained.
The intuition of the intersection axioms is that if W and Y are dependent of X
given Z , and furthermore W is independent of X given both Z and Y , then X must
be dependent of some variables in Y given both W and Z . The intersection axiom
is the strongest of the dependency axioms in the sense that it gives very speci c
information on which variables are conditionally dependent. With a relatively weak
statement about conditional dependence and conditional independence, a rather
strong statement about conditional dependence can be derived.
Note that it is necessary to have knowledge of some conditional independency
statements in order to apply the extraction axioms and the intersection axiom.
Theorem Every semi-graphoid dependency model is closed under the semi dependency axioms. Every graphoid dependency model is closed under the dependency
axioms.
Proof: We will only show that the extraction axiom D(X; Z; WY ) ^ I (X; Z; W ) )
D(X; ZW; Y ) holds in every semi-graphoid dependency model. The proofs for the
other axioms are analogous.
Let M D be a semi-graphoid dependency model and let M I be the complement of
D
M . Assume that D(X; Z; WY ) 2 M D and I (X; Z; W ) 2 M I . By de nition we have
D(X; Z; WY ) 2 M D , I (X; Z; WY ) 62 M I . Now, suppose that I (Y; ZW; X ) 2 M I .
By contraction for graphoid independency models, it follows that I (X; Z; WY ) 2
M I . From the contradiction, we conclude that I (X; Z; WY ) 62 M I from which it
follows that D(X; ZW; Y ) 2 M D .

3.1

The semi-dependency axioms form a relatively weak set of inference rules. From
now on, we shall only consider graphoid dependency models. Note that, for example, stochastic dependency models induced by positive probability distributions are
graphoid. So, we still consider a large class of dependency models.
The following properties show the power of the graphoid axioms and dependency
axioms for deriving new properties.
Lemma Let V be a set of variables, and let M I be a graphoid independency model
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over V . Let X , Y , and Z be disjoint subsets of V . If I (u; XY Z nuv; v) 2 M I for all
u 2 X and v 2 Y , if and only if I (X; Z; Y ) 2 M I .

Proof: First we show the only if part. We begin by showing that if, for a given
u 2 X , we have that I (u; XY Z nuv; v) 2 M I for all v 2 Y , then I (u; ZX nu; Y ) 2 M I .
We prove this property by induction on the cardinality of Y . For jY j = 0 and jY j = 1,

the property holds by de nition. Now, assume that for some k > 1, the property
holds for all sets Y with jY j = i, 1  i < k. Consider a set Y = fv1; : : : ; vk g such
that I (u; XY Z nuv; v) 2 M I for all v 2 fv1; : : : ; vk,1g. Then from the induction
hypothesis we have I (u; XZvknu; Y nvk) 2 M I . By applying the intersection axiom,
we nd I (u; XZ nu; Y ) 2 M I . This completes the induction.
By symmetry, we have I (Y; XZ nu; u) 2 M I for all u 2 X , since we can apply the
property above for every u. By a similar argument as above we nd I (Y; Z; X ) 2 M I
and hence I (X; Z; Y ) 2 M I .
The if part of the lemma easily follows from weak union and symmetry.
3.1

Corollary Let V be set of variables. Let M D be a graphoid dependency model
over V , and let X , Y , and Z be disjoint subsets of V . Then, D(X; Z; Y ) 2 M D if
and only if variables u 2 X; v 2 Y exist such that D(u; XY Z nuv; v) 2 M D .
Proof: The corollary states the logical negation of Lemma 3.1.
Note that from the corollary it follows that to show that Y is dependent on X given
Z , it suces to nd two variables u 2 X and v 2 Y such that u and v are dependent
given all other variables XY Z nuv.

3.2

Undirected Graphs
Graphs constitute a powerful representation formalism for dependency and independency models. In this section we consider undirected graphs and the way they
represent independency models and dependency models. In the next section we
consider directed acyclic graphs.

3.2.1

Conditional Independence in Undirected Graphs
In this subsection, we will review the relationship between a graphoid independency
model, its independency base and its associated undirected graph. We will use the
independency model MeI listed in Figure 3.1 to illustrate the relationships.
Let M I be the independency model over a set of variables V . The independency
base LI over M I is the set of independency statements LI = fI (u; u; V nuu)ju 2 V g
as de ned in De nition 2.26. So, the sets u in LI are the smallest subsets of variables
of V nu that give full information to the variable u: if values for the variables in u
are known, no knowledge of values of other variables will change the probabilities
for u's values.
Given the independency model M I , the sets u as described above can be constructed based on Lemma 3.1 as follows. Initially u is set to V nu for a variable
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Figure 3.2: Relation between independency models, independency base, undirected
graph, and represented independency model for MeI .
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Figure 3.3: The undirected graph GL induced by the independency base L in Figure
3.2.

u 2 V . Then, M I is consulted for every independency statement I (u; V nuv; v) with
u 2 V , v 2 V nu. If the independency statement is in M I , then v is removed from the
neighborhood u. This process is repeated for every variable u 2 V . The procedure
is depicted below in pseudo code. In practical applications, a domain expert acts as
an oracle that can provide answers about independency statements.

Independency Base Construction for M I
for all u 2 V do u V nu
for all u 2 V do
for all v 2 V do
if I (u; V nuv; v) 2 M I then u
return fI (u; u; V nu)ju 2 V g

unv

For example, consider the independency model MeI listed in Figure 3.1. Then
the set a is found by starting with V na = bcdef . As I (a; cdef; b) and I (a; bdef; c)
are not in MeI , b and c cannot be removed from a. But I (a; bcef; d) is in MeI
so d can be removed from a resulting in bcef . Furthermore, as I (a; bcdf; e) and
I (a; bcde; f ) are in MeI , e and f can be deleted from a resulting in a = bc. For
variables a, the statement I (a; bc; def ) is added to the independency base. Applying this construction for the other variables gives the independency base LI =
fI (a; bc; def ); I (b; acd; ef ); I (c;abef; d); I (d; be; acf )I (e; cdf;ab);I (f;ce; abd)g. LI is
also listed in Figure 3.2.
Note that there is a kind of symmetry in the neighborhoods; if u 2 v then
v 2 u . For example, in the independency base in Figure 3.2 we have b 2 a and
a 2 b. The rationale behind this property is that dependence between two variables
is symmetric. If a is dependent on b, then b is dependent on a.
The undirected graph GL induced by an independency base LI has an edge u ,,v
between u and v if and only if u is in the neighborhood v of v. The undirected
graph associated with the independency base listed in Figure 3.2 is shown in Figure
3.3. Since a = bc, there are edges a ,,b and a ,,c in GL.
With the undirected graph GL , an independency model MGI over V is associated
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3.3

3.2

3.4

containing the independency statements I (X; Z; Y ) if and only if X and Y are separated by Z in GL . For example, for the graph GL in Figure 3.3 we have that ha; cd; f i
since all paths in G from a to f contain c or d. Therefore, MGI contains I (a; cd; f ).
So, a graph represents an independency model through separation. As separation
obeys the graphoid axioms, the represented model MGI is a graphoid independency
model. The relationship between the graph GL associated with the independency
base LI and the independency model M I is given by the following theorem.
Theorem Let V be set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V and let LI be the independency base of M I . Let GL be the undirected graph
associated with LI . Then, GL is a minimal I-map of M I:
A proof of the theorem can be found in [83] and [81].As a consequence, we have the
following property.
Corollary Let V be set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V and let LI be the independency base of M I . Let GL be the undirected graph
associated with LI . Then, MGI  M I :
The reverse M I  MGI does not necessarily hold. For example, consider once more
the independency model MeI listed in Figure 3.2 and the undirected graph GL shown
in Figure 3.3 associated with the independency base LI of MeI . From MeI , we have
that I (a; ;; b) 2 MeI . In GL , however, ha; ;; bi does not hold. So, I (a; ;; b) 62 MGI .
The independency statements from MeI that are not represented by GL are marked
with a prime in Figure 3.1. Note that all but sixteen independency statements are
represented by GL , indicating that undirected graphs indeed o er a powerful way of
representing independency models.
The independency base LI induces an independency model. This independency
model MLI is the closure of LI under the graphoid axioms. For example, let LI be
the independency base in Figure 3.2. The independency statement I (a; bc; def ) is in
LI so I (a; bc; def ) is in MLI . Using weak union and symmetry, we get I (ef; bcd; a) 2
MLI . The independency statements I (b; acd; ef ) is in LI . Using symmetry and
intersection on the last two independency statements we get I (ef; cd; ab) 2 MLI and
using symmetry and decomposition we have I (a; cd; f ) 2 MLI . So, I (a; cd; f ) is in
MLI . Note that I (a; cd; f ) is also in the independency model MGI associated with the
graph GL induced by LI . This is no coincidence, considering the following property.
Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V . Let LI be the independency base of M I and let MLI be the graphoid closure
of LI . Let GL be the undirected graph associated with LI and let MGI be the
independency model of GL . Then,
MGI = MLI :

Proof: We show that MLI  MGI and MGI  MLI .
First, we show that MLI  MGI by demonstrating for all independency statements
I (X; Z; Y ) that if I (X; Z; Y ) 2 MLI then I (X; Z; Y ) 2 MGI . Consider any independency statement I (u; u; V nuu) 2 LI . By construction of GL and the de nition of
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separation, we have that hu; u; V nuuiGL . So, I (u; u; V nuu) 2 MGI . We conclude
that LI  MGI . Since MGI is closed under the graphoid axioms by Theorem 2.5,
every independency statement I (X; Z; Y ) 2 MLI is in MGI . Hence I (X; Z; Y ) 2 MGI .
Next, we show that MGI  MLI by proving for all independency statements
I (X; Z; Y ) that if I (X; Z; Y ) 2 MGI then I (X; Z; Y ) 2 MLI . Assume that hX; Z; Y i
holds in GL . Then for all u 2 X and v 2 Y , u and v are non-adjacent. We conclude that, for all u 2 X the set Y nu is empty. So, for all u 2 X the statement
I (u; u; V nuu) 2 LI can be written as I (u; u; Y (V nuuY )). Using decomposition
we can derive I (u; u; Y (Z nu)) and using weak union we can derive I (u; ZX nu; Y )
for all u 2 X . By applying Lemma 3.1, I (X; Z; Y ) can be derived using these
statements. So, I (X; Z; Y ) 2 MLI .
So, all independency statements that can be derived from an independency base LI
using the graphoid axioms are also represented in the graph induced by LI and vice
versa.
The relationships among the above concepts is depicted in Figure 3.2. In the
gure, a directed arrow between two rectangles means that the object at the tail of
the arrow is sucient to construct the object at the head of the arrow.

3.2.2

Conditional Dependence in Undirected Graphs
In the previous subsection, it was shown that the representation of an independency
model by an undirected graph is equivalent to the representation of this independency model by its independency base. In this subsection, we will derive a similar
property for dependency models.

3.5

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V , and let LI be the independency base of M I . The dependency base LD of M I
is a set of dependency statements such that for each u 2 V , LD contains dependency
statements of the form

3.2
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D(u; u nv; v)
for each v 2 u, where u is such that I (u; u; V nu v) 2 LI .
Consider once more the independency model MeI listed in Figure 3.1. For variable
a, LI contains the independency statement I (a; bc; def ). So, LD contains the dependency statements D(a; c; b), and D(a; b; c). Figure 3.4 shows the entire dependency
base for the independency model MeI listed
For the dependency base as de ned above, we can show that the dependency
statements that are in the dependency base indeed are in the complement of M I ,
and hence are valid statements about dependence.
Lemma Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V , and let M D be its complementary graphoid dependency model. Let LD be
the dependency base of M I . Then
LD  M D :

Conditional Dependence

Proof: The property will be proved by contradiction. Suppose that for some u; v 2
V , D(u; u nv; v) 2 LD and D(u; u nv; v) 62 M D . From D(u; u nv; v) 62 M D , we have
by de nition that I (u; unv; v) 2 M I . Now, let LI be the independency base of
M I . By construction of LD we know that I (u; u; V nuu)M I 2 LI and hence that
I (u; u; V nuu)M I 2 M I . Applying the contraction axiom to I (u; unv; v)M I and
I (u; u; V nuu)M I gives I (u; unv; V n(uunv)) 2 M I . Now observe that if this last
statement is in the independency model M I , then u is not the smallest set such
that I (u; u; Vu nuu) 2 M I . But then, LI cannot be the independency base of M I .
From this contradiction we conclude that LD  M D .
We can associate a dependency model with a dependency base in a similar way as
we associated an independency model MLI with an independency base LI .
3.6

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model

over V and let LI be the independency base of M I . Let MLI be the independency
model associated with LI . Let LD be the dependency base of M I . The dependency
model MLD associated with LD is the closure of LD under the six dependency axioms,
where the independency statements used are elements of MLI .
Note that in applying the dependency axioms for calculating the closure of LD , the
independency statements used can be easily read from the undirected graph GL
associated with LI , as MGI = MLI .

3.5

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model

over V , and let M D be its complementary graphoid dependency model. Let LD be
the dependency base of M I and let MLD be its associated dependency model. Then

MLD  M D :

Proof: By Lemma 3.2, we have that LD  M D . From Theorem 3.2 we have that any

graphoid dependency model is closed under the dependency axioms. The property
stated in the theorem now follows from the de nition of MLD .
The dependency model MLD can be viewed as the counterpart of the independency
model MLI . We now take the dependency pool M over V as the set of all triples
(X; Z; Y ) where X , Y , and Z are disjoint subsets of V . For a given independency
base LI , we can divide the pool M into four disjoint sets: MLI , MLD , M I nMLI and
M D nMLD . Figure 3.5 illustrates this basic idea. Given an independency base, of
the statements in the last two sets we cannot tell whether they are independency
statements or dependency statements unless we have extra information.
For example, consider a memory chip with eight bits b1; : : :; b8 and a parity bit
p, that is, consider the set of variables V = fb1; : : :; b8; pg; the parity bit takes
the value 1 if an even number of bits is one, otherwise it takes the value 0. The
independency base LI over V with these functional dependencies is fI (bi; V nbi; ;)ji =
1; : : : ; 8g [fI (p; V np; ;)g. So, there are no independency statements in the associated
independency model MLI that are not trivial, that is, for all independency statements
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I (X; Z; Y ) in MLI at least one of X and Y is an empty set. The dependency base LD
constructed from LI contains only dependency statements of the form D(u; V nuv; v).
Now observe that only the symmetry and weak reunion axioms can be applied to
these statements; the other dependency axioms cannot be used for deriving new
dependency statements from LD . So, the dependency model MLD associated with
LD contains only statements D(X; Z; Y ) for which XY Z = V and MLD is relatively
small. As a result, the set of statements in the dependency pool that cannot be
identi ed as independency statements or dependency statements, that is, the set
M nMLI MLD , may be very large.
We showed that the consequences of a dependency base under the dependency
axioms are valid dependency statements. Since the above example illustrates that
the dependency base MLD associated with a dependency base LD may be very small,
one may ask whether extending LD with more dependency statements would result
in a larger MLD . These dependency statements should be easily obtainable from
the independency base LI , since we do not want to consult external sources of
information about dependence. The following argument shows extending LD is not
useful. The only way to show that a dependency statements D(X; Z; Y ) is valid is
by contradiction. We know of any neighborhood u in LI that no proper variable
v of v exists such that I (u; unv; V nuvu) is valid. The contradiction that needs to
be derived is that under the assumption that I (X; Z; Y ) is valid, such a variable v
does exist. The derivation uses the graphoid axioms. Now, using the dependency
axioms, a complementary derivation can be constructed starting with D(u; u nv; v)
and ending with D(X; Z; Y ). The dependency axiom used in the kth derivation
step is the complement of the graphoid axiom used in the n , kth derivation with
independency statements. So, every dependency statement that can be derived
by contradiction using the independency base LI and the independency model MLI
can be derived from the dependency base. Therefore, it is not useful to extend
the dependency base with other dependency statements if only knowledge of the
independency base LI may be used.
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3.2.3

A Graphical Criterion for Conditional Dependence in Undirected Graphs
Recall from the theory on conditional independence that for a given independency
base LI , all statements in its associated independency model MLI can be read from
the undirected graph GL associated with LI using the separation criterion. The
notion of coupling o ers a graphical criterion for dependency statements in MLD .

3.7

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph, and
let X , Y , and Z be disjoint subsets of V . We call X and Y coupled given Z in G,
written iX; Z; Y hG , if two nodes u 2 X , v 2 Y or u 2 Y , v 2 X exist such that
1. u ,,v is an edge in G, and
2. u  XY Z where u is the neighborhood of u in G.
A statement iX; Z; Y hG is called a coupling statement. In the sequel, we will omit
the subscript G from coupling statements whenever the context makes it clear which
graph G is considered.
To illustrate the notion of coupling, we consider the undirected graph of Figure
3.3. In this graph we have ia; c; bh, because a and b are adjacent and the boundary
of a, a = bc, is a subset of abc. Likewise, we have iad; ;; bceh. In the graph, the
statement ia; bd; eh does not hold, as a and e are not adjacent. Also the statement
ia; ;; ch does not hold in G as neither a = bc nor c = abef are subsets of ae.
Coupling has the property that if X and Y are coupled by Z in a minimal I-map,
then X and Y are conditionally dependent given Z . So using coupling, one can read
valid dependency statements from graphs that are minimal I-maps.

3.3

Lemma Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V , and let GL = (V; E ) be an undirected graph that is the minimal I-map of
M I . Let LD be the dependency base of M I . Let MLD be the dependency model
associated with LD . Then

iX; Z; Y hGL ) D(X; Z; Y ) 2 MLD ;
for all disjoint subsets X; Y; Z  V .
Proof: We have to show that if iX; Z; Y hGL then D(X; Z; Y ) can be derived from

the dependency base LD using the dependency axioms. Note that an undirected
graph that is a minimal I-map of a graphoid independency model is unique and
thus that GL is the graph associated with the independency base LI of M I . Let
iX; Z; Y hGL for some disjoint X; Y; Z  V . Without loss of generality, let u 2 X
and v 2 Y such that u and v ful ll the properties mentioned in the de nition of
coupling. Since u ,,v in GL , we know that D(u; u nv; v) 2 LD . So, by Lemma 3.2
we have
D(u; u nv; v) 2 MLD :
Using the composition axiom with Z nu gives

D(u; u nv; v(Z nu)) 2 MLD :
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From LI , we have that I (u; u; V n(uu )) 2 MLI . By using decomposition, we nd
I (u; u; Z nu) 2 MLI . Applying the intersection axiom with this gives

D(u; Zu nv; v) 2 MLD :
By composition and symmetry we obtain

D(X nu ; Zu nv; v(Y nu )) 2 MLD :
We now apply weak reunion and symmetry and get

D(X; Z; Y ) 2 MLD :
In addition, coupling has the property that if X and Y are conditionally dependent
given Z in MLD , then X and Y are coupled by Z in the minimal I-map GL .
3.4

Lemma Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V , and let GL = (V; E ) be an undirected graph that is the minimal I-map of
M I . Let LD be the dependency base of M I . Let MLD be the dependency model
associated with LD . Then

D(X; Z; Y ) 2 MLD )iX; Z; Y hGL ;
for all disjoint subsets X; Y; Z  V .

Proof: Let D(X; Z; Y ) 2 MLD be an arbitrary dependency statement for some disjoint sets X; Y; Z  V . It follows by de nition that a derivation 1 ) 2 ) : : : )k k+1
exists such that i, 1  i  k, is a clause of the form D(A; B; C ) or D(A; B; C ) ^
I (D; E; F ), k+1 is D(X; Z; Y ), and j , 1  j  k, is one of the dependency axioms.
In the derivation, 1 is of the form D(u; u nv; v) where u is the boundary of u in LD .
1

2

We prove the lemma by induction on the length k of the derivation of D(X; Z; Y ).
For k = 0, D(X; Z; Y ) is of the form D(u; u nv; v). Note that an undirected graph
that is a minimal I-map of a graphoid independency model is unique and thus that
GL is the graph associated with the independency base LI of M I . By construction
of GL and de nition of coupling, it is follows that iu; unv; vhGL holds.
Now, assume that D(X; Z; Y ) 2 MLD )iX; Z; Y hGL holds for all statements
D(X; Z; Y ) derived from LD in k , 1 steps. Then, a statement that can be derived in the kth step is constructed from a statement derived in k , 1 steps and one
of the six dependency axioms. This leads to the following cases.

 Let k be the symmetry (D(X; Z; Y ) , D(Y; Z; X )), composition (D(X; Z; Y ) )
D(X; Z; WY )) or weak reunion axiom (D(X; ZW; Y ) ) D(X; Z; WY )). Then,

the condition for coupling holds for the right-hand side of the axiom, if it holds
for its left-hand side.
 Let k be the extraction axiom (D(X; Z; WY ) ^ I (X; Z; W ) ) D(X; ZW; Y )).
By the induction hypothesis D(X; Z; WY ) 2 M D implies that iX; Z; WY hGL .
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Then, the second property for the condition of coupling is obvious for the
right-hand side D(X; ZW; Y ). We now consider the rst property.
Let u 2 X and v 2 WY such that u, v and u  WXY Z . Suppose that v 2 W .
Then I (X; Z; W ) cannot be represented by GL since a node in X is adjacent
to W , because of the edge u ,,v. Therefore, v 2 Y and the rst property
for the condition of coupling remains valid on the right-hand side. A similar
argument applies when u 2 WY and v 2 X such u ,,v and v  WXY Z .
 Let k be the extraction+ axiom (D(X; Z; WY ) ^ I (X; ZY; W ) ) D(X; Z; Y )).
By the induction hypothesis D(X; Z; WY ) 2 MLD implies that iX; Z; WY hGL .
Let u 2 X and v 2 WY be such that u ,,v and u  WXY Z . Assume v 2 W .
Then I (X; ZY; W ) cannot be represented by GL . Therefore, v 2 Y and the rst
property for the condition of coupling remains valid. Assume a node w 2 W is
in u. Again, I (X; ZY; W ) cannot be represented by GL. Therefore, no node
w 2 u is in W and the second property for the condition of coupling remains
valid for the right-hand side. A similar argument applies when u 2 WY and
v 2 X exist such that u ,,v and v  WXY Z .
 Let k be the intersection axiom (D(X; Z; WY )^I (X; ZY; W ) ) D(X; ZW; Y )).
For this axiom, an argument analogous to that of extraction holds.
We conclude that for each dependency statement D(X; Z; Y ) that is derived in k
steps from LD by the dependency axioms implies that iX; Z; Y hGL . This completes
the induction and, hence, the proof of the lemma.
From Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we conclude the following important property.
3.6

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model

over V , and let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph that is the minimal I-map of
M I . Let LD be the dependency base of M I . Let MLD be the dependency model
associated with LD . Then

iX; Z; Y hG , D(X; Z; Y ) 2 MLD ;
for all disjoint subsets X; Y; Z  V .
Separation and coupling are powerful criteria for reading independency and dependency statements from an undirected graph that is known to be a minimal I-map
of some independency model. For stochastic independency models, the given axiomatic characterization of independency statements is not complete [106]. So, as
the axiomatization of dependency statements is based on this axiomatization of independencies, it cannot be complete for stochastic dependency models either. It
may be that more statements can be read from the structure of undirected graphs
when extra restrictions, such as being closed under other axioms [81], are imposed
on the dependency model.
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3.3

Directed Acyclic Graphs
Another representation formalism for dependency and independency models is the
directed acyclic graph. In this section, we will investigate directed acyclic graphs in
the same way as we did for undirected graphs.

3.3.1

Conditional Independence in Directed Acyclic Graphs
In this section, we review the relationship between a graphoid independency model,
its causal input list for a given ordering, and its associated directed acyclic graph.
Let M I be an independency model over a set of variables V and let <V be a
total ordering on V . The causal input list LI<V over M I is a set of independency
statements LI<V = fI (u; u; Vunu)ju 2 V g where for each variable u, Vu is the set of
all variables less than u according to <V . The set u in I (u; u; Vu nu) 2 LI<V is the
smallest subset of Vu such that I (u; u; Vu nu) 2 M I . For graphoid independency
models, the sets u are unique for a given ordering.
In practice, the ordering <V on the variables will be a `causal ordering'. If a
variable u has a causal in uence on the value of variable v, then u will occur earlier
in the ordering than v. For example, consider a medical domain with diseases and
symptoms. As diseases cause symptoms, diseases will typically occur earlier in the
ordering than their associated symptoms. Time is a good heuristic for detecting
causal in uences in a domain. If u takes a value only after v does, then u cannot be
a cause of v. In this case u will be placed higher in the ordering than v. Identifying
causal in uences in a domain is typically a task for an expert in this domain. If the
ordering <V can be interpreted as a causal ordering, then a set u in a causal input
list LI<V can be interpreted as the set of all direct causes of the variable u. In fact,
this property gives the causal input list its name. If u causes v and v causes w then
u causes w. For an ordering u < v < w, u is not a direct cause of w, so u need not
be in the parent set of w. However, for the ordering u < w < v, u is an element of
the parent set of w. This example makes it clear that the ordering <V has a great
in uence on the resulting causal input list.
Given the independency model M I and a total ordering <V , the sets u in LI<V as
described above can be constructed as follows. Initially, u is set to Vu for each variable u 2 V . Then, M I is consulted for every independency statement I (u; Vunv; v)
with v 2 Vu . If I (u; Vunv; v) is in M I , then v is removed from the set u of u. This
process is repeated for every variable u 2 V . The algorithm is given in pseudo code
below. In practical applications, a domain expert acts as an oracle to reveal this
kind of information.
Consider the independency model MeI shown in Figure 3.1 and consider the ordering <V = a < b < c < d < e < f . The set e of the variable e is constructed by
starting with e = abcd. Since I (e; bcd; a) is in MeI , a is removed from e. Likewise,
the variable b is removed. Because I (e; abd; c) and I (e; abc; d) are not in MeI , it is
concluded that e = cd. Applying this construction to all variables in V gives the
causal input list LI<V listed in Figure 3.6.
The directed acyclic graph G<V associated with a causal input list has an arc
u ! v from u to v if and only if u is an element of the parent set of v. The directed
acyclic graph G<V associated with the causal input list LI<V from Figure 3.6 is shown
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Figure 3.6: Relationship between independency models, order, causal input list,
directed acyclic graph, and represented independency model, with an example.
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Figure 3.7: Directed acyclic graph induced by causal input list in Figure 3.6.

Causal Input List Construction for M I <V
for all u 2 V do u Vu
for all u 2 V do
for all v 2 Vu do
if I (u; Vv nv; v) 2 M I then u unv
return fI (u; u; Vu nu)ju 2 V g

3.7

3.3
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in Figure 3.7. For example, in LI<V we have that e = cd. So, in G<V there is an arc
c ! e and an arc d ! e.
With the directed acyclic graph G<V , an independency model MGI <V over V is
associated containing for every X; Z; Y 2 V the independency statement I (X; Z; Y )
if and only if X and Y are separated by Z in G.
For example for the graph G<V in Figure 3.7 we have that ha; bc; di: the chain
a; c; e; d is blocked in G<V since it satis es the rst condition of blocked chains (see
De nition 2.22) because of node c; the chain a; c; b; d is blocked since c b !
d satis es the second condition; the chain a; c; f; e; d is blocked because the third
condition is satis ed with node f . So, MGI <V contains the independency statement
I (a; bc; d).
Theorem Let V be a set of variables, let <V be a total ordering on V; and let M I
be a graphoid independency model over V: Let LI<V be the causal input list over
M I and let G<V be the directed acyclic graph associated with LI<V . Then, G<V is a
minimal I-map of M I:
A proof of the theorem can be found in [82]. A well-known and useful property is
that for a graphoid independency model M I , the directed acyclic graph G that is a
minimal I-map of M I and obeys a total ordering, is unique. As a direct consequence
of Theorem 3.7, we have the following property.
Corollary Let V be a set of variables, let <V be a total ordering on V; and let M I
be a graphoid independency model over V: Let LI<V be the causal input list over M I
and let G<V be the directed acyclic graph associated with LI<V . Then MGI <V  M I .
Conditional Dependence

However, the converse of Theorem 3.7 does not hold. For example, I (c; be; d) is
in the independency model MeI listed in Figure 3.1 while it is not in MGI <V with
<V as before. The independency statements that are not represented by the directed acyclic graph in Figure 3.7 are marked with an asterisk in Figure 3.1. Only
twenty-eight independency statements in the original independency model MeI are
not represented by the directed acyclic graph. This illustrates the power for directed
acyclic graphs of representing independency models.
A causal input list LI<V also induces an independency model M<I V . This independency model M<I V is the closure of LI<V under the graphoid axioms.
For example, let LI<V be the causal input list in Figure 3.6. The independency
statement I (d; b; ac) is in LI<V so I (d; b; ac) 2 M<I V . Using weak union, we have
I (d; bc; a) 2 M<I V . Note that I (d; bc; a) also is element of the independency model
MGI <V associated with LI<V . This is no coincidence, considering the following property.
3.8

Theorem Let V be set of variables. Let <V be an ordering on V . Let M I be a

graphoid independency model over V . Let LI<V be the causal input list over M I and
let M<I V be the independency model of LI<V . Let G<V be the directed acyclic graph
associated with LI<V and let MGI <V be the independency model of G<V . Then

MGI <V = M<I V :
A proof is published in [82]. So, all independency statements that can be derived
from a causal input list LI<V using the graphoid axioms are also represented in the
graph induced by LI<V and vice versa.
The concepts described above can be illustrated using the independency model
I
Me listed in Figure 3.1. The relationship between the concepts is depicted in Figure
3.6. In the gure, a directed link between two rectangles means that the object at
the tail of the arrow is sucient to construct the object at the head of the arrow.
Note that the classes of independency models represented by undirected graphs
and by directed acyclic graphs respectively are not equal. For example, the directed
acyclic graph in Figure 3.7 represents I (a; ;; b) while no undirected graph exists that
is an I-map of MeI in which ha; ;; bi. On the other hand, the undirected graph in
Figure 3.3 represents both I (b; cd; e) and I (c; be; d) while no directed acyclic graph
exists that represents both these statements and is an I-map of MeI .

3.3.2

Conditional Dependence in Directed Acyclic Graphs
In the previous subsection, it was shown that the representation of an independency
model by a directed acyclic graph is equivalent to the representation by a causal
input list. In this subsection, we will derive a similar property for dependency
models.

3.8

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let <V be a total ordering on V . Let M I be
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an independency model over V and let LI<V be the causal input list over M I . The

3.5

dependency base LD<V of M I is the set of dependency statements such that for each
u 2 V , LD<V contains dependency statements of the form
D(u; u nv; v)
for each v 2 u, where u is the parent set u such that I (u; u; Vu nuu) 2 LI<V .
Consider once more the independency model MeI listed in Figure 3.1 and the ordering
<V = a < b < c < d < e < f . For the variable c, the causal input list LI<V contains
the independency statement I (c; ab; ;). So, D(c; a; b) and D(c; b; a) are in LD<V . Note
that the dependency base LD<V does not contain dependency statements of the form
D(a; X; Y ) because a = ;. Figure 3.8 shows the entire dependency base for MeI .
The motivation of the choice of the dependency base associated with a causal
input list is the same as for dependency bases associated with an independency
base. Namely, for minimal I-maps of a graphoid independency model M I we know
that the dependency statements fD(u; u nv; v)ju 2 V; v 2 ug are in the complement
of M I .
Lemma Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V , and let M D be its complementary graphoid dependency model. Let <V be
an ordering on V . Let LD<V be the dependency base of M I with <V . Then
LD<V  M D :

Proof: The theorem will be proved by contradiction. Suppose that for some
u; v 2 V , D(u; u nv; v) 2 LD<V but D(u; u nv; v) 62 M D . From D(u; u nv; v) 62 M D we
have by de nition that I (u; unv; v) 2 M I . By construction of LD<V we know that
I (u; u; Vunu) 2 LI<V and thus I (u; u; Vu nu) 2 M I . From I (u; unv; v) 2 M I and
I (u; u; Vunu) 2 M I we conclude that I (u; unv; Vun(unv)) 2 M I using the contraction axiom. But then there is a proper subset S of u such that I (u; S; VunS ) 2 M I
and, hence, LI<V cannot be the causal input list of M I . From the contradiction we
conclude that LD<V  M D .
The given proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.2. We can associate a dependency
model with a dependency base LD<V in a similar way as we associated an independency model M<I V with a causal input list LI<V .
3.9

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model

over V and let <V be an ordering on V . Let LI<V be the causal input list of M I and let
M<I V be the independency model associated with LI<V . Let LD<V be the dependency
base of M I . The dependency model M<DV associated with LD is the closure of LD
under the six dependency axioms, where the independency statements used are
elements of M<I V .
Note that for determining M<DV , derivations with independency statements may occur. Only independency statements contained in M<I V are used for these derivations.
Note that not M I is used as source of independency statements since M I cannot be
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eciently represented. Also note that, because the independency model MGI <V is
equal to M<I V (Theorem 3.8), these are exactly the independency statements that
can be read from G<V using the separation criterion.
No extra dependency statements need to be added to the dependency base LD<V
to get a larger associated dependency model M<DV , since all dependency statements
that can possibly be derived given a causal input list of an unknown independency
model M I using the dependency axioms, can be derived from the dependency base.
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Figure 3.8: Relationship between dependency models, dependency base, directed
acyclic graph, and represented dependency model, with example.
3.9

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
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over V and let M D be its complementary graphoid dependency model. Let <V be

a total ordering on V . Let LD<V be the dependency base of M I and let M<DV be its
associated dependency model. Then

M<DV  M D :

Proof: From Lemma 3.5, we have that LD<V  M D . From Theorem 3.2, we have
that any graphoid dependency model is closed under the dependency axioms. The
theorem now follows from the de nition of M<DV .
So, all dependency statements derived from a dependency base are valid dependency
statements.

3.3.3

A Graphical Criterion for Conditional Dependence in Directed Acyclic Graphs
In Section 3.2.1 we argued that all independency statements in the independency
model M<I V associated with a causal input list LI<V can be read from the directed
acyclic graph G<V constructed from LI<V using the separation criterion. In this
section we investigate a graphical criterion for reading dependency statements from
the graph G<V . Again, the concept of coupling o ers such a criterion.

3.10

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let G = (V; E ) be a directed acyclic graph.

Let X , Y and Z be disjoint subsets of V . We say that X and Y are coupled given
Z in G, written iX; Z; Y hG , if two nodes u 2 X , v 2 Y or u 2 Y , v 2 X exist such
that the following conditions hold:
1. v ! u is an arc in G,
2. u  XY Z , where u is the parent set of u in G, and
3. a set Q with Z  Q  XY Z nuv exists such that hu; Q; vi in the directed acyclic
graph G0 = (V; E 0) where E 0 = E n(v; u).
a

b
c

a
d

b
c

e
f

d
e

f

Figure 3.9: The nodes b and c are separated by a and by de.
A statement iX; Z; Y hG is called a coupling statement. In the sequel, we will omit
the subscript G from coupling statements as long as the context makes it clear which
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graph G is considered. The third property in the de nition can be read as `a set Q
with Z  Q  XY Z nuv can be found such that u and v are d-separated by Q in the
graph G0, where G0 is equal to G with the arc v ! u removed.
To illustrate the notion of coupling, we consider the directed acyclic graph shown
in Figure 3.7. In this directed graph, we have ic; a; bh since b ! c is an arc in the
graph, c  abc and all chains between c and b not containing b ! c, that is, c; e; d; b
and c; f; e; d; b, are blocked by Q = a as the graph in Figure 3.9 on the left-hand
side makes clear. Likewise we have iac; e; bdh since b ! c is an arc in the graph
and c  abcde and further hb; de; ci in the network structure when the arc b ! c
is removed, as Figure 3.9 on the right-hand side makes clear. For the graph, the
statement ic; ae; bh does not hold since the chain c; e; d; b is not blocked by ae after
removal of the arc b ! c. Similarly, the statement ic; de; bh does not hold since c is
not a subset of bcde.
Coupling has the property that if X and Y are coupled by Z in a minimal I-map,
then X and Y are conditionally dependent given Z .
3.6

Lemma Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model

over V . Let <V be a total ordering on V . Let LD<V be the dependency base of
M I and <V and let G<V be its associated directed acyclic graph. Let M<DV be the
dependency model associated with LD<V . Then

iX; Z; Y hG ) D(X; Z; Y ) 2 M<DV ;
for all disjoint subsets X; Y; Z  V .
Proof: We have to show that if iX; Z; Y hG<V then D(X; Z; Y ) 2 M<DV .
Let iX; Z; Y hG<V for some X; Y; Z  V . Without loss of generality, let u 2 X and
v 2 Y be nodes such that u and v ful ll the properties mentioned in the de nition
of coupling, that is, v ! u is an arc in G<V , u  XY Z and Q the set such that
Z  Q  XY Z nuv and hu; Q; vi in G<V when the arc v ! u is removed.
From Lemma 3.5 we know that

D(u; u nv; v) 2 M<DV :
Let Qd  Q be the set of nodes from Q that are descendants of u in G<V and let
Qa = QnQdu. Applying the composition axiom, we nd that
D(u; u nv; vQa) 2 M<DV :
Now observe that by the global Markov property, we have hu; u; V nuuDu i where
Du is the set of descendants of u. This implies I (u; u; V nuuDu ) 2 MGI <V by
de nition. Since Qa  V nuuDu , we can apply the decomposition axiom to get
I (u; u; Qa) 2 MGI <V . By applying intersection with D(u; unv; vQa) 2 M<DV we get
3.1
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D(u; Qaunv; v) 2 M<DV :
Now we prove that D(u; Qunv; v) 2 M<DV by successively adding nodes from Qd to
Qaunv, using Lemma 3.8 which can be found in the appendix. If the arc v ! u
is deleted from G<V , all chains in the modi ed graph between u and v blocked by
Conditional Dependence

Qanv are also blocked by Qaunv. Let z 2 Qd be the node that is minimum in <V ,
that is, for all v 2 Qdnz, z<V v. Then we can use Lemma 3.8 and know that either
I (u; Qau; z) or I (v; uQau nv; z). So, either we apply composition with z on Formula
3.1 and we get
D(u; Qaunv; vz) 2 M<DV :
Then, intersection with I (u; Qau; z) gives
D(u; zQaunv; v) 2 M<DV :
Or, we apply symmetry rst on Formula 3.1 and then composition with z, and we
get
D(v; Qau nv; uz) 2 M<DV :
Now, intersection with I (v; uQaunv; z) again gives

D(v; zQaunv; u) 2 M<DV :
Repeat this derivation with Qa = Qa [ z and Qd = Qdnz until Qd = ;. Observe that
if all chains between u and v not containing v ! u are blocked by a set D then they
are also blocked by a set Dnp where p is a descendant of u that has no descendants
in D. Therefore, Lemma 3.8 applies every time the derivation is repeated.
This results eventually in D(u; Qunv; v). So,

D(u; Qunv; v) 2 M<DV :
To this dependency statement we apply the composition axiom and the symmetry
axiom, to get
D(u(X nQu ); Qunv; v(Y nQu)) 2 M<DV :
Using weak reunion and symmetry we now nd

D(X; Z; Y ) 2 M<DV :
The lemma implies that coupling provides a sucient condition for reading dependency statements from a minimal I-map. However, it does not provide a necessary condition. For example, consider once more the directed acyclic graph from
Figure 3.7 which is a minimal I-map of the independency model MeI . We know
from the dependency base that D(c; a; b) 2 M<DV . So, by the symmetry axiom
and the composition axiom, we nd D(b; a; cef ) 2 M<DV . From the graph we read
that I (b; ace; f ) 2 M<I V using the separation criterion. D(b; a; cef ) 2 M<DV and
I (b; ace; f ) 2 M<I V now imply D(b; af; ce) 2 M<DV using the intersection axiom.
However, the coupling statement ib; af; ceh does not hold for the graph G<V from
Figure 3.7.
Since M<DV  M D , we have the following theorem as a consequence of Lemma
3.6.
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3.10

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V , and let M D be its complementary dependency model. Let G be a directed
acyclic graph that is a minimal I-map of M I . Then

iX; Z; Y hG ) D(X; Z; Y ) 2 M D ;
for all disjoint subsets X; Y; Z  V .
Proof: Let <V be an ordering on V such that G associated with the dependency

base LD<V of M I is equal to G. Note that any topological ordering on the nodes
in G is such an ordering. Let LD<V be the dependency base of M I and <V and
let M<DV be the dependency model associated with LD<V . Then, by Lemma 3.6 we
have iX; Z; Y hG ) D(X; Z; Y ) 2 M<DV . The theorem now follows from the fact that
M<DV  M D .
The question arises whether a mathematically appealing and not too complex graphical criterion exists that provides both a sucient and a necessary condition to read
all dependency statements in M<DV from a minimal I-map G<V . We do not believe
that such a criterion exists because of the following reason. Consider a directed
acyclic graph G<V constructed from a causal input list LI<V over an independency
model M I . Let D(X; Z; Y ) be a dependency statement in M<DV . Then, a derivation
exists starting with D(u; u nv; v) and ending with D(X; Z; Y ). By structural induction it can be shown that in every step of this derivation the following property is
preserved. If D(X 0 ; Z 0; Y 0) is the result of one step in the derivation, then two nodes
u 2 X 0 and v 2 Y 0 or u 2 Y 0 and v 2 X 0 exist such that v ! u and u  XY Z . So,
any graphical criterion for reading dependency statements from a minimal I-map
must satisfy this property.
3.7

Lemma Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model

over V and let M D be its complementary graphoid dependency model. Let <V be
a total ordering on V . Let LD<V be the dependency base of M I and <V and let
G<V be its associated directed acyclic graph. Let M<DV be the dependency model
associated with LD<V . Then, a necessary condition for a graphical criterion that holds
for any triple (X; Z; Y ) where X , Y , and Z are disjoint subsets of V if and only if
D(X; Z; Y ) 2 M<DV is the following: there exist two nodes u 2 X , v 2 Y or u 2 Y ,
v 2 X such that
1. v ! u is an arc in G<V , and
2. u  XY Z in G<V .

Proof: Let D(X; Z; Y ) 2 M<DV for some disjoint sets X; Y; Z 2 V . It follows by
de nition that a derivation 1 ) 2 ) : : : )k k+1 exists such that i, 1  i  k, is a
clause of the form D(A; B; C ) or D(A; B; C ) ^ I (D; E; F ), k+1 is D(X; Z; Y ), and
j , 1  j  k , is one of the dependency axioms. In this derivation, 1 is of the
form D(u; u nv; v) 2 LD<V . We prove the lemma by induction on the length k of the
derivation of D(X; Z; Y ).
For k = 0, D(X; Z; Y ) is of the form D(u; u nv; v). It is easily veri ed that v ! u
is an arc in G<V and u  XY Z .
1
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Now assume that the lemma holds for all statements that can be derived in less
than k steps for some k  1. Then, a statement D(X; Z; Y ) that can be derived in
the kth step is constructed from a statement derived in k , 1 steps and k is one of
the six dependency axioms. This leads to the following cases.

 Let

be the symmetry axiom (D(X; Z; Y ) ) D(Y; Z; X )). By the induction
hypothesis, we may assume without loss of generality that there are nodes
u 2 X and v 2 Y such that v ! u is an arc in G<V and u  XY Z . In the
statement k+1 = D(Y; Z; X ) we have that u 2 Y , v 2 X such that v ! u is
an arc in G<V and u  XY Z . So if k is the symmetry axiom, the property
stated in the lemma holds for k .
Similar observations hold if k is the composition or weak reunion
 Let k be the extraction+ axiom (D(X; Z; WY ) ^ I (X; ZY; W ) ) D(X; Z; Y )).
By the induction hypothesis, the lemma holds for D(X; Z; WY ). Now, let u 2
X and v 2 WY such that v ! u is an arc in G<V and u  WXY Z . Suppose
that v 2 W . Then, hX; ZY; W i does not hold in G<V since v ! u in G<V
implies that X and W are not separated in G<V . But then, I (X; ZY; W ) cannot
have been used in the kth step of the derivation. From this contradiction, we
conclude that v must be in Y . Now, consider k+1 = D(X; Z; Y ). It will be
evident that there are two nodes u 2 X and v 2 Y such that v ! u is an arc
in G<V .
It remains to be shown that for these nodes u  XY Z holds. Suppose that
a node w 2 u exists such that w 2 W . Then, hX; ZY; W i does not hold in
G<V . But then, I (X; ZY; W ) can not have been used in the kth step of the
derivation. From the contradiction, we conclude that u  XY Z .
Now consider the case where u 2 WY and v 2 X such that v ! u is an arc
in G<V and u  WXY Z . Using a similar argument as before, we nd that
u 62 W and hence u 2 Y .
Suppose that a node w 2 u exists such that w 2 W . Then, there is a chain
v ! u w in G<V . So, hX; ZY; W i does not hold. But then, I (X; ZY; W ) can
not have been used in the kth step of the derivation. From the contradiction
we conclude that u  XY Z .
 Let k be the extraction axiom (D(X; Z; WY ) ^ I (X; Z; W ) ) D(X; ZW; Y ))
or the intersection axiom(D(X; Z; WY ) ^ I (X; ZY; W ) ) D(X; ZW; Y )). For
these axioms, an argument analogous to that for extraction holds.
k

We conclude that the lemma holds for every dependency statement D(X; Z; Y ) that
is derived in k steps from LD<V by the dependency axioms.
Obviously, the coupling criterion given in De nition 3.10 satis es these two conditions. Furthermore, a criterion that identi es all dependency statements must be
able to identify the following dependency statements. As we saw in the previous
example, D(b; af; ce) is in M<DV of Figure 3.8. However, D(be; af; c) can not be derived using the dependency axioms and the independency statements in the directed
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acyclic graph. This example shows that the derivation depends on the place of the
variable e in the statement. As a consequence, we can have that D(u; Z; vY ) is an
element of M<DV while D(uY; Z; v) is not. A graphical criterion must reckon with
this possibility.
For dependency statements D(X; Z; Y ) where X and Y consist of single variables
this problem does not arise. We have the following result.
Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be a graphoid independency model
over V , and let M D be its complementary graphoid dependency model. Let <V be
an ordering on V . Let LD<V be the dependency base of M I and <V and G<V the
associated directed acyclic graph. Let M<DV be the dependency model associated
with LD<V . Then,
iu; Z; vhG<V , D(u; Z; v) 2 M<DV ;
for every u; v 2 V and Z  V .
Proof: The property iu; Z; vhG<V ) D(u; Z; v) 2 M<DV for all u; v 2 V , Z  V nuv
follows immediately from Theorem 3.10.
We prove D(u; Z; v) 2 M<DV )iu; Z; vhG<V by contradiction. Suppose that there
are two nodes u; v 2 V and a set Z  V nuv such that D(u; Z; v) 2 M<DV and not
iu; Z; vhG<V .
By Lemma 3.8, we know that either u ! v and u  vZ in G<V or v ! u and
v  uZ in G<V . Without loss of generality, we assume the former. Since u and v are
not coupled by Z in G<V , we conclude that a chain p = u; : : : ; v must exist that does
not contain v ! u and that is not blocked by any set Q such that Z  Q  uvZ nuv,
that is, by Z .
Since p is not blocked by Z and u  vZ , p cannot contain an arc to u from one
of its parents. So, p must contain an arc from u to one of its children. The chain p
therefore contains a v-node c. Since p is not blocked by Z , we have that Z contains
c or one of its descendants. Let w 2 Z be such a node (such that length of the path
from c to w is minimal).
Now consider the statement D(u; Z; v). From D(u; Z; v) 2 M<DV . It follows by
de nition that a derivation 1 )1 2 )2 : : : )k k+1 exists such that i, 1  i  k, is a
clause of the form D(Ai; Bi; Ci) or D(Ai ; Bi; Ci) ^ I (Di; Ei; Fi), k+1 is D(u; Z; v),
and j , 1  j  k, is one of the dependency axioms. In this derivation, 1 is of
the form D(u; u nv; v) 2 LD<V . By induction, it can be easily shown that for all
dependency statements D(Ai ; Ci; Bi) derived from D(u0 ; u0 nv0; v0) we have either
u0 2 A and v0 2 B or u0 2 B and v0 2 A. We conclude that D(u; Z; v) is derived
from 1 = D(u; u nv; v).
On the other hand, if a derivation 1 )1 2 )2 : : : )k k+1 exists, then also a derivation k0 +1 )k0 k0 k0),1 : : : )10 10 exists where i0, 1  i  k + 1, is I (A; B; C ) if i is
D(Ai ; Bi; Ci) and I (Ai; Bi; Ci) ^ I (Di; Ei; Fi) if i is D(Ai; Bi; Ci) ^ I (Di; Ei; Fi). So,
k0 +1 = I (u; Z; v), 10 = I (u; unv; v). Further, j0 , 1  j  k is the graphoid axiom
corresponding to the dependency axiom j .
To make this last derivation, the variable w, which is in Z n(unv), must be
removed from a clause i = I (Ai; Ci; Bi). The only axiom with which this can be
be performed is decomposition. But for decomposition, w must be in Bi . However,
in k0 +1 we have that w is in Ck+1 . The only axioms with which the variable w can
Conditional Dependence

be move from Ci to Bi+1 is contraction with an independency statements of the
form I (Ai; Cinw; w) where either u or v in Ai or intersection with an independency
statements of the form I (Ai; CiBinw; w).
However, regarding trail p in G<V , we have that if Ci  Z , no statement
hAi; Cinw; wi can hold in G<V (note that introducing nodes to Ci that are not in Z
would give rise to the same problem that we want to solve). Therefore, we conclude
that D(u; Z; v) cannot be derived unless iu; Z; vh.
This theorem says that at least all dependency statements in M<DV concerning single
nodes can be read from the graph. So, for this class of dependency statements, the
coupling criterion provides both a sucient and a necessary condition. These are
exactly the kind of dependency statements we may be interested in when evaluating
a network structure.
In summary, we de ned a graphical criterion for reading dependency statements
from directed acyclic graphs that are minimal I-maps. This criterion does not identify all dependency statements one may possibly know, given the information that
the graph is a minimal I-map. However, all statements in the interesting class of
dependency statements of the form D(u; Z; v) that can be known, can be identi ed
by the criterion.

3.4

Appendix
For the proof of Theorem 3.10 we use the following lemma.

3.8

Lemma Let V be a set of variables. Let G = (V; E ) be a directed acyclic graph.
Let u; v 2 V be two nodes such that v ! u in G. Let Z  V nuv be a set of nodes
such that u  Zv. Let c 2 V nZ be a node that is a descendant of node u and has

no descendants in Z . Furthermore, let every chain between u and v not containing
v ! u be blocked by Zc. Then, either hv; Zu; ci or hu; Zv; ci.

Proof: We prove the lemma by contradiction.

Suppose that p = u; : : :; c is a chain in G such that p is not blocked by Zv (see
right-hand side of Figure 3.10). Now suppose that p is blocked by Z . Then, p
contains a v-node w such that v is a descendant of w and the chain u; : : : ; w is not
blocked by Z . But then, a chain u; : : :; w; : : :; v not containing v ! u exists in G
that is not blocked by Zc. From the contradiction we conclude that p is not blocked
by Z (see center picture of Figure 3.10).
Now suppose that q = v; : : :; c is a chain in G such that q is not blocked by
Zu. Suppose that q is blocked by Z . Then, q contains a v-node w such that u is
a descendant of w. For node u, we have u  Zv. So, a node u 2 Zv would exist
that is a descendant of w and q would not be blocked by Zc either. So, if q is not
blocked by Zu, then q is also not blocked by Z (see left-hand side of Figure 3.10).
Since c does not have any descendants in Z both chains p and q have an incoming
arrow into c. It follows that the chain r composed of p and q is not blocked by Zc.
But then, there is a chain u; : : :; c; : : :; v not containing v ! u that is not blocked
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Figure 3.10: Possible chains in G.
by Zc. From the contradiction, we conclude that either all chains between u and c
are blocked by Zv or all chains between v and c blocked by Zu.
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Learning Bayesian Networks
The task of constructing a Bayesian belief network is twofold: constructing the
network structure and de ning the set of assessment functions.
Construction of a Bayesian belief network with domain experts is a dicult and
time-consuming task. In many domains are ill-understood. As a result, experts have
problems in making causal relations explicit troubling the construction of network
structures. It is this kind of domains where Bayesian belief networks are likely to be
applied. In other domains where Bayesian belief networks are likely to be applied,
there are few experts if any. Even if the causal relations in the domain can be made
available easily, the de nition of the assessment functions remains a time consuming
task; human experts are good in judging qualitative relations but they are not good
in quantizing these relations [112]. Therefore, the build-test cycle may need to be
performed many times.
By exploiting information contained in databases, the construction time of
Bayesian belief networks may be considerably decreased. An automatically constructed Bayesian belief network may be used directly for inference or considered
as a starting point for the build-test cycle. In addition, the structure of an automatically constructed Bayesian belief network may give insight in the dependencies
among the variables in the domain.
In learning a network structure, several network structures are generated and
compared to decide which one is the `best' structure, given the database. For the
purpose of comparing structures a quality measure is used: the better the network
ts the database, the higher the quality. The basic idea is that a network structure
with a higher quality is preferred over a network structure with lower quality. In
the literature, several quality measures have been proposed, building on di erent
theories. In Section 4.2, we will investigate properties of the most popular quality
measures.
For constructing network structures, a search algorithm is employed that selects
network structures that are likely to be of high quality from the space of all possible
structures. As the number of network structures grows exponentially in the number
of variables, searching for a network structure with the highest quality may be a
time-consuming task. Therefore, generally heuristics are applied. In Section 4.3,
the complexity of this task will be investigated and several search algorithms are
considered.
Once a network structure with high quality has been selected, the assessment
functions for the structure can be estimated. This can be performed by direct
estimation from the database. The accuracy of these estimates indicates how well the
represented probability distribution captures the `real' probability distribution. In
most real-life applications, databases are relatively small compared to the number of
probabilities that have to be estimated and a large error in the assessment functions
can be expected. In Section 4.4, we will explore a technique that utilizes data more
eciently.
The theory developed in this chapter has been extensively tested in experiments
with synthetical databases. The results of these experiments are presented in Section
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4.5. However, we shall rst list our basic assumptions in the following section.

4.1
4.1

4.2

Basic Assumptions
For learning a Bayesian belief network from data a database is used. We introduce
the concept of a database and give some notational conventions.
De nition Let V = fv1; : : : ; vng be a set of variables. A database D over V is a
multi-set of con gurations of V: The con gurations of V comprised in the database
D are referred to as cases.
In the de nition of a database, there are several implicit assumptions. First of all,
the variables involved are discrete: a database consists of con gurations and con gurations are de ned for discrete variables only. Very little is known about quality
measures for networks and databases over continuous variables. The most widely
used technique to deal with databases with continuous variables is to transform
the continuous variables into discrete variables. An alternative approach, based on
the assumption that the underlying distribution is multivariate normal, is given by
Geiger and Heckerman [43].
Another assumption is that there are no cases in a database for which there are
variables for which a no value is speci ed. This assumption certainly does not hold
for most real-world databases. The basic techniques for handling missing values is
to treat a missing value of a variable as if it were an extra value for the variable, or
to estimate a distribution over the variable's values to ll in the missing values in
the database. Spiegelhalter et al. [101] give a survey of methods to circumvent this
assumption.
Also, since a database is a multi-set of cases, no ordering exists on the cases in
the database and all cases are independent of each other, given the model. So, it
is assumed that the process that generated the data is time-independent. Methods
that assume the existence of time dependence label the cases with a weighing factor
that is smaller as the cases are obtained a longer time ago [76, 102].
Note that we allow databases with an in nite number of cases.
In this chapter, we will use a shortened notation. Let vi be a variable in V . We
write i instead of vi to denote the parentQset of vi and ri instead of rvi to denote
the cardinality of vi . We use qi to denote uj 2i rj . Note that qi equals the number
of con gurations of the parent set i which is one if i = ;. The elements of vi and
i will be ordered xi1; : : : ; xiri and xi 1 ; : : :; xi qi , respectively. Now, let xik denote
the kth value of the variable vi and xij the j th con guration of the parent set i of
vi. Then, we write N to denote the cardinality of the database D, we write Nijk to
denote the number of cases in D where vi = xik and i = xij , and we write Nij to
denote the number of cases where i = xij .

Quality Measures
Quality measures can be built on various di erent approaches. In the sections 4.2.1
up to 4.2.3, we review the quality measures built on a Bayesian approach, an information criterion approach, and a minimum description length approach, respectively.
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We compare the three measures in Section 4.2.4. In Section 4.2.5 we study whether
these measures assign the same quality to equivalent network structures. The section
is concluded with an investigation of the properties of the various quality measures
for in nite-size databases in Section 4.2.6 and for nite-size databases in Section
4.2.7. But to x the term quality measure, we will rst give its de nition.
4.2

4.2.1

De nition Let V be a set of variables, and let D be the set of all possible databases
over V . Let BS be the set of all possible network structures over V . Then, a quality
measure Q : BS  D ! (,1; 0] is a non-positive real-valued function.
A Bayesian Approach
The Bayesian approach is a well-founded and practical method for selecting statistical models given a database. In the context of Bayesian belief network learning, the
statistical model is a network structure. The basic idea of this approach is to use
the posterior probability of a network structure given the database as a measure of
the quality of the structure. These posterior probabilities are computed as follows.
First, a prior distribution over all network structures is de ned. Then, for each
structure, the probability of the database given the structure is computed. Using
Bayes' theorem, the posterior probability of the structure given the database is calculated. In order to compare the posterior probabilities of two network structures
BS1 and BS2 we can calculate P (BS1 jD)=P (BS2 jD)1 by

P (BS1 jD) =
P (BS2 jD)

P (BS1 ;D)
P (D)
P (BS2 ;D)
P (D)

S1 ; D)
= PP ((B
B ; D) :
S2

So, it suces to calculate P (BS ; D) for all network structures BS .
Cooper and Herskovits [24] have proposed a quality measure based on the Bayesian
approach. For this purpose, they have derived a formula for computing the probabilities P (BS ; D), based on the assumption that no set of assessment functions BP
is preferred for a given network structure before the database has been inspected.
This assumption implies that the prior probability distribution over the values of
the assessment functions is uniform. We will return to this assumption in Section
4.2.5. They derive the following formula for P (BS ; D):
qi
Yn Y

ri
Y
(
r
i , 1)!
P (BS ; D) = P (BS ) 
 Nijk !:
i=1 j =1 (Nij + ri , 1)! k=1

4.1

A derivation of Formula 4.1 can be foundQin [24]. Note that if Nij = 0 then also
Nijk = 0 for k = 1; : : : ; ri, and (N(ijr+i,r1)!
 rki=1 Nijk ! = 1.
i ,1)!
In the right-hand side of Formula 4.1, the term P (BS ) denotes the prior probability of the network structure BS . In this term, information about the `real' network
structure prior to observation of the database can be incorporated. For example,
if a domain expert suggests existence of a speci c arc or a speci c direction of an
arc, then network structures that adhere to this suggestion are given a higher prior
1
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We use

S

P (B 1 jD )

as a short notation for
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P r(

the network structure =

S

B 1j

the database =

.

D)

4.3

4.2.2

4.2

probability. If no prior information is available, P (BS ) is chosen to be a uniform
distribution. The other terms in the right-hand side of Formula 4.1 represent how
well the network structure BS ts the database based on the number of appearances
of cases; however, these terms are not very intuitive.
In applications of the Bayesian measure proposed by Cooper and Herskovits,
generally the logarithm of Formula 4.1 is used for pragmatical reasons: even for
small databases with N cases, numbers like N ! tend to give computational problems
(note that 100!  10160).
De nition Let V be a set of variables, and let D be the set of all possible databases
over V . Let BS be the set of all possible network structures over V . Then, the
Bayesian measure is the function BS  D ! IR de ned by
B (BS ; D) = log P (BS ; D)
for all BS 2 BS and D 2 D, where P (BS ; D) as in Formula 4.1.
Note that the Bayesian measure is a quality measure, since for each network structure
BS and each database D the probability P (BS ; D) is a value in the unit interval and
the logarithm of this value is not positive.
Related Bayesian measures have been proposed [14, 52, 53, 102]. Basically, in
these approaches it is assumed that the distribution over the assessment functions is
a Dirichlet distribution. Since they seem to have a marginal in uence on the quality
measure derived and they rely too much on statistics, we will restrict ourselves in
this thesis to the assumption of Cooper and Herskovits.

An Information Criterion Approach
As opposed to the Bayesian approach to model selection, the information criterion
approach stems from a frequentist point of departure. The basic idea is to take
the network structure with the best t to the database penalized by the number
of values that have to be speci ed to de ne assessment functions for the network
structure.
The t of a network structure BS and a database D is taken to be proportional to
the probability that the database was generated by the distribution represented by
the Bayesian belief network B = (BS ; BP ); the assessment functions in BP are taken
to be frequentist estimates calculated from the database, that is, for every variable
vi we have
Nijk
vi (vi = xik ji = xi j ) =
Nij
for all values xik and con gurations xij . The probability of the database D given
the Bayesian belief network B therefore is
Y
P (DjB ) =
Pr(V = xV );
xV 2D

where Pr is the joint probability distribution represented by B . This probability
equals
Y Yn
P (DjB ) =
vi (vi = xvi ji = xi ):
xV 2D i=1
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By reordering terms, we can write this probability as

P (DjB ) =

qi Y
ri
Yn Y

vi (vi = xik ji = xi j )

i=1 j =1 k=1

Nijk :

Substitution of the probability estimates from Formula 4.2 gives

P (DjB ) =


qi Y
ri 
Yn Y
Nijk Nijk
i=1 j =1 k=1

Nij

;

where by convention 00 0 = 1. Taking the logarithm gives
4.3

log P (DjB ) = N 

qi X
ri
n X
X
Nijk
i=1 j =1 k=1

Nijk ;
log
N
Nij

where by convention 0 log 0 = 0. The result equals ,N  H (BS ; D) where H (BS ; D) is
the entropy of BS and D. Entropy is a non-negative measure of uncertainty. Entropy
is maximal when uncertainty is maximal and zero when there is complete knowledge
as to its value [67]. Intuitively, the more information is given by the database, that
is, the closer the probabilities estimated from the database are to 1, the lower the
entropy. Note that in general a network structure BS with large parent sets will
have a lower entropy than network structures that are subgraphs of BS with small
parent sets since a probability distribution can be more accurately described with
Bayesian belief networks containing these network structures; the larger a parent
set, the less cases in the database there are per estimated probability, and the more
often a probability is estimated as 1.
The number of probabilities that have to be estimated from the database to
de ne the assessment function for a single variable increases exponentially with
the cardinality of its parent set. With every estimate, an error is introduced in
the assessment function. This error will be larger when the amount of data the
estimate is based on is smaller, and the more estimates have to be made the smaller
the average number of cases in the database these estimates can be based on. To
model this e ect, a penalty term is added to the entropy term. This penalty term
depends on the number of probabilities that have to be estimated to de ne all
assessment functions for the network structure under consideration. Let BS be a
network structure over V . To de ne an assessment function for variable vi with ri
values and no parents in the network structure, only ri ,1 values have to be speci ed.
Because the assessment function of vi has to sum to unity for a given con guration
of the parent set, the rith value follows directly. If the parent set is not empty, it
suces to specify ri , 1 values qi times to de ne the assessment function for variable
vi. So, the number of values to be speci ed for B is

K=

n
X
i=1

(ri , 1)  qi:

We will refer to K as the number of parameters of B . We also write that K is the
number of parameters of BS to denote the number of parameters of B . Since the
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entropy term ,N  H (BS ; D) increases with increasing database sizes, the penalty
term may be compensated. In the penalty term, K is multiplied by a non-negative
penalty function f that is a function of the database size N . For f (N ) > 0, the
penalty term in general is larger when the network structures contain larger parent
sets.
To incorporate prior information about network structures, a term P (BS ) may
be added to the entropy and the penalty term to obtain the information criterion.
4.4

De nition Let V be a set of variables, and let D be the set of all possible databases
over V . Let BS be the set of all possible network structures over V . Let ri , qi, Nijk ,

and Nij be as before. Then, the information criterion with penalty function f is
a function BS  D ! IR de ned by
4.4

If (BS ; D) = log P (BS ) , N  H (BS ; D) , K  f (N );

P P P

where H (BS ; D) = ni=1 qji=1 rki=1 , NNijk log NNijkij , K =
non-negative real-valued function.

Pn (r , 1)  q , and f is a
i
i=1 i

Many di erent penalty functions have been proposed in the literature. With f (N ) =
0, we get the maximum likelihood information criterion. The information criterion
with penalty function f (N ) = 1 is known as the Akaike information criterion, or
simply AIC [3]. The information criterion with penalty function f (N ) = 12 log N is
known as the BIC or Schwarz criterion [94] and coincides with the measure based
on the minimum description length principle that we will review in the next section.
Hannan and Quinn [51] suggest f (N ) = c log log N for some positive constant c.
Basically, to get a consistent information criterion, it has been suggested that for
N approximating in nity, f (N ) should approximate in nity, and f (N )=N should
approximate zero [12, 75]. Based on empirical evidence, however, practical values
of f (N ) between 2 and 6 have proven to perform well in model-selecting tasks [35].
In the prior probability of the network structure information about the `real'
network structure can be incorporated again, in the same way as for the Bayesian
measure. Since frequentist statisticians usually do not model such information, this
term is often omitted in literature [3, 21, 94]. We have decided to add this term
to the information criterion because it allows for modeling prior information on the
one hand and makes comparison with the Bayesian measure more convenient on the
other hand.
The information criterion consists of three terms:

 the prior probability of the network structure;
 the entropy of the network structure and the database; and
 a penalty.

Figure 4.1 shows the interaction between these terms in the situation that no prior
information is available, that is, where P (BS ) is constant for all network structures
BS . The x-axis shows the number of parameters K and the y-axis the various
components of an information criterion. For small values of K , the value of the
penalty term is small and the entropy term ,N  H (BS ; D) is large. With increasing
K , the entropy term usually increases and the penalty term linearly decreases. Note
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Figure 4.1: In uence of various components in an information criterion varying with
the number of parameters K .
that the slope of the line ,K  f (N ) depends on the speci c choice of f and is
arbitrarily chosen in the gure. As long as the entropy term increases more than
the penalty term decreases, the information criterion will increase up to a point
where the increase in entropy is dominated by the penalty term.
Note that the information criterion is a quality measure, because it assigns a nonpositive value to each network structure and a database. This observation follows
from the fact that all three terms in Formula 4.4 are non-positive. Other selection
criteria exist that resemble Formula 4.4 but have, for example, another term added
to it [61]. These criteria are out of the scope of this thesis.

4.2.3

A Minimum Description Length Approach
Another approach to measure the quality of a network structure and a database is
the minimum description length principle [89, 90]. This principle stems from coding
theory where it is used for encoding a string of symbols with as few bits as possible. The basic idea is to compress the string using a probability distribution over
all possible strings; the most likely strings are encoded by short messages, and the
least likely are encoded by long messages resulting in an as short as possible average
message length. The encoding then consists of two parts, the description of the
probability distribution Pr used for compression, and the compressed string. The
description length of the string of symbols is the sum of the lengths of the distribution and the compressed string. The minimum description length principle selects
for a given string of symbols the probability distribution for which the description
length is minimal. To apply this principle to network structure learning from data,
we consider encoding a database D by compressing it using the distribution represented by a Bayesian belief network. We then simply select the network structure
BS for which the description length of D using the distribution represented by the
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be added to the entropy and the penalty term to obtain the complete information
criterion.
The description length of a database D using the probability distribution de ned
by the Bayesian belief network B is now given by in the following de nition.
4.5

De nition Let V be a set of variables, and let D be the set of all possible databases
over V . Let BS be the set of all possible network structures over V . Let ri , qi, Nijk ,
and Nij be as before. Then, the description length is the function BS  D ! IR
de ned by

4.5

L(BS ; D) = log P (BS ) , N  H (BS ; D) , 12 K  log N;

where H (BS ; D) =

Pn Pqi Pri , Nijk log Nijk and K = Pn (r , 1)  q .
i
i=1 j =1 k=1 N
i=1 i
Nij

Though it does not stem from the minimum description length principle, the rst
term log P (BS ) is included to capture prior knowledge and to make comparison
with the Bayesian measure more convenient. Note that the length of the description
of the network structure BS is omitted from the description length, because it is
a constant for a given set of variables and therefore for the database and we are
mainly interested in the di erence of description length of various structures. Also
note that the description lengths are preceded by a minus sign because we want to
maximize the minimum description length with the objective of maximizing quality
of network structures and databases.
Like information criteria, the description length consists of three terms:

 the prior probability of the network structure;
 the description length of the database encoded; and
 the description length of the encoding distribution.

The three terms of the description length interact with each other as depicted in
Figure 4.1. Assume that no prior information is available, that is, assume that the
prior on the network structures Pr(BS ) is constant. The fewer arcs are comprised in
the network structure BS , the shorter the description of the assessment functions.
However, in a Bayesian belief network containing a network structure with only a few
arcs not much detailed information can be represented in the assessment functions.
Therefore, the fewer arcs are comprised in BS , the longer the description of the
database. On the other hand, the more arcs there are in the network structure, the
longer the description of the assessment functions and the shorter the description of
the database.
Note that the description length is a quality measure because it assigns a nonpositive value to each network structure and database. This observation follows
from the fact that all three terms in Formula 4.5 are non-positive. In the sequel, we
will refer to the description length measure as the MDL measure.
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4.2.4

Comparing Quality Measures
In this section, we compare the quality measures proposed in the previous sections
with each other, to get an insight in the resemblance and di erences in the behavior
of these quality measures. If measures share the same behavior, then it can be
justi ed that they can replace each other. For example, for hypothesis testing there
is a Bayesian justi cation to apply the Bayesian measure. If it turns out that other
quality measures show the same behavior, then it can be justi ed to use these quality
measures for hypotheses testing as well.
Though the philosophy of the minimum description length principle is completely
di erent from that of the information criterion, the two measures bear a close resemblance. In fact, the description length is equal to the information criterion with
penalty function f (N ) = 12 log(N ).
Because of the similarity of the information criterion and the MDL measure, we
will focus on the relation between the Bayesian measure and the MDL measure. The
following theorem tells that for any network structure and some databases these two
measures yield approximately equal values.

4.1

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let BS be a network structure over V , and
let D be a database over V such that each con guration of every parent set of BS
occurs in the database. Let B (BS ; D) be the Bayesian measure of BS and D, and
let L(BS ; D) be the MDL measure of BS and D. Then,
L(BS ; D) = B (BS ; D) + O(1)

4.6

where the O(1) is with respect to N .

Proof: Let ri, qi, Nijk , and Nij be as before. By the de nition of B (BS ; D), we have
4.7

B (BS ; D) = log P (BS ) +

i (
n X
X
i=1 j =1

log(ri , 1)! , log(Nij + ri , 1)! +

ri
X
k=1

)

log Nijk ! ;

where i is the number of unique con gurations of the parent set i that occur in
the database. From the condition stated in the theorem we have that i equals qi.
However, to show where the Bayesian measure and the MDL measure di er if the
condition does not hold, we write i for the moment. Now, consider the contribution
of one variable vi and one con guration of its parent set i to the double summation
in the right-hand side of the above equality which equals
log(ri , 1)! , log(Nij + ri , 1)! +

ri
X
k=1

log Nijk !:

This contribution can be written as,
4.8

log(ri , 1)! , log ((Nij + 1)  : : :  (Nij + ri , 1)) , log Nij ! +

p

ri
X
k=1

log Nijk !:

We now apply Stirling's formula x!  2x( xe )x to the last two terms of Expression
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4.8, giving
4.9

4.10

e
e
p k=1x x
Note that, since the approximation 2x( e ) has a relative error of about 121x [49],
we introduce an O(1) error with respect to N . Expression 4.9 equals


1
1
, 2 log 2 , Nij + 2 log Nij + Nij log e +



ri 
X
1 log 2 + N + 1 log N , N log e :
ijk
ijk
ijk
2
k=1P 2
By exploiting that rki=1 Nijk = Nij by de nition and subsequently grouping terms,
the log e terms cancel out, and we nd
ri
ri
X
Nijk + ri , 1 log 2:
1 log N , 1 log N + X
N
ijk
ij
ijk log
2
Nij
2
k=1 2
k=1
For a large enough database, that is, for N large enough, the last term of this
expression is negligible; we therefore omit this term, once more introducing an O(1)
error. Substitution of the result for the last two terms of Expression 4.8 gives
ri
ri
X
X
1
1
log(ri , 1)! , log(Nij +1)  : : : (Nij + ri , 1)+ 2 log Nijk , 2 log Nij + Nijk log NNijk :
ij
k=1
k=1
The log(ri , 1)! term is also negligible for a large enough database; we delete this
term, again introducing an O(1) error.
Now consider the term , log(Nij +1) : : : (Nij +ri ,1) of Expression 4.10.
This term
P
r
r
,
1
i ,1
i
can be approximated by , log Nij . By this approximation, an error p=1 log NNijij+p
is introduced. Using log NNijij+p < log p  log(ri , 1), for 1  p  ri , 1 we nd for
P
this error that rpi=1,1 log NNijij+p < (ri , 1)  log(ri , 1). Since (ri , 1)  log(ri , 1) is a
constant with respect to N , the approximation of , log(Nij + 1) : : : (Nij + ri , 1) by
, log Nijri,1 introduces yet another O(1) error.
Expression 4.10, therefore, can be approximated by
ri
ri
X
X
1
1
r
,
1
i
, log Nij + 2 log Nijk , 2 log Nij + Nijk log NNijk
ij
k=1
pQrki=1 N X
ri
ijk
k
=1
p
= log ri,1
+ Nijk log NNijk
Nij Nij k=1
ij
=
=
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 Nij Nij X
 Nijk Nijk
ri
p
p
+ log 2Nijk
:
, log 2Nij

0 qQ N
1
ri
ijk
ri
N ri C + X
k=1 N
log B

Nijk log NNijk
@  N ri, N ri, A
ij
ij
k=1
N
 
ri
ri
X
1 log Nijk , r , 1 log Nij + X
Nijk , ri , 1 log N
N
i
ijk log
N
2
N k=1
Nij
2
k=1 2
ri
X
Nijk ri , 1
1
2

1
2

1
2

Nijk log N , 2 log N
ij
k=1
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The last approximation is allowed, since by the strong law of large numbers NNijk
approximates a probability Pr(vi = xik ; i = xij ) and NNij approximates Pr(i =
xi j ). Note that such probability exists by the basic assumption that all cases in a
database are independent. These terms are negligible for N large enough. By this
approximation, again an O(1) error is introduced.
Recall that, so far, we performed the approximation for a speci c value of i and
j . Summation over j of the above expression gives,

N

i X
ri
X
Nijk
j =1 k=1

Further summation over i gives
4.11

N

Nijk , i(ri , 1) log N:
log
N
Nij
2

i X
ri
n X
X
Nijk
i=1 j =1 k=1

n
N
ijk X i (ri , 1)
N log Nij , i=1
2 log N:

Now recall from the conditions of our theorem that all possible con gurations of
the parent sets of BS occur in the database and therefore, i = qi. Expression 4.11
therefore equals
,N  H (BS ; D) , 12 K  log N;
from which the desired result is obtained. We would like to stress once more that
every approximation made in the course of the derivation has introduced an error
of O(1) with respect to N .
From this theorem and the de nition of the MDL measure, we have that the Bayesian
measure and MDL measure will yield approximately the same results for databases
where all con gurations of parent sets occur at least once. So, if the Bayesian
measure prefers a network structure BS over BS0 , then the MDL measure will prefer
BS over BS0 most of the time.
Note, however, that the two measures will not always prefer the same network
structures due to the constant CBS ;D , which may di er among network structures
and therefore makes the measures slightly di erent. Also, for databases in which not
all possible con gurations of the parent sets of a network structure occur, di erent
results will be obtained. Further, from the approximation of log Nijk and log Nij by
log N , it is easily seen that the MDL measure assigns a larger weight to the cost of
estimating parameters (the 12 K log N -term) than the Bayesian measure. When not
all con gurations of all parent sets occur in the database, still all these con gurations
are accounted for by the MDL measure but not by the Bayesian measure. As a result,
the MDL measure may prefer a network with fewer arcs than the Bayesian measure
prefers.

4.2.5

Score equivalence
One need not be interested in the represented distribution but instead one may
be interested in the causal structure underlying the domain. Now, in a network
structure only those arcs that have the same direction in any equivalent network
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a
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

b
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1

Table 4.1: A database of cases over two binary variables.
structure represent causal in uences [104]. From this point of view, a network
structure is as valuable as any of its equivalent network structures. So, it is desirable
that quality measures assign the same quality to equivalent network structures when
no prior information is available (see also [53]). We formalize this property with the
term score equivalence.
4.6

De nition Let V be a set of variables, and let D be the set of all possible databases
over V . Let BS be the set of all possible network structures over V . Let Q be a
quality measure. Then Q is score equivalent if for all D 2 D and BS ; BS0 2 BS , we
have that Q(BS ; D) = Q(BS0 ; D) if the network structures BS and BS0 are equivalent.

Unfortunately, the Bayesian measure is not score equivalent if a uniform prior distribution over the network structures is assumed. Consider the database in Table
4.1 over two binary variables a and b, and the network structures BS1 being a ! b
and BS2 being b ! a. It will be evident that both structures represent the same set
of independencies. Yet,
1
P (BS1 ; D) = P (BS1 ) (8(2+ ,2 ,1)!1)! 4!4! (4(2+ ,2 ,1)!1)! (4(2+ ,2 ,1)!1)! 3!1!2!2! = P (BS1 ) 24
25 9!
and
P (BS2 ; D) = P (BS2 ) (8(2+ ,2 ,1)!1)! 5!3! (5(2+ ,2 ,1)!1)! (3(2+ ,2 ,1)!1)! 3!1!2!2! = P (BS2 ) 9!1 :
So, if we assume both structures equiprobable we have that P (BS1 ; D) = 24
25 P (BS2 ; D).
For measures based on other Bayesian approaches [14, 52, 102], score equivalence
does hold. In these approaches a non-uniform prior distribution over the assessment
functions is used and formulas di ering slightly from 4.1 are obtained.
In the remainder of this section, we will show that the information criteria, and
speci cally the MDL measure, assign equal quality to network structures that represent the same independency model. Before doing so, we state some useful properties
of information criteria.
For a network structure, if a single arc-reversal operation is applied on a pair of
nodes u and v that are adjacent, then the quality of the structure does not change
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va

vb

Figure 4.2: A network structure with va 2 b and a = bnva.

4.1

if the parent set of u equals the parent set of v (excluding u itself). First, we
examine the in uence of such an arc reversal on the entropy; after this, we examine
its in uence on the number of parameters.
Lemma Let V be a set of variables, and let D be a database over V . Let BS be a
network structure over V . Furthermore, let va and vb be two nodes in BS such that
either va 62 b or va 2 b and a = bnva and let BS0 = arcr(BS ; va; vb). Then,
H (BS ; D) = H (BS0 ; D);
where H is the entropy as de ned in Formula 4.3.
Proof: We distinguish between the two cases. In the case where va 62 b, we have
by de nition that BS = BS0 and the lemma is trivially true. In the remainder of the
proof, we address the case where va 2 b and a = bnva; Figure 4.2 sketches the
basic idea.
0 , and N 0
Let ri , qi, Nijk , and Nij be as before for D and BS , and let ri0 , qi0, Nijk
ij
be likewise for D and BS0 . Note that ri = ri0 for all i = 1; : : : ; n. For notational
convenience, we now prove that N  H (BS ; D) = N  H (BS0 ; D). By de nition, we
have
qi X
ri
n X
X
N  H (BS ; D) = ,
Nijk log NNijk :
Since qi0 = qi, i = i0, Nij0 = Nij and
that the entropy term equals
qi0 X
n
ri
X
X

4.12

Najk log Naj ,

qa X
ra
X
j =1 k=1

qa X
ra
X

qa X
ra
X
j =1 k=1

Najk log Najk +

qb X
rb
X

Nbjk log Nbj ,

qb X
rb
X

j =1 k=1

P

P

Expression 4.13 gives




all nodes vi 62 fva; vbg we have

Nbjk log Nbjk :
j =1 k=1
Now consider the third term of Expression 4.13. Using Nbj = rkb=1 Nbjk , we nd
that qjb=1 rkb=1 Nbjk log Nbj = qjb=1 Nbj log Nbj . From b = ava, we have that for
every Nbj there is a unique index j 0 together with an index k such that Naj0k = Nbj .
So, qjb=1 Nbj log Nbj can be written as qja=1 rka=1 Najk log Najk . Substitution in
j =1 k=1

P P
P
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ij

qb rb
N
ajk X X
,
Najk log N ,
Nbjk log NNbjk :
aj
bj
j =1 k=1
j =1 k=1
Consider the last two terms of Expression 4.12. These terms equal

0
Nijk
0
,
Nijk log N 0
ij
i=1;i6=a;i6=b j =1 k=1

qa X
ra
X

4.13

i=1 j =1 k=1
0 = Nijk for
Nijk

Najk log Naj ,

qa X
ra
X
j =1 k=1
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P P

Najk log Najk +

qa X
ra
X
j =1 k=1

qb X
rb
X

Najk log Najk ,

j =1 k=1

Nbjk log Nbjk :

The middle two terms cancel out, yielding
qa X
ra
X

4.14

Najk log Naj ,

j =1 k=1

qb X
rb
X
j =1 k=1

Nbjk log Nbjk :

P P

For theP rst term of Expression 4.14 we once more have qja=1 rka=1 Najk log Naj
equals qja=1 Naj log Naj . From b0 = a, we further have that qb0 = qa and Nbj0 = Naj ;
P
P0
so, we can write the sum qja=1 Naj log Naj as qjb=1 Nbj0 log Nbj0 , which is equal to
Pqb0 Prb0 N 0 log N 0 .
j =1 k=1 bjk
bj
P P
Now, we consider the second term qjb=1 rkb=1 Nbjk log Nbjk of Expression 4.14.
Recall that Nbjk is the number of cases in which the parent set b of node vb takes
the con guration xbj and node vb takes the value xbk ; likewise, Naj0 0 k0 is the number
of cases in which a0 takes the con guration x0aj0 and va takes the value x0bk0 . Since
bvb = a0 va, we have that there are indices j 0 and k0 such that Nbjk = Naj0 0k0 . So,
P
qb Prb N log N can be written as Pqa0 Pra0 N 0 log N 0 . Expression 4.14
bjk
ajk
j =1 k=1 bjk
j =1 k=1 ajk
therefore equals
0 0
qb X
rb
X

4.15

Now observe that

0 log N 0 ,
Nbjk
bj

j =1 k=1
qa0 X
ra0
X
j =1 k=1

0 log N 0 ,
Najk
aj

qa0 X
ra0
X
j =1 k=1

qb0 X
rb0
X
j =1 k=1

0 log N 0 :
Najk
ajk

0 log N 0 = 0;
Nbjk
bjk

using a0 = b0 vb. Adding this term to Expression 4.15 gives
qb0 X
rb0
X
j =1 k=1

Using

0 log N 0 ,
Nbjk
bj

qb0 X
rb0
X

0 log N 0 +
Nbjk
bjk

j =1 k=1
log x , log y = log xy we

qa0 X
ra0
X
j =1 k=1

0 log N 0 ,
Najk
aj

qa0 X
ra0
X
j =1 k=1

0 log N 0 :
Najk
ajk

get,

qb0 X
rb0
X

0
Nbjk
0
,
Nbjk log N 0
bj
j =1 k=1

qa0 X
ra0
X

0
Najk
0
,
Najk log N 0 :
aj
j =1 k=1

Substituting this result in Expression 4.12 gives,
qi0 X
ri0
n
X
X

qb X
rb
qa X
ra
0
0
0
X
X
Nijk
Najk
0
0
0 log Nbjk ;
,
Nijk log N 0 ,
Najk log N 0 ,
Nbjk
Nbj0
ij
aj
j =1 k=1
j =1 k=1
i=1;i6=a;j 6=b j =1 k=1
0

0

and by reordering terms, this is,

,

qi0 X
ri0
n X
X

0
0 log Nijk ;
Nijk
Nij0
i=1 j =1 k=1

which by de nition is N  H (BS0 ; D).
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0

0

Now observe that the condition in Lemma 4.1, that is, that either va 62 b or va 2 b
and a = bnva, is the same as the condition that BS and BS0 are equivalent. So the
lemma states that a single arc reversal on a network structure BS has no in uence
on the entropy of the structure and a database, as long as the obtained network
structure BS0 is equivalent with BS . The following lemma gives a similar result for
the number of parameters that have to be assessed for the two network structures
BS and BS0 .
4.2

Lemma Let V be a set of variables, and let D be a database over V . Let BS be a
network structure over V . Furthermore, let va and vb be two nodes in BS such that
either va 62 b or va 2 b and a = bnva and let BS0 = arcr(BS ; va; vb). Then,
K = K 0;
where K and K 0 are the number of parameters of BS and BS0 , respectively.

Proof: We distinguish between the two cases. In the case where va 62 b we have by
de nition that BS = BS0 and the lemma is trivially true. In the remainder of the
proof, we address the case where va 2 b and a = bnva.
0 , and N 0
Let ri , qi, Nijk , and Nij be as before for D and BS , and let ri0 , qi0, Nijk
ij
be likewise for D and BS0 . By de nition of K and K 0, we have

K , K0 =

n
X
i=1

fqi(ri , 1) , qi0(ri0 , 1)g :

We recall that ri0 = ri for all i = 1; : : : ; n. In addition, we have for all i = 1; : : : ; n,
i 6= a, i 6= b, that qi0 = qi. From these observations, we have

K , K 0 = qa(ra , 1) + qb(rb , 1) , qa0 (ra , 1) , qb0 (rb , 1):

Q

By de nition, we have, qa = vj 2a rj and qb =
for qa0 and qb0 . Substitution gives

K , K0 =

Y

vj 2a

=(

Since

rj (ra , 1) +

Y

Y

rj ,

Y

K , K0 =

Y

vj 2a

vj 2b rj ; a similar observation holds

rj (rb , 1) ,

vj 2b

rj )(ra , 1) + (

vj 2a
vj 2a0
a0 = ab and b0 = bna = a,

Q

Y
vj 2a0

Y

vj 2b

we nd

rj (1 , rb)(ra , 1) +

rj (ra , 1) ,

rj ,

Y
vj 2a

Y
vj 2b0

Y
vj 2b0

rj (rb , 1)

rj )(rb , 1):

rj (ra , 1)(rb , 1) = 0:

We conclude that K = K 0.
The previous two lemmas together indicate that a single arc reversal does not change
the quality of a network structure if an information criterion is used.
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4.3

Lemma Let V be a set of variables, and let D be a database over V . Let BS

be a network structure over V . Let the prior probability distribution on network
structures over V be uniform. Now, let va and vb be two nodes in BS such that
either va 62 b or va 2 b and a = bnva, and let BS0 = arcr(BS ; va; vb). Then

If (BS ; D) = If (BS0 ; D);
where If (BS ; D) is an information criterion with penalty function f as de ned in
De nition 4.4.

Proof: We have to show that log P (BS ) , N  H (BS ; D) , K  f (N ) = log P (BS0 ) , N 
H (BS0 ; D) , K 0  f (N ), where N , K and K 0 as before. We will prove the equality by
showing that log P (BS ) = log P (BS0 ), N  H (BS ; D) = N  H (BS0 ; D), and K  f (N ) =
K 0  f (N ). From the uniform prior distribution over all network structures, we

have that P (BS ) equals P (BS0 ), and therefore that log P (BS ) equals log P (BS0 ).
Using Lemma 4.1, we nd that H (BS ; D) = H (BS0 ; D), so N  H (BS ; D) equals
N  H (BS0 ; D). Using Lemma 4.2, we nd that K = K 0, and therefore that K  f (N )
equals K 0  f (N ).

From the previous lemma we have that under certain conditions arc reversal does
not in uence the quality of the network structure given the data if an information
criterion is used. These condition are satis ed as long as arc reversal does not change
the independency model represented by the structure. The following lemma now
states that any two network structures that represent the same independency model
can be transformed into one another by applying successive arc-reversal operations.
4.4

Lemma Let V be a set of variables. Let BS and BS0 be network structures over
V such that BS  BS0 . Then, a nite sequence B1; : : :; Bk , k  1, of network
structures over V exists such that BS = B1, BS0 = Bk , and for 1  i < k, Bi+1 =
arcr(Bi ; vai ; vbi ) where vai and vbi are nodes in V such that either vai 62 bi or vai 2 bi
and ai = bi nvai .
Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on the number of reversed arcs in BS
with respect to BS0 , that is, the number of pairs of nodes vi; vj such that vi ! vj
is an arc in BS and vj ! vi is an arc in BS0 . For each such a reversed arc, an arc

reversal is applied, so if there are k reversed arcs, the sequence is of length k.
If there are zero reversed arcs then BS is equal to BS0 and the lemma is trivially
true for k = 1.
Assume that the lemma holds for some k , 1  0 reversed arcs. Now, let BS0
be a network structure that contains k reversed arcs with respect to BS . We show
that an arc reversal on B1 = BS can be performed such that the BS0 contains k , 1
reversed arcs with respect to the obtained network structure B2.
By inspection of the de nition of the arc-reversal operation we nd that applying
the operation to two nodes vai and vbi in Bi for which the conditions of the lemma
apply (that is, either vai 62 bi or vai 2 bi and ai = bi nvai ) results in a network
structure Bi+1 that is equivalent with Bi. So, the independency model of Bi+1 is
the same as the one of Bi if we can nd two such nodes va and vb and apply the
arc-reversal operation.
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Now, let <V be a topological ordering obeyed of B1. Let va and vb be two adjacent
nodes in Bi on which an arc reversal can be performed but that need not necessarily
satisfy the condition in the theorem and let vb ! va be an arc in BS0 . Furthermore,
let vb be the lowest ordered node according to <V for which this property holds.
Now, suppose that va 2 b and not a = bnva. We distinguish between two cases
for a and b:
 Suppose that bn(a [ va) 6= ;. Let u be a node in bn(a [ va). Then, we have
that va,6,u holds in the embedded graph of B1, and that va ! vb and vb u
are in B1. If va ! vb is reversed in BS0 , then the conditions that va,6,u is in
the underlying graph of BS and va ! vb and vb u are arcs in BS cannot
hold. So, bn(a [ va) must be empty to satisfy BS  BS0 .
 Suppose that (a [ va)nb 6= ;. Let u be a node in (a [ va)nb. Then in B1, we
have va ,,u, va ,,vb and u,6,vb in the underlying graph of B1. Furthermore,
hvb; b; ui holds in B1, thus also in BS and BS0 . In B2 we must have these
properties also. However, if the arrow va ! vb is just ipped in direction, we
would obtain u ! va vb and hvb; b; ui would not hold. For the d-separation
statement to hold in BS0 , u ! va will have to be ipped in direction in BS0
also. But, then a pair va0 , vb0 would have to exist with vb0 <V vb which must be
false by our choice of vb.
From these contradictions, we conclude that either va 62 b or a = bnva.
So, in B1, always two nodes va and vb can be found to which the arc-reversal
operation can be applied such that the represented independency model is not
changed. Furthermore, in B2 there are only k , 1 reversed arcs with respect to
BS0 , hence by the induction hypothesis there is a nite sequence B2; : : :; BS0 such
that Bi+1 = arcr(Bi ; vai ; vbi ) under the conditions stated in the Lemma. Therefore,
there is a nite sequence of network structures BS = B1; : : :; Bk = BS0 such that
Bi+1 = arcr(Bi; vai ; vbi ) where vai and vbi are nodes in V such that either vai 62 bi
or vai 2 bi and ai = bi nvai .
From the lemma we have that for any equivalent two network structures BS and
BS0 , a sequence of arc reversals exists that transforms BS into BS0 such that any
intermediate network structure is equivalent with BS and BS0 . Now combining this
result with Lemma 4.3 yields the following theorem.
4.2

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let D be a database over V . Let the prior
probability distribution on network structures over V be uniform. Let If be an
information criterion with penalty function f . Then,

If (BS ; D) = If (BS0 ; D);
for any two network structures BS and BS0 with BS  BS0 .

Proof: Let BS and BS0 be network structures with BS  BS0 . From Lemma 4.4, we
have that a nite sequence of network structures B1; : : :; Bk , k  1, exists such that
BS = B1, BS0 = Bk , and Bi+1 = arcr(Bi; vai ; vbi ) with either vai 62 bi or vai 2 bi
and ai = bi nvai in Bi. From Lemma 4.3, we have that such arc reversals do not
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change the quality of the resulting network structures according to an information
criterion. So, If (Bi+1; D) = If (Bi ; D) for i = 1; : : : ; k hence If (BS ; D) = If (BS0 ; D).
From this theorem we have that the information criteria are score equivalent if a
uniform prior distribution over the network structures is assumed, as opposed to
the Bayesian measure.

4.2.6

In nite-Size Database Properties of Quality Measures
In this section, we will investigate the asymptotic behavior of the Bayesian measure,
information criteria, and the MDL measure, that is, the behavior for in nite-size
databases. Although the results will be of a theoretical nature mainly, they indicate
how the measures may be expected to behave for large databases.
For the Bayesian measure it is known that it assigns a higher quality to minimal
I-maps than to any other network structures given a large database obeying the same
topological ordering as the I-map when the database is generated from a positive
distribution [57]. Since the MDL measure approximates the Bayesian measure, a
similar property holds for the MDL measure. In fact, the property also holds for
information criteria as well and can be generalized even more, as is stated in the
following theorem.

4.3

Theorem Let V be a set of variables and let <V a total ordering one V . Let the

prior probability distribution over all network structures over V be positive. Now,
let PrD be a joint probability distribution over V such that BS is a minimal I-map
of PrD obeying <V and no other network structure obeying <V is a minimal I-map
of PrD . Let D be a database with N cases generated from PrD . Let Q be either
the Bayesian measure, the MDL measure, or an information criterion with nonzero
penalty function f , where limN !1 f (N ) = 1 and limN !1 f (N )=N = 0. Then, for
any network structure BS0 over V that obeys <V , we have that
lim (Q(BS0 ; D) , Q(BS ; D)) = ,1

N !1

if and only if BS0 is not a minimal I-map of PrD .

Proof: For the Bayesian measure, the property stated above follows from Theorem

6.3 of [57]. Since the MDL measure is a special case of an information criterion that
satis es the above conditions, it suces to prove the theorem for information criteria.
Let f be a penalty function such that limN !1 f (N ) = 1 and limN !1 f (N )=N = 0
and consider information criterion If .
Let N , n, ri, vi, qi, xik , xij , Nijk , and Nij be as before for the network structure
0 , and N 0 be likewise for BS 0 and
BS and database D, and let ri0 , vi0, qi0, x0ik , x0ij , Nijk
ij
0
D. Note that ri = ri for i = 1; : : : ; n. Let K and K 0 be the numbers of parameters
for BS and BS0 , respectively. We consider limN !1 (If (BS0 ; D) , If (BS ; D)) which
by de nition is equal to
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4.16

lim (log P (BS0 ) , NH (BS0 ; D) , K 0f (N ) , log P (BS ) + NH (BS ; D) + Kf (N )) :

N !1

Now, consider the behavior of the entropy
term P
N  H (BS ; D) in the limit for N !
P
P
n
q
i
1. This term is by de nition ,N  i=1 j=1 rki=1 , NNijk log NNijkij . By the strong
law of large numbers, we have that limN !1 NNijk = PrD (vi = xik ; i = xij ) and
limN !1 NNijkij = PrD (vi = xik ji = xij ). Therefore, in the limit for N ! 1 we have
that

N  H (BS ; D) = N

qi X
ri
n X
X
i=1 j =1 k=1

,PrD (vi = xik ; i = xij ) log PrD (vi = xik ji = xi j ):

A similar property holds for the behavior of the entropy term N  H (BS0 ; D). To
examine the behavior of the sum N (,H (BS0 ; D) + H (BS ; D)) in Expression 4.16,
we distinguish between three cases:
 BS0 is not an I-map of PrD ,
 BS0 is an I-map of PrD but not a minimal one, and
 BS0 is a minimal I-map of PrD .
First, suppose that BS0 is not an I-map of PrD . Then, in the limit for N ! 1
the sum ,N  H (BS0 ; D) + N  H (BS ; D) is equal to

8 qi0 ri0
n <X
X
X
N :
PrD (vi = xik ; i0 = x0i j ) log PrD (vi = xik ji0 = x0ij )
i=1 j =1 k=1
)
qi X
ri
X
,

j =1 k=1

PrD (vi = xik ; i = xij ) log PrD (vi = xik ji = xij ) :

Now observe that since BS0 is not an I-map of PrD , there is an index i such that i 6
i0; if for all i we would have i  i0, then BS0 would represent less independencies
than the I-map BS and BS0 would be an I-map too. For this index i, let i00 = ii0,
let x00ij be the j th con guration of i00, and let qi00 be the number of all possible
con gurations of i00. Now observe that for j = 1; : : : ; qi00, we have that PrD (vi =
xik ji00 = x00ij ) = PrD (vi = xik ji = xi ) where xi conforms to x00ij , because vi and i00
are conditionally independent given i, that is, I (vi; i; i00). So, by marginalization
the above equation can be written as,

8 qi00 ri
n <X
X
X
N :
PrD (vi = xik ; i00 = x00ij ) log PrD (vi = xik ji0 = x0i )
i=1 j =1 k=1

9
=
,
PrD (vi = xik ; i00 = x00ij ) log PrD (vi = xik ji00 = x00ij ); ;
j =1 k=1
0 conforms to x00 . From Shannon's inequality, which states P ,ai log ai 
where
i
i j
i
P ,a xlog
P P
bi for all ai; bi  0 such that a = b = 1, we have that the expression
i
qi00 X
ri
X

i
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i i

i i

within brackets must be greater than or equal to 0 because there is at least one index
i for which PrD (vi = xik ji0 = xi ) is not equal to PrD (vi = xik ji00 = x00ij ). So, in
the limit for N ! 1 the entropy of BS0 is higher than the entropy of BS . Note that
for the other two cases the Bayesian belief networks represent the same probability
distribution, namely PrD . So, for those cases we have N (,H (BS0 ; D)+H (BS ; D)) =
0.
To examine the behavior of Expression 4.16, we distinguish between the same
three cases as before.
If BS0 is not an I-map of PrD , the entropy terms sum to ,1 when N ! 1. Since
O(N ) terms dominate O(f (N )) when N ! 1 we have that the term (K , K 0)  f (N )
in Expression 4.16 is dominated by the term ,N  H (BS0 ; D) + N  H (BS ; D) ! ,1.
Since the prior probability distribution on network structures is positive, the term
log(P (BS0 )=P (BS )) is a constant with respect to to N and negligible in the limit for
N ! 1. So, limN !1 (Q(BS0 ; D) , Q(BS ; D)) = ,1.
If BS0 is a non-minimal I-map of PrD , BS0 must comprise at least one extra arc compared to BS0 . So, K 0 , K > 0. Since for the penalty function
the property limN !1 f (N ) = 1 holds, we have that, ,(K 0 , K )f (N ) ! ,1.
The term log(P (BS )=P (BS0 )) can once more be neglected and therefore, limN !1
(Q(BS0 ; D) , Q(BS ; D)) = ,1.
If BS0 is a minimal I-map then BS0 equals BS since it was required that the minimal
I-map is unique for the given ordering and limN !1 (Q(BS0 ; D) , Q(BS ; D)) = 0.
The theorem states that for large enough databases, a network structure that is a
minimal I-map obeying a particular ordering <V is overwhelmingly preferred over
any other network structure obeying the same ordering. From the fact that independency models associated with positive distributions are closed under the graphoid
axioms and that such independency models have a unique minimal I-maps for network structures that obey a given ordering, this property holds for any positive
distribution.
Equally, the property holds for any distribution that has a P-map, since independency models associated with P-maps are closed under the graphoid axioms as
well. So, for these distributions also there is a unique minimal I-map for every given
ordering. In general for nite-size databases, a minimal I-map need not necessarily
have a higher quality than other structures.
Note that application of Theorem 4.3 requires that an ordering on the variables is
given. For learning a network structure, however, it is not desirable that an ordering
on the variables need to be provided to the learning algorithm; di erent orderings
may results in considerably di erent network structures and nding a `good' ordering
may be dicult. Therefore, we investigate the behavior of the quality measures more
in general. We are interested in determining the class of network structures that are
preferred over other network structures by the considered quality measures in order
to get a better understanding of the quality measures.
We begin by observing that minimal I-maps need not be unique. In fact, di erent
minimal I-maps for a joint probability distribution need not even be equivalent.
Consider for example the network structures shown in Figure 4.3. Suppose that
the structure on the left is a P-map of some distribution Pr. Both structures on
the right are minimal I-maps of the distribution obtained from Pr by marginalizing
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Figure 4.3: Example of di erent minimal I-maps.

4.7

over b; note that the two structures do not obey the same variable ordering. The
two I-maps are not equivalent; for example, the upper structure represents I (a; ;; e)
whereas the lower structure does not.
As a result of the fact that minimal I-maps are not unique, the numbers of parameters that need to be estimated for di erent minimal I-maps need not necessarily
the same. Therefore, a quality measure may assign di erent qualities to di erent
minimal I-maps. It is desirable that as few as possible probabilities need be assessed,
since in every estimate of a probability a small error is introduced. This motivates
distinguishing between minimum and non-minimum I-maps.
De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let M I be an independency model over V
and BS be a network structure over V . Then, BS is a minimum I-map of M I if
BS is an I-map of M I and for every network structure BS0 over V that is an I-map
of M I , we have that K 0  K , where K and K ' are the number of parameters of BS
and BS0 , respectively.
Let Pr be a joint probability distribution over V . Then, we say that BS is a minimum
I-map of Pr to denote that BS is a minimum I-map of the independency model M I
that is associated with Pr.
Consider once more the network structures on the left-hand side in Figure 4.3.
Suppose that all variables except c are binary and that the variable is c ternary.
Then, for the upper structure on the right of Figure 4.3 eighteen probabilities need
be speci ed to arrive at a belief network: one probability for a, two for c, twelve
for d, and three for e. However, for the lower structure, only seventeen probabilities
need be speci ed: one for a, two for c, two for d, and twelve for e.
Unfortunately, in general minimum I-maps need not be unique. Further, two
minimum I-maps may exits that are not equivalent. Consider the network structures
on the left-hand side in Figure 4.3 once more. If all variables including c would be
binary, for both structures twelve probabilities would need to be speci ed.
However, the quality measures that we consider all prefer minimum I-maps over
non-minimum I-maps under some conditions stated in the following theorem.

4.4

Theorem Let V be a set of variables and let the prior probability distribution over
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all network structures over V be positive. Let PrD be a positive joint probability

distribution over V , and let BS be a minimum I-map of PrD . Let D be a database
with N cases generated from PrD . Let Q be either the Bayesian measure, the
MDL measure, or an information criterion with nonzero penalty function f where
limN !1 f (N ) = 1 and limN !1 f (N )=N = 0. Then, for any network structure BS0
over V , we have that
lim (Q(BS ; D) , Q(BS0 ; D)) = ,1
N !1

if and only if BS0 is not a minimum I-map of PrD .
Proof: Recall from Theorem 4.1 that for large enough N the MDL measure is an
approximation of the Bayesian measure with O(1) error provided that each con guration of every parent set occurs in the database. Since PrD is a positive distribution, all these con gurations are guaranteed to be in the database for N ! 1.
Also observe that for penalty function f (N ) = 12 log N , the information criterion
I 21 log is equal to the MDL measure. We conclude that it suces to prove the theorem for the information criteria in general. Let f be a penalty function such that
limN !1 f (N ) = 1 and limN !1 f (N )=N = 0 and consider the information criterion
If .
Let N , n, ri, vi, qi, xik , xij , Nijk , and Nij be as before for the network structure
0 , and N 0 be likewise for BS 0 and D.
BS and database D, and let ri0 , vi0, qi0, x0ik , x0ij , Nijk
ij
Let K and K 0 be the numbers of parameters for BS and BS0 , respectively. We consider the expression limN !1 (If (BS0 ; D) , If (BS ; D)), which by de nition is equal to
limN !1 (log P (BS0 ) , NH (BS0 ; D) , K 0f (N ) , log P (BS ) + NH (BS ; D) + Kf (N )).
This expression can be written as
4.17


 P (BS0 )
0
, N  H (BS0 ; D) + N  H (BS ; D) , (K , K )  f (N ) :
lim log

P (BS )
First, consider the entropy term H (P
BS0 ; DP) andPits behavior in the limit for N !
1. This term by de nition is , ni=1 qji=1 rki=1 , NNijk log NNijkij . By the strong
0
law of large numbers, we have that limN !1 NNijk = PrD (vi = x0ik ; i0 = x0ij ) and
0
limN !1 NNijkij0 = PrD (vi = x0ik ji0 = x0ij ). Therefore in the limit for limN !1 we have
that H (BS0 ; D) can be written as
N !1

qi0 X
ri0
n X
X
i=1 j =1 k=1

,PrD (vi = x0ik ; i0 = x0i j )  log PrD (vi = x0ik ji0 = x0ij ):

By renaming con gurations, this is equal to
n X X
X

,PrD (vi = xvi ; i0 = xi0 )  log PrD (vi = xui ji0 = xi0 ):

i=1 xvi 2 i xi0 2 i0

By marginalization we have
n X
X
i=1 xV 2
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,PrD (V = xV )  log PrD (vi = xui ji0 = xi0 ):
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Now, let <V be an ordering obeyed by BS0 and let Vi = fvjv <V vig for i = 1; : : : ; n.
Then, we can rewrite the above expression as
n X
X
i=1 xV 2

,

V

Yn

h=1

!

PrD (uh = xhjVh = xVh )  log PrD (vi = xui ji0 = xi0 ):

Changing the order of summation and collection the summation over i in the logarithm gives

X

xV 2

V

,

Yn
i=1

!

PrD (ui = xijVi = xVi )  log

Q

Yn
i=1

!

PrD (vi = xui ji0 = xi0 ) :

Now, let PrD0 (V = xV ) = ni=1 PrD (vi = xvi ji0 = xi0 ), that is, let PrD0 be the joint
probability distribution de ned by the belief network with network structure BS0 .
Then, we can write the above expression as

X

xV 2

V

,PrD (V = xV )  log PrD0 (V = xV ):

We now consider the entropy term H (BS ; D). By a similar argument, we nd that
this term equals
X
,PrD (V = xV )  log PrD (V = xV ):
xV 2

V

Note that BS is an I-map of PrD . Therefore, the distribution represented by the
Bayesian belief network with BS is equal to PrD and the expression for H (BS ; D)
contains the same distribution before as after the logarithm. So, Expression 4.17
can be written as

P (BS0 ) + N  X (Pr (V = x )  log Pr0 (V = x )
lim
log
D
V
V
D
N !1
P (BS )
xV 2 V

!

4.18

,PrD (V = xV )  log PrD (V = xV )) , (K 0 , K )  f (N ) :
We now distinguish between three cases:
 BS0 is not an I-map of PrD ,
 BS0 is an I-map but not a minimum I-map of PrD , and
 BS0 is a minimum I-map of PrD .
We consider these cases separately. First, suppose that BS0 is not an I-map of PrD .
Then, there is a con guration xV of V such that PrD0 (V = xV ) 6= PrD (V = xV );
if no such con guration would exist, then the belief networks with the network
structure BS0 and BS would de ne the same probability distribution and BS0 would
model at most the same set of independency statements as the I-map BPS and therefore would be an I-map too. From Shannon's
states i ai log bi 
P
P a inequality,
P b = which
a
log
a
,
for
all
a
;
b

0
such
that
=
1,
we
have that the sum
i
i i
i i
i i
Pi i (Pr
0
D (V = xV )  log PrD (V = xV ) , PrD (V = xV )  log PrD (V = xV )) in ExxV 2 V
pression 4.18 is less than 0. The result is multiplied by N yielding a negative O(N )
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term. Since the prior probability distribution on network structures is positive, the
term log(P (BS0 )=P (BS )) is a constant with respect to N and negligible in the limit
for N ! 1. Since an O(N ) term dominates any O(f (N )) term for N ! 1 we
have that the (K 0 , K )  f (N ) in Expression 4.18 is dominated by the term N 
P
0
xV 2 V (PrD (V = xV )  log PrD (V = xV ) , PrD (V = xV )  log PrD (V = xV )). So,
Expression 4.18 equals ,1.
Now suppose that BS0 is an I-map of PrD , yet not a minimum I-map. We observe
that the joint probability distribution de ned by the Bayesian belief network with
BS0 equals PrD and that the entropy terms in Expression 4.18 cancel out. However,
since BS0 is not a minimum I-map of PrD , we know that the number of parameters
of BS0 is larger than number of parameters of BS . Therefore, K 0 , K > 0. So, since
for penalty function f the property limN !1 f (N ) = 1 holds, we have that the term
,(K 0 , K )  f (N ) ! ,1 for N ! 1. The term log P (BS )=P (BS0 ) can once more
be neglected. So, Expression 4.18 equals ,1.
To conclude, suppose that BS0 is a minimum I-map of PrD . Then, following the
same line of reasoning above, we nd that H (BS ; D) = H (BS0 ; D) and further that
K = K 0. Expression 4.18 then equals log P (BS )=P (BS0 ) which is a nite constant if
the prior probability distribution on network structures is positive.
The theorem states that for large enough databases, a network structure that is a
minimum I-map is assigned a far larger quality than any other network structure.
Note that the property stated in the theorem is more general than the property
stated in Theorem 4.3 as it does not depend on an ordering of the variables. Now
if a probability distribution has a P-map, then for every ordering there is a unique
P-map, and by Theorem 4.3 we have this P-map is assigned a far higher quality
than any other network structure. In general however, P-maps need not be unique.
But, we have the following property.
4.5

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let the prior probability distribution over
all network structures over V be positive. Let PrD be a positive distribution over V
such that a P-map exists for PrD . Let BS be such a P-map for PrD . Now, let D be a
database with N cases generated from PrD . Let Q be either the Bayesian measure,
the MDL measure, or an information criterion with nonzero penalty function f such
that limN !1 f (N ) = 1 and limN !1 f (N )=N = 0. Then, for any network structure
BS0 over V we have that
lim Q(BS ; D) , Q(BS0 ; D) = ,1

N !1

if and only if BS0 is not a P-map of PrD .

Proof: This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4. Following a same line of

4.19

reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we nd that we have to show that

 P (BS )
0
lim log P (B 0 ) , N  H (BS0 ; D) + N  H (BS ; D) , (K , K )  f (N )
N !1
S
goes to minus in nity if and only if BS0 is not a minimal I-map. We distinguish
three cases:
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 BS0 is not a minimal I-map,
 BS0 is a minimal I-map but not a P-map, and
 BS0 is a P-map.

If BS0 is not a minimal I-map of PrD , the corollary follows from the observation
that a P-map is a minimal I-map. From [73] we have the following property; let <V
be an ordering obeyed by BS1 , then a sequence of arc reversals on BS1 exists that
results in network structure BS2 such that BS2 is a minimal I-map of the independency model represented by BS1 . So, a sequence of arc reversals exists on BS such
that the resulting network structure BS00 obeys a same topological ordering as BS0
and BS00 is a minimal I-map of the independency model represented by BS . Since
BS is a P-map of PrD , we conclude that BS00 is a minimal I-map of PrD . Since
a P-map exists, we conclude that PrD satis es intersection and thus that minimal
I-maps are unique for a given ordering and Theorem 4.3 applies.
If BS0 is a minimal I-map but not a P-map, let BS00 as before. Since both BS0 and
BS00 are minimal I-maps and minimal I-maps are unique for a given ordering, BS00
must be equal to BS0 . With every arc reversal, zero or more arcs are added. Assume
that during the sequence of arc reversal no arcs are added. Then BS0 represents the
same set of independency statements as BS and thus BS0 is a P-map. This is not
true by our primary assumption, so we conclude that an arc must have been added
during the sequence of arc reversals and the number of parameters for BS0 is larger
than the number of parameters for BS , that is K 0 > K . Since BS0 is an I-map,
H (BS0 ; D) = H (BS ; D). The term log PP((BBSS0)) is a constant that vanishes in Formula
4.19. Therefore, Formula 4.19 will go to ,1.
If BS0 is a P-map, then a sequence of arc reversals exists that transforms BS into
BS0 such that no arcs are added during the arc reversals by Lemma 4.4. So, BS and
BS0 induce the same number of parameters and represent the same distributions.
And we conclude that Formula 4.19 is a constant log PP((BBSS0)) that is nite because the
prior on network structures was assumed to be positive.
Theorem 4.5 states that for large enough databases, a network structure that is a
perfect map is assigned a far larger quality than other network structures. This is an
important property when one is interested in learning causal structure as performed
by Spirtes [104]; for conditional independence based causal structure recovery it is
assumed that there exists a perfect map, which is the so-called `faithfulness condition'. So, by Theorem 4.5 it is justi ed that the quality measures considered are
used for detecting causal relations.

4.2.7

Finite-Size Database Properties of Quality Measures
In the previous section, the various quality measures have been compared with
respect to their behavior for databases of in nite size. Since for real-life applications
in nite-size databases never occur, we also are interested in the non-asymptotic
behavior of these measures. It can be expected that this behavior di ers from
the behavior for in nite-size databases because the estimates of the probabilities in
the entropy terms will contain an error. Further, the Bayesian measure and MDL
measure may di er a lot because the condition under which they are approximately
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the same need not necessarily hold. Now recall that one of the aims of learning is to
construct a Bayesian belief network for use as inference in knowledge-based systems.
As the complexity of belief network inference often is determined by the size of the
parent sets of a network, it is interesting to investigate the behavior of the various
quality measures with respect to the parent-set size. Insight in this behavior further
helps in investigating search algorithms. The following theorem gives some insight
on the behavior of the information criterion.
4.6

Theorem Let V be a set of variables. Let the prior probability distribution over

all network structures over V be uniform. Let D be a database with N cases over
V . Let BS be a network structure over V with a parent set containing more than
log f (NN ) + 1 variables. Then, a network structure BS0 exists such that If (BS0 ; D) >
If (BS ; D) with fewer arcs, where If be an information criterion with non-zero penalty
function f .

Proof: Let vs be a variable in V such that jsj > log

4.20





N
f (N ) + 1

in BS . Now, let
BS0 be the network structure obtained from BS by deleting all incoming arcs for
this variable vs, that is, s0 = ;. Let ri, qi, Nij , and Nijk be as before for BS and
0 likewise for BS 0 and D; note that ri = r0 , i = 1; : : : ; n.
D and ri0 , qi0, Nij0 and Nijk
i
We prove the theorem by contradiction. Suppose that BS0 is not assigned a higher
quality according to If than BS . We consider the di erence If (BS0 ; D) , If (BS ; D),
which equals
log P (BS0 ) , N  (H (BS0 ; D) , H (BS ; D)) , (K 0 , K )  f (N ):
P (BS )
Since BS0 is not assigned a higher quality than BS , this di erence is not positive.
Because the prior probability distribution over all network structures is uniform, we
have that log(P (BS0 )=P (BS )) = 0.
Now consider the entropy terms in expression 4.20. By de nition of entropy, we
have that H (BS0 ; D) , H (BS ; D) equals
qi0 X
ri0
qi X
ri
n X
n X
0
0
X
X
Nijk
Nijk
,
, log
, Nijk log Nijk :

N

i=1 j =1 k=1

Nij0

N

i=1 j =1 k=1

Nij

We observe that for all i 6= s, the separate terms cancel out. So, we can write
H (BS0 ; D) , H (BS ; D) as
qs0 X
qs X
rs N 0
rs
0
X
X
Nsjk
sjk
, log
,
, Nsjk log Nsjk ;

N

j =1 k=1

Nsj0

j =1 k=1

N

Nsj

which equals

! X
!
qs0
qs
rs N 0
rs
0
X
X
N
Nsj0 X
N
N
N
sj
, sjk log sjk ,
, sjk log sjk :
j =1
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Nsj0

j =1

N

k=1

Nsj

Nsj

We maximize this expression to compensate forPthe penalty term in Expression
4.20. To this end,Pwe use the property that 0  rk=1 ,pk log pk  log r, for pk  0,
k = 1; : : : ; r with rk=1 pk = 1 for H (BS0 ; D) , H (BS ; D) we nd

H (BS0 ; D) , H (BS ; D) 

qs0
X
Nsj0
j =1

qs
X
Nsj

N  log rs , j=1 N  0 = log rs:

P0

0

The latter equality follows from the observation that qjs=1 NNsj = 1. We therefore
have that ,N  (H (BS0 ; D) , H (BS ; D))  ,N  log rs . Since Expression 4.20 is not
positive, it follows that ,(K 0 , K )  f (N )  N  log rs. Therefore, the following
inequality holds
(rs , 1)  qs  f (N ) , (rs , 1)  f (N )  N  log rs:
Note that qs0 = 1 since s0 = ;. Division of this expression by (rs , 1)  f (N ), which
is admissible since f (N ) > 0, gives
qs , 1  f (NN ) : rlog,rs1 :
s
Using the inequality log x  (x , 1) for positive integers x, we nd
qs , 1  f (NN ) :
So,

Q

qs  f (NN ) + 1:

Now, recall that qs = vj 2s rj , Since for each variable vj we have rj  2, j = 1; : : : ; n
it follows that qs  2jsj and hence that jsj  log qs. So,
 N 
jsj  log f (N ) + 1 :
This contradicts the number of parents of vs in BS being larger than log( f (NN ) + 1).
From this contradiction, we conclude that Expression 4.20 is positive and therefore
that BS0 is assigned a higher quality according to If than BS .
Theorem 4.6 implies that good search algorithms that use an information criterion
will never select network structures with parent sets with more than log f (NN ) + 1
variables, when N is the number of cases in the database used for learning. So, with
the AIC measure where the penalty function equals f (N ) = 1, no structures with
parent sets with more than log (N + 1) variables should be found; note that almost
equal to log N . With the BIC measure
the
penalty function is f (N ) = 21 log N ,
 2where

no parent sets with more than log logNN + 1 variables should be found, which is
smaller than log N for large enough N . Since the BIC criterion and the MDL
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Figure 4.4: The databases D7.



measure coincide, log log2NN + 1 is also the upper-bound on the size of the parent
sets of the network structure that should be found when using
 the MDL measure.
N
With penalty functions larger than f (N ) = 1, log f (N ) + 1 is smaller than log N
for large enough N . So for a wide range of information criteria, log N can be taken
as an upper-bound of the parent sets in selected network structures.
Since the Bayesian measure and MDL measure are approximately the same for
large enough databases, a similar result would be expected for the Bayesian measure.
However, the Bayesian measure does not have such a property. Consider a database
Dn de ned recursively by
v1 w
D1 = 0 0
1 1
where the rows represent the individual cases and the columns indicate the values of
the variables; database Dj is constructed from Dj,1 , j = 2; : : : ; n by adding an extra
column for a new variable vj lled with 1s, and two new identical cases with vi = 0
i = 1; : : : ; j and w = (j + 1)mod 2. For example, Figure 4.4 shows the database D7
as it is built from D1 up to D6.
For the database D7, the network structure with highest quality according to the
Bayesian measure is shown in Figure 4.5. Note that each node vi, i = 1; : : :; 7, has
node vi,1 in its parent set except for node v1 which has an empty parent set. Node
w includes all nodes v1; : : : ; v7 in its parent set. This network was found by brute
force: the Bayesian measure was calculated for all 1.138.779.265 possible network
structures over the variables discerned. Obviously, the parent set of node w contains
more than log(14)  3:81 parents.
To explain why the network structure shown in Figure 4.5 is assigned highest
quality for the database D7 , we examine the behavior of the Bayesian measure for
the database Dn in general. Informally speaking, the Bayesian measure will favor
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Figure 4.5: The network structure with highest quality according to the Bayesian
measure for D7.
a parent set i for a variable vi over a subset of i if knowledge of the values of
the variables in i yields information about the distribution over the values of vi, as
long as the number of di erent con gurations of i that occur in the database is not
too large. Now, consider the parent sets of the best structure BS for Dn according
to the Bayesian measure. Note that, relative to Dn , vi's value is a function of the
values of vi,1, vi+1 and w. Therefore, i will be a subset of fvi,1; vi+1; wg. In BS
each node vi, i = 2; : : : ; n , 1, may have vi,1 in its parent set: whenever vi,1 = 1,
we nd in the database that vi = 1 and when vi,1 = 0, we nd that vi = 0 for
almost all cases. So, the knowledge of the value of vi,1 gives a lot of information
about the probability over the values of vi and the Bayesian measure assings a high
quality to network structures containing these parent sets. Alternatively, vi+1 may
be in i: when vi+1 = 0, we nd in the database that vi = 0 and when vi+1 = 1,
we nd that vi = 1 for almost all cases. The only variable that would provide more
information in combination with vi,1 or vi+1 about the value of vi is w. However,
adding w to the parent set of vi would increase the number of di erent con guration
of i considerably while the information obtained about the value of vi would only
increase for four cases in the database. Knowing only w would not give a signi cant
amount of information about the value of vi so i does not consist of w alone.
Therefore, w will not be in vi's parent set. For v1 and vn similar arguments hold.
Since a network structure is a directed acyclic graph, there will be either an arc from
vi to vi+1, i = 1; : : : ; n , 1, or the other way around.
We now turn to node w. We have that for w the parent set fvn,k+1; : : : ; vng
gets assigned a higher quality according to the Bayesian measure than any other
parent set of size k (see appendix Lemma 4.7 and 4.8). Furthermore, we have that
if w = fvk ; : : : ; vng, for some 1 < k  n, then BS cannot be the network structure
with highest quality for Dn since the structure with w = fvk,1; : : :; vng for w has
a better quality according to the Bayesian measure (see appendix Lemma 4.9). As
a consequence, w = fv1; : : : ; vng results in the highest quality according to the
Bayesian measure (see appendix Lemma 4.10). We conclude that for a database
with N cases, a network structure with a parent set comprising N=2 variables can
be assigned highest quality by the Bayesian measure.
So, while the asymptotic behavior of the Bayesian measure, information criteria,
and MDL measure on databases of in nite size is the same, this is not the true for
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practical cases where only a nite-size database is available; the MDL measure and
most information criteria will not assign the highest quality to network structures
with parent sets of size larger than log N while the Bayesian measure may assign
the highest quality to a network structure with a parent set of size N=2.

4.3

Search Strategies
One of the purposes of an algorithm for learning a network structure from data is to
select a network structure with high quality according to a given quality measure.
To this aim, one searches in the space of network structures for such a network
structures. In this section, we will rst introduce some terminology. First, we
investigate the complexity of selecting a network structure with some optimality
properties in Section 4.3.1. In Section 4.3.2, we review the most popular heuristics,
K2 and B. To conclude, we show in Section 4.3.3 how to apply general purpose
optimization algorithms for learning a network structure from data.
The search for a network structures with a high quality may be looked upon
as a combinatorial optimization problem. Combinatorial optimization theory is
engaged with the problem of selecting a solution with some optimality properties
from among a large set solutions. We introduce some terminology from the theory
of combinatorial optimization, following [1].

4.8

De nition An instance of a combinatorial optimization problem is a pair (f; S )
where S is a solution space and f : S ! IR is a real-valued function over S , called
the cost function. A global optimal solution of (f; S ) is an element s 2 S such that
f (r)  f (s) for all r 2 S .
A global optimal solution is also called global optimum. An element of S is called
a solution. Now, let V be a set of variables. Learning a network structure from a
database D over V can be formulated as an instance of a combinatorial problem:
the problem that we consider is (Q; BS ) where the solution space BS is the set of all
possible network structures over V and the cost function Q is a quality measure.

4.9

De nition Let (f; S ) be an instance of a combinatorial optimization problem. Then
a neighborhood structure on (f; S ) is a mapping N : S ! P (S ) where P (S ) is the
power set of S .

The neighborhood structure de nes for each solution s 2 S a set N (s)  S of
solutions that are in some sense `close' to s. The set N (s) is called the neighborhood
of solution s. Each r 2 N (s), r is called a neighboring solution or simply neighbor
of s. For our combinatorial problem (Q; BS ), a neighborhood of a network structure
BS usually consists of a set of network structures that di er in only one arc from
BS .
4.10
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De nition Let (f; S ) be an instance of a combinatorial optimization problem and
let N be a neighborhood structure of (f; S ). A local optimum of (f; S ) is a solution
s 2 S such that f (s)  f (r) for all r 2 N (s).
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Figure 4.6: The number of directed acyclic graphs for small number of nodes.
A generation mechanism is a means of selecting a solution r from N (s). In general,
search for a network structure with high quality amounts to iteratively applying a
generation mechanism to a neighborhood structure. The network structures with
the highest quality visited during this search is the one returned by the algorithm.

4.3.1

Search Complexity
As pointed out in the previous section, learning a network structure amounts to
selecting a network structure with a relatively high quality from among the set of
all possible network structures. The number of di erent network structures over n
di erent nodes is given by the following recursive formula [91]:

1
= 0;
G(n) = Pn (,1)i+1( n )2i(n,1) G(n , i) ifif nn >
0:
i=1
i

Table 4.6 shows the number G(n) for some small values of n. As the number of
di erent network structures grows exponentially in the number of nodes, it is evident
that it is not feasible from a computational point of view to consider all network
structures. The question arises whether or not an ecient algorithm exists for
selecting an optimal network structure. We will show that the problem of selecting
a network structure with certain minimality properties is NP-hard.
4.5

Lemma Let V be a set of n variables and let Pr be a known joint probability

distribution over V . Let an oracle be available that reveals whether an independency
statement holds in Pr or not. Let k  jV j be a positive constant and let s =
1 n(n , 1) , 1 k (k , 1). Then, the problem of deciding whether or not there is an
2
2
I-map of Pr with less or equal to s arcs by consulting the oracle is NP-complete.

Proof: Let OBUILD be the problem of deciding whether or not an I-map of Pr

with less or equal than s arcs exists where an oracle is available that reveals whether
an independency statement holds or not.
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First, we show that OBUILD is in NP. To this end we show that a nondeterministic
Turing machine can solve OBUILD in polynomial time. The machine needs only to
guess a network structure BS . Deciding whether BS is an I-map of Pr by consulting
an oracle can be performed by constructing a topological ordering on BS and asking
the oracle whether I (vi; i; Vini) is valid for all vi 2 V . All these actions can be
performed in polynomial time. Deciding whether BS has less than s arcs can be
performed in polynomial time as well. So, a nondeterministic machine can decide
OBUILD in polynomial time, and we conclude that OBUILD is in NP.
Next, we reduce the independent set problem GT20, which is known to be NPcomplete [41], to OBUILD and show that this reduction can be performed in polynomial time.
GT20 can be stated as follows. Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph and
k  jV j be a positive integer. GT20 is the problem of deciding whether G contain
an independent set of size k or more, that is, whether a set V 0  V exists such that
jV 0j  k and no two nodes in V 0 are adjacent.
The reduction of instances of GT20 to instances of OBUILD can be performed as follows. Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected graph; note that we do
not interpret G as a Markov network. Now, let M I be the independency model
fI (X; Z; Y )j8u;v2XY Z (u; v) 62 E g; in the appendix we show that a probability distribution exists that induces such an independency model M I . By inspection we nd
that M I is a graphoid independency model.
An oracle that reveals whether I (X; Z; Y ) is in M I can check for all u; v 2 XY Z
whether (u; v) is an edge in G, which is a polynomial time task. So, the transformation of GT20 to OBUILD can be performed in polynomial time.
Let G be an undirected graph and consider the instance of GT20 for G and the
instance of OBUILD by transforming G as described above. Assume an independent
set of size at least k exists in G and let S  V , k = jS j, be an independent set of
nodes in G, that is, a set of nodes such that for all u; v 2 S we have that (u; v) 62 E .
Consider a causal input list L<V over M I .
If <V is such that the nodes in S are assigned the numbers 1 up to k, then all
parent sets of these nodes would be empty, since the construction of M I requires that
I (vi; ;; Vi ) 2 M I if 8u;v2Vi[fvig(u; v) 62 E . So, the network structure BS corresponding
to L<V contains at most 12 n(n , 1) , 12 k(k , 1) arcs. Therefore, we have that if the
instance of GT20 is true, then the instance of OBUILD is true.
Assume a network structure BS can be found by consulting the oracle about M I
such that BS has less than 12 n(n , 1) , 12 k(k , 1) arcs and BS is an I-map of Pr. Let
<V be a topological ordering on BS . Now there exists a node vi such that jVij  k , 1
where there is a node vj 2 Vi such that vj 62 i. If no such node exists, then BS
would have to have more than 21 n(n , 1) , 21 k(k , 1) arcs. And since hvi; Vi nvj ; vj i in
BS and BS is an I-map of Pr we have that I (vi; Vinvj ; vj ) is in M I . By construction
of M I , we then have that for all u; v 2 viVi (u; v) 62 G. Since jviVij  k, viVi is an
independent set in G. Therefore, we have that if the instance of OBUILD is true,
then instance of GT20 is true.
As a result of Lemma 4.5 we have that selecting an I-map of a distribution Pr
with a minimal number of arcs by consulting an oracle that reveals conditional
independence information about Pr is expected to have a computational complexity
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that is exponential in the number of variables in V . Furthermore, we have the
following property.
4.7

Theorem Let V be a set of n binary variables and let Pr be a known joint prob-

ability distribution over V . Let an oracle be available that reveals whether an
independency statement holds in Pr or not. Let k be a positive constant and let
s = k + 2n , 2k . Then, the problem of deciding whether or not there is an I-map
which has at most s associated parameters by consulting the oracle is NP-complete.

Proof: Let NBUILD be the problem of deciding whether or not an I-map of Pr

which has at most s associated parameters exists, where an oracle is available that
reveals whether an independency statement holds or not.
Note that a network
structure in which k nodes have
empty parent-sets
has assoP
P
P
n
n
n
i
,
1
i
,
1
ciated
k + i=k+1 2 parameters. Now, k + i=k+1 2 = k + i=1 2i,1 ,
Pk 2iat,1 most
which can be written as k + 2n , 2k . Therefore, a solution of the OBUILD
i=1
problem presented in the proof of Lemma 4.5 for certain k is equivalent to a solution
of the NBUILD problem for the same k.
As a result of Lemma 4.5 we have that selecting a minimum I-map of a distribution
Pr over binary variables by consulting an oracle that reveals conditional independence information about Pr is expected to have a computational complexity that
is exponential in the number of variables in V . We conjecture that a similar result
holds in the case that V contains non-binary variables. From Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.7 we have that no polynomial time algorithm may be expected to exist for
nding an optimal network structure exhibiting certain minimallity properties, not
even when the distribution to be represented is known and conditional independencies can be determined with certainty. Since from data conditional independencies
cannot be deduced reliably, learning network structures from data is an even harder
task to ful ll. Therefore, we do not expect to nd polynomial time algorithms for
selecting network structures with highest quality. In fact, nding such a network
structure has been proved to be NP-hard [52].

4.3.2

Search Heuristics
Considering the results in the previous subsection, it is apparent that search heuristics are necessary for solving the problem of selecting a network structure with high
quality. Several heuristics have been proposed in literature [14, 23]. We will present
these heuristics and some generalizations in this subsection.
The heuristics gain their computational eciency by only partially calculating
the quality for each network structure considered. Close examination of the various
quality measures namely reveals that a network structure's quality with respect to
a given database can be expressed as the sum of the of the contributions of the
separate nodes and some constant C .

4.11

De nition Let V be a set of variables. Let BS be a network structure over V and
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let D be a database over V . Let vi, ri, i, qi, Nij and Nijk be as before.

4.21

4.22

4.23

4.6

The Bayesian quality of node vi in BS and D is
!
qi
ri
X
X
(
r
,
1)!
mB (vi; i; D) =
log (N +i r , 1)! + log Nijk ! :
ij
i
j =1
k=1
The information criterion quality of node vi in BS and D is
qi X
ri
X
IC
m (vi; i; D) =
Nijk  log NNijk , qi  (ri , 1)  f (N ):
ij
j =1 k=1
The MDL quality of node vi in BS and D is
qi X
ri
X
MDL
m (vi; i; D) =
Nijk  log NNijk , 12 qi  (ri , 1)  log N:
ij
j =1 k=1
When the context makes clear which database D is considered, we omit the parameter D in the notation of the quality of a node and write mB (vi; i), mIC (vi; i),
and mMDL(vi; i) to denote mB (vi; i; D), mIC (vi; i; D), and mMDL(vi; i; D) respectively. When we speak of the quality of node vi in general, irrespective of the quality
measure employed, we will write m(vi; i; D) or m(vi; i) for short.
Lemma Let V be a set of variables, and let D be a database over V . Let Q be
either the Bayesian measure, the MDL measure, or an information criterion. When
the prior on all network structures is uniform, then Q(BS ; D) can be written as

C+

n
X
i=1

m(vi; i; D)

for any network structure BS over V .
Proof: We show that B (BS ; D) can be written as C + Pni=1 mB (vi; i; D). The
proofs for the MDL measure and information criterion are analogues. By de nition,
B (BS ;D) is log P (BS ; D) for any network structure
 BS over V , which can be written
Q
Q
Q
n
q
r
(
r
i
i
i,1)!
as log P (BS )  i=1 j=1 (Nij +ri ,1)!  k=1 Nijk ! . This formula can be reformulated

 (ri,1)! Pri
P
P
n
q
i
to log P (BS ) + i=1 j=1 log (Nij +ri ,1)! + k=1 log Nijk ! . Now, since the prior
on all network structures is uniform, log P (BS ) can be replaced by a constant C .
Furthermore, by de nition
P of the Bayesian quality of node we have that Q(BS ; D)
can be written as C + ni=1 m(vi; i; D).
The property in Lemma 4.6 will be referred to as the sum property. The sum
property is very helpful for comparing two network structures BS and BS0 that
di er only slightly. For example, suppose that BS and BS0 di er only in the sense
that BS0 contains an extra arc vj ! vi. Now, let i and i0 denote the P
parent sets of
nodePvi in BS and BS0 , respectively. Then, Q(BS ; D),Q(BS0 ; D) = C + i m(vi; i),
C , i m(vi; i0) = m(vi; i) , m(vi; i0). So, with very little computational e ort, BS
and BS0 can be compared with respect to their quality. In the rest of this section,
we assume that the prior distribution over all network structures P (BS ) is uniform
and thus that all considered quality measures have the sum property.
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Algorithm K2 (<V )
for i = 1; : : : ; n do
finitializeg
i ;
for i = 2; : : : ; n do
fmain loopg
repeat
select v 2 fv1; : : :; vi,1gni that
maximizes g = m(vi; i [ fvg)
 g , m(vi; i)
if  > 0 then
i i [ fvg
until   0 or i = fv1; : : : ; vi,1g
return 1; : : :; n
Greedy heuristics K2

Based on the Bayesian measure, Cooper and Herskovits have developed a search
heuristic for learning network structures from data, called K2 [23]. This algorithm,
however, can also be used with other quality measures. The K2 algorithm takes an
ordering on the variables involved and performs a greedy search in the sense that
the arc that obeys the ordering and maximally increases the quality is added, until
no quality increase is possible by adding a single arc.
Let V be a set of variables. Consider the instance of a combinatorial problem
(Q; BS ) where BS is the set of all possible network structures over V . Let <V be an
ordering on V . The neighborhood of a network structure BS = (V; E ) is the set of
all network structures that can be obtained from BS by adding a single arc vj ! vi
to BS such that vj <V vi, that is,

N (BS ) = f(V; E 0)jE 0 = E [ (vj ; vi); (vj ; vi) 62 E; vj <V vig:
The algorithm starts with the arc-less network structure BS = (V; ;). Given a net-

work structure BS0 , the generation mechanism iteratively selects a network structure
BS00 2 N (BS0 ) such that Q(BS00 ; D)  Q(BS000 ; D) for all BS000 2 N (BS0 ). The iteration
is stopped if a local optimum is reached.
The generation mechanism can be implemented eciently. Due to the sum property, all nodes can be considered independent of each other. Further, instead of
complete network structures, only a node with its parents need to be considered.
For each node vi 2 V , a parent set is calculated by starting with the empty parent
set and successively adding to the parent set a node vj and that is lower ordered
than vi and maximally improves the quality of vi. This process is repeated until
adding such nodes does not increase the quality of node vi anymore or the parent
set consists of all lower ordered variables. Below the K2 heuristic is detailed in
pseudo-code. Note that node v1 need not be considered, because 1 = ; for any
network structure.
The heuristic K2 will not always return a (minimal) I-map, not even for large
databases where the behavior of a quality measure can be interpreted as an
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conditional-independency test. For example, let V = fv1; v2; v3g be a set of variables and let <V be some ordering on V . Furthermore, let Pr be a joint probability
distribution on V such that all variables are pairwise independent but dependent
given the third variable. Now consider a large enough database generated with Pr.
K2 will not return a minimal I-map but an empty graph instead. Note that this
implies that K2 will not necessary return a network structure with the highest quality that obeys the given ordering. However, if a P-map exists for the underlying
distribution, K2 will return an I-map.
A major drawback of K2 is that it relies on an ordering on the nodes which in uences the resulting network structure and its quality to a large extent. To guarantee
a good performance with K2, it is essential to choose a `good' ordering. Such an
ordering, for example, may be provided by a domain expert. Recall, however, that
the main aims of learning belief networks from data are to shorten the build-test
cycle, and to circumvent a lengthy knowledge acquisition process. Alternatively,
K2 can be applied with a randomly chosen ordering after which depending on the
returned network structures this ordering is optimized in a post-processing step. We
refer the reader to [7] for further details.
Algorithm B

Buntine has proposed a search heuristic that does not require an ordering on the
variables involved [14]; we call this heuristic algorithm B. Like K2, algorithm B
is a greedy search heuristic that exploits the sum property of the various quality
measures. The main di erence between K2 and B is that in B no ordering on the
variables is required. The neighborhood of a network structure BS consists of all
graphs that have one extra arc with respect to BS such that no cycle occurs in the
graph.
Let V be a set of variables. Consider the instance of a combinatorial problem
(Q; BS ) where BS is the set of all possible network structures over V . The neighborhood of a network structure BS = (V; E ) is the set of network structures that can
be obtained from BS by adding a single arc (vi; vj ) to BS such that the new network
structure is a directed acyclic graph, that is, N (BS ) is equal to
f(V; E 0)jE 0 = E [ (vj ; vi); (vj ; vi) 62 E; (V; E 0) is a directed acyclic graphg:
Like K2, the algorithm starts with the arc-less network structure BS = (V; ;). Given
a network structure BS0 , the generation mechanism again selects a network structure BS00 2 N (BS0 ) such that Q(BS00 ; D)  Q(BS000 ; D) for all BS000 2 N (BS0 ). The
algorithm is stopped if a local optimum is reached.
We take a closer look at the generation mechanism. Let BS be the network
structure at some moment during the execution of algorithm B. To nd a network
structure from the neighborhood of BS with highest quality, the generation mechanism needs to determine an arc that upon addition to BS gives the highest increase
in quality and does not introduce a cycle. Now, let BSij denote the network structure obtained by adding the arc vj ! vi to BS that does not introduce a cycle. From
the sum property of quality measures, we have that the di erence in quality between
BS and BSij equals Q(BS ; D) , Q(BSij ; D) = m(vi; i) , m(vi; ivj ) where i is the
parent set of vi in BS . In the pseudo-code of algorithm B shown below, these values
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Algorithm B
for i 2 f1; : : :; ng do i = ; finitializeg
for i = 1; : : :; n, j = 1; : : : ; n do
if i =6 j then
A[i; j ] m(vi; fvj g) , m(vi; ;)
else
A[i; j ] ,1 fobstruct vi ! vig
repeat

fmain loopg
select i, j that maximize A[i; j ]
if A[i; j ] > 0 then
i i [ fvj g
for a 2 Ai, b 2 Di do
A[a; b] ,1 fobstruct introduction of cyclesg
for k 1 to n do
if A[i; k] > ,1 then
A[i; k] m(vi; i [ fvk g) , m(vi; i)
until A[i; j ]  0 or A[i; j ] = ,1 for all i, j
return 1; : : :; n

are stored in the array A; in this array we have A[i; j ] = m(vi; ivj ) , m(vi; i) if
addition of vj ! vi does not introduce a cycle and A[i; j ] = ,1 otherwise. Note
that if subsequently an arc vm ! vk is added, only the values A[k; m], m = 1; : : : ; n,
need to be recalculated. Also note that if at some moment adding an arc vm ! vk
to the network structure would introduce a cycle, then it will introduce a cycle at
any moment later on. So, after A[k; m] is set to ,1 it never is changed. In the
pseudo-code, Ai denotes the set of indices of the ascendants of vi and Di denotes
the set of indices of descendants of vi including i. The largest computational e ort
is necessary for calculating the values for the array A. This calculation is performed
every time an arc is added for at most n nodes. Maximally 12 n(n , 1) are added. So,
the computational complexity of algorithm B in terms of calculation of mi is O(n3 ).
Just like K2, algorithm B does not always return a minimal I-map. For example, let V = fv1; v2; v3g be a set of variables and let <V be some ordering on V .
Furthermore, let Pr be a joint probability distribution on V such that all variables
are pairwise independent but dependent given the third variable. Now consider a
large enough database generated with Pr. Algorithm B will not return a minimal
I-map but an empty graph instead. Note that this implies that algorithm B will not
necessary return a network structure that obeys the given ordering with the highest
quality. So, it is advised to optimize the ordering of the variables as implied by the
structure generated by algorithm B in a post-processing.
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K2 and B with k Step Look-Ahead

The heuristics K2 and B may be looked upon as search algorithms that look only one
step ahead in the search process: a single arc is selected that maximizes the quality
increase irrespective of a quality increases obtained by selecting larger sets of arcs.
As argued in the preceding section, these heuristics will not always return a minimal
I-map, not even if large databases are available. The reason for this behavior is that
these heuristics do not consider a quality increase obtained by selecting sets of arcs
larger than one. These algorithms can be extended to adopt a k-step look-ahead.
The basic idea of this extension is to select a group of k or less arcs, instead of a
single arc, that increases the quality most.
Again, the algorithms starts with the arc-less network structure. Given a network
structure BS , the generation mechanism selects the network structure BS0 2 N (BS )
that maximizes Q(D; BS0 ). The di erence with the heuristics K2 and B is that
another neighborhood structure is used.
For K2 with k step look-ahead, the neighborhood of a network structure BS =
(V; E ) is de ned as follows, N (BS ) is

f(V; E 0)jE 0 = E [ F; F = f(vj ; vi)jvj ; vi 2 V (vj ; vi) 62 E; vj <V vig; 1  jF j  kg:
As the introduction of nodes in the parent set of a node does not in uence the
selection of parent sets for all other nodes, it suces to consider the addition of a
group of k or less arcs ending in a single node vi, that is, N (BS ) is

f(V; E 0)jE 0 = E [ F; vi 2 V; F = f(vj ; vi)jvj 2 V; (vj ; vi) 62 E; vj <V vig; 1  jF j  kg:
For B with k step look-ahead the neighborhood of a network structure BS =
(V; E ) is

N (BS ) = f(V; E 0)jE 0 = E [ F; F = f(vi; vj )j(vi; vj ) 62 E g; 1  jF j  k;
(V; E 0) is a directed acyclic graphg:

Now observe that, unlike for K2, the introduction of nodes in the parent set of a node
vi in uences the selection of parent sets for some other nodes; if node vj is selected
for inclusion in i, then vi cannot be selected for j . However, to construct N (BS )
for k = 2 and for the initial empty network structure BS , we can select a single arc
in n  (n , 1) ways, and two arcs that do not form a cycle in n  (n , 1)  n  (n , 2)
ways. So, N (BS ) would be of size O(n4), and in general O(n2k ). As a result, the
computational complexity of an algorithm that uses this neighborhood structure
would become very large for larger k. Therefore, we consider the addition of groups
of arcs that end in the same node. More formally, we use the following neighborhood
for a network structure BS = (V; E );

N (BS ) = f(V; E 0)jE 0 = E [ F; vi 2 V; F = f(vi; vj )jvj 2 V; (vj ; vi) 62 E g; 1  jF j  k;
(V; E 0) is a directed acyclic graphg:

Note that the heuristics with k step look-ahead for k > 1 are computational
less attractive than ordinary K2 and B. On the other hand, the search space is
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explored more e ectively. We will try to nd experimentally a suitable choice of
k such that these e ects are balanced. The heuristics with k step look-ahead will
not necessarily return a minimal I-map, not even when very large databases are
available. As a result, these heuristics will not always return a network structure
with highest quality.

4.3.3

General Approaches
In the previous subsection, we have reviewed several well-known search heuristics
that have been designed especially for the purpose of learning network structures
from data. A major drawback of these heuristics is that the network structure
returned not necessarily has maximal quality by the quality measure that is used.
In this subsection, we consider application of the general purpose optimization
algorithms tabu search, simulated annealing, and rejectionfree annealing for learning network structures from data. Unlike the heuristics, these algorithms have the
any time property, that is, these algorithms can be stopped at any desired moment
while it may be expected that the longer the allowed execution time, the better
the returned result. Furthermore, theoretical results concerning global optima are
available. Genetic programming, another popular optimization method, is not considered because the method is sensitive to many parameters, though its use have
been reported [18, 70].
Neighborhood Structures for General Approaches

A basic condition for general search algorithms to be applicable to a combinatorial
optimization problem (f; S ) is that the cost function f can be easily calculated
for elements of the neighborhood of a solution. So, an appropriate neighborhood
structure that ful lls this condition should be chosen. First of all, we do not demand
an ordering on the nodes, unlike we did for K2. Without ordering, a global optimum
may be selected.
For the greedy heuristics discussed in the previous section, the neighborhood
structure de ned for a network structure BS , network structures that are obtained
from BS by adding a single arc that does not introduce cycles in the new network
structure seemed to be appropriate. However this neighborhood structure does not
allow for removing arcs, and one cannot escape from a local optimum. For the
general-purpose optimization algorithms, we therefore build on another neighborhood structure where the neighborhood of a network structure BS contains not only
all structures obtained by adding one arc to BS but also all network structures that
can be obtained from BS by removing a single arc. So, if BS = (V; E ), then N (BS )
is de ned as

f(V; E 0)jE 0 = E [ (vj ; vi); (vj ; vi) 62 E; (V; E 0) is a directed acyclic graphg
[ f(V; E 0)jE 0 = E n(vj ; vi); (vj ; vi) 2 E g:

We will refer to this neighborhood as the straight neighborhood of BS . Note that
due to the sum property of the quality measures considered, the di erence in quality
of BS and a network structure BS0 2 N (BS ) can be computed eciently since BS and
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BS0 have di erent parent sets for one node only, say vi: if i and i0 are the parent sets
of vi in BS and BS0 , respectively, then Q(BS ; D) , Q(BS0 ; D) = m(vi; i) , m(vi; i0):
Consider algorithm B, when vj ! vi is the rst arc that is added, and the quality
measure is an information criterion. Then, the increase in quality is equal to when
vi ! vj is added so no distinction in the quality is made for the direction of the arc.
It may very well be that the direction of the arc between nodes vi and vj is chosen
erroneously and need to be reversed. Using the straight neighborhood structure, arc
reversal can be reached in two steps: rst the arc vi ! vj is removed, and then the
reversed arc vj ! vi is added. As the intermediate network structure may have a
much lower quality than the original one it may take a very long time before the
vi ! vj is removed. To circumvent this problem, we extend the neighborhood of
a network structure BS with all network structures that can be obtained from BS
by reversing a single arc. So, if BS = (V; E ), then N (BS ) is de ned as the straight
neighborhood of BS united with
f(V; E 0)jE 0 = E [ (vj ; vi)n(vi; vj ); (vi; vj ) 2 E g:
We call this the reversed neighborhood of BS . Again, comparison of the quality
of BS and a network structure BS0 2 N (BS ) can be performed eciently. If BS0 is
also in the straight neighborhood structure of BS , then we have that Q(BS ; D) ,
Q(BS0 ; D) = m(vi; i) , m(vi; i0), as before. Otherwise, BS and BS0 have di erent
parent sets for two nodes only, say vi and vj ; now if i and i0 are the parent sets of
vi in BS and BS0 , respectively, and j and j0 have the same meaning for vj , then,
Q(BS ; D) , Q(BS0 ; D) = m(vi; i) , m(vi; i0) + m(vj ; j ) , m(vj ; j0 ):
The straight and reversed neighborhood of a network structure BS contain network structures that di er in just one arc. Similar to the extension of the neighborhood structure for the heuristics with k step look-ahead, we could extend the
straight and reversed neighborhood structure. For tabu search and rejectionfree annealing, in each iteration the complete neighborhood of a current network structure
is considered. Since extended neighborhoods would become very large, we will not
consider such an extension to keep the computational complexity of the algorithms
feasible.
We will discuss the various general purpose search algorithms for the straight
neighborhood structure only. However, they are straightforward generalized for the
case the reversed neighborhood structure is used.
Tabu Search

Tabu search is a general-purpose combinatorial optimization algorithm [46]. The
basic idea is to start with an arbitrary solution and recursively select a new solution
from the neighborhood of the previous one that maximally increases a pre-de ned
cost function. If there is no solution that increases the cost function, the present solution is a local optimum. The search process leaves this local optimum by selecting
a solution that minimally decreases the cost function. If a solution is selected that
decreases the cost function, immediate re-selection of the local optimum just visited
is prevented by maintaining a list of solutions that are forbidden, the so called tabulist. The length tll of this tabu-list determines how many iterations it may take to
return to a local optimum; the higher tll, the longer it will take to possibly return
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Tabu Search (tll; stopcriterion)
initialize s
sbest s
tp 0
for i 0 to tll , 1 do tabu list[i]

s

repeat

select solution r from N (s) that maximizes f (r) and is not in tabu list
s r
tabu list[tp] r
tp (tp + 1) mod tll
if f (s) > f (sbest ) then sbest s
until stopcriterion
return sbest
to the local optimum, the larger the probability that it will not be visited again.
The solution returned by tabu search is the best solution visited during execution of
the algorithm. Tabu search is attractive for its simplicity, the few parameters that
are necessary, and the empirical results which look very promising for a variety of
combinatorial optimization problems [59, 111].
Below the general tabu-search algorithm is shown in pseudo-code. The tabu-list
length tll and a stop-criterion depend on the instance of the combinatorial optimization problem (f; S ). The tabu-list of length tll is usually implemented as a circular
list; an array with tll elements and an index tp that points to the last element
inserted.
For the search generally a stop criterion is employed. This criterion di ers among
various applications. For example, the search can be stopped after a xed number
of iterations [59], or when during the last xed number of steps no improvement has
been made [116], or a combination of both [111].
For application of tabu-search to the problem of learning network structures from
data, we build on the straight neighborhood structure de ned above. The tabulist employed identi es the last tll network structures. Note that as all network
structures in the straight neighborhood N (BS ) of a network structure BS di er only
in a single arc, it suces to store this arc and whether it has been added or removed.
Below the tabu-search algorithm adapted to selecting network structures is shown
in pseudo-code. Note that we have once more used an array A to memorize changes in
qualities. For representing the change in quality upon removal of an arc vj ! vi, we
take A[i; j ] = m(vi; invj ) , m(vi; i). Updating A after addition of an arc vj ! vi is
the same as before, except that for vk 2 i in A[i; k] the values m(vi; invk ) , m(vi; i)
need to be entered. Note that when an arc vj ! vi is deleted from a network
structure, it is possible that the addition of an arc vm ! vk , that would introduce
a cycle in the original structure, now becomes admissible. So, for all A[k; m] =
,1, it is examined if addition of vm ! vk is allowed, and if so, A[k; m] is set to
m(vk ; k vm) , m(vk ; k ). The algorithm for updating A when the indices i and j
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Tabu Search (tll; stopcriterion)
for i = 1; : : : ; n do i ; best;i ;
tp 0
for i = 0; : : : ; tll , 1 do
tabu list[i] (0; 0) fenter dummy valuesg
for i = 1; : : : ; n, j = 1; : : : ; n do
if i =6 j then
A[i; j ] m(vi; vj ) , m(vi; ;)
else
A[i; j ] ,1 fobstruct vi ! vig
repeat

select the indices i; j that maximizes A[i; j ] and is not in tabu list
if vj 2 i then
i invj

else

i ivj
tabu list[tp] (i; j )
update array(A, i, j , BS )
tp P (tp + 1) mod tll P
if ni=1 m(vi; best;i) < ni=1 m(vi; i) then 8i2f1;:::;ngbest;i
until stopcriterion
return best;1; : : :; best;n

i

have been selected and the current solution is network structure BS is show below.
For nding the best network
structure visited
during execution of the algorithm,
P
P
n
n
we have to test whether i=1 m(vi; best;i) < i=1 m(vi; i). This test involves all
nodes. One cannot simply return the parent sets that result in the best node quality
because network structures containing cycles would arise.
Note that tabu search is started with an arc-less network structure just as the
greedy heuristics K2 and B. If the straight neighborhood structure is used, tabu
search at rst will select the same network structures as in algorithm B. So, the
network structure returned by tabu search is expected to have at least the quality
of the network structure returned by algorithm B.
Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a general purpose combinatorial optimization algorithm
that was independently introduced by Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi [64] and by
C erny [113]. The algorithm has been motivated by the process of annealing of metal
to harden it. Annealing begins by heating the metal until it melts and all particles
move freely. Then, the temperature is decreased carefully to allow the particles
to arrange themselves in a highly structured lattice. Contrasting tabu search, a
deep theoretical understanding of the mechanism underlying simulated annealing
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update array(A, i, j , BS )
for k = 1; : : : ; n do
if vk 2 i then
if vk 62 Di then
A[i; k]

m(vi; ivk ) , m(vi; i)

A[i; k]

,1

else
else

A[i; k]

m(vi; invk ) , m(vi; i)

if vj 62 i then
for vk 2 Di, vl 2 Ai do
A[l; k] ,1
else
for k = 1; : : : ; n l = 1; : : : ; n do
if A[k; l] == ,1 and vl 62 vk
and adding vl ! vk does not introduce a cycle then
A[i; k] m(vi; ivk ) , m(vi; i)
has been developed [1, 77].
The basic idea of simulated annealing for solving an instance of an optimization
problem (f; S ) now is to assign to the problem a temperature T and interpret the
cost f (s) of a solution s 2 S as an energy level; such a solution s corresponds
with the state of the metal. The algorithm now starts with an arbitrary solution
and recursively selects a new solution r from the neighborhood N (s) of the current
solution s. If the `energy level' f (r) is less than or equal to the current `energy
level' f (s), then the new solution is accepted, that is, s is replaced by r. Otherwise,
the new solution is accepted with probability exp f (r),T f (s) . Note that the higher the
temperature, the larger the probability that a new solution r will be accepted. The
temperature varies during execution of the algorithm according to a cooling schedule.
Initially, the temperature of the problem is so high that almost all solutions selected
by the generation mechanism are accepted. During execution of the algorithm,
temperature is decreased slowly so as to accept fewer and fewer solutions that are
worse than the current solution. The algorithm returns the best solution found
during execution of the algorithm. Below the simulated annealing algorithm is
shown in pseudo-code. Note that if f (r) > f (s) then exp( f (r)T,f (s) ) > exp(0) > 1, so
the condition for accepting r will always be true.
The main parameter is the cooling schedule which consists of an initial and a
nal temperature, and a function describing the decrease in temperature over time.
The nal temperature can be looked upon as a stop-criterion for execution of the
algorithm. Various cooling schedules an generation mechanisms have been proposed
[1, 45, 60, 110]. However, selecting a satisfactory schedule in general is a dicult
task; in fact, a lot of research e ort has already been invested in this task.
For the cooling schedule we may adopt for example an empirical approach based
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Simulated Annealing (T0; Tend ; calc temp)
initialize s
T T0
k 0
sbest s

repeat

select a solution r from the solution space S
if exp( f (s),T f (r) ) > random[0::1] then
s r
if f (s) > f (sbest ) then sbest s
k k+1
T calc temp( T , k)
until T < Tend
return sbest

on the polynomial cooling schedule proposed by Aarts [1]. The initial temperature
T0 of the schedule is chosen in such a way that half of all selected solutions are
accepted. This temperature is determined by sampling the solution space: a sample
is selected and the average energy level is taken for the initial temperature. Note
that since the quality measures grow linearly with the size of the database, it suces
to nd an initial factor 0: given a database of size N , the initial temperature is set
to T0 = 0  N . For the nal temperature, we choose a value such that none of the
solutions that are worse are accepted. We let the user de ne a number of iterations
ni to make a comparison with the other algorithms in run-time and performance
possible. So, we have Tni = ni T0 and thus = (Tni=T0)1=ni. Now, let Tk be the
temperature at some arti cial time k then Tk can be computed as  Tk,1.
We start with a network structure without arcs. Then, we select a new network structure randomly from the straight neighborhood of the current network
structure.2 Following these choices, we arrive at the simulated annealing algorithm
for selecting network structures with the straight neighborhood structure depicted
below. Note that for the calculation of the di erence of the quality of the current
network structure BS and that of the selected network structure BS0 we distinguish
between the cases where BS0 has one arc extra and where BS0 has one arc missing
compared to BS .
Rejectionfree Annealing

Rejectionfree annealing [50] is a general-purpose combinatorial optimization algoFor proofs of convergence of simulated annealing to the optimal solution, it is necessary to de ne
a positive distribution over all solutions and select a solution using . However, with rationally
de ned distributions, seldomly a solutions is chosen that is not in the straight neighborhood. Since
following the original approach would alter the algorithm only slightly but would ask for a more
theoretical explanation, we adopt the simpli ed approach.
2

Pr
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Pr

Simulated Annealing (0; Tni; ni)
for i = 1; : : : ; n do i ; best;i
T 0  N

;

(Tni=T0)1=ni
0

k

repeat
repeat
select two indices i; j randomly
until vj 2 i or adding vj to i does not introduce a cycle
if vj 2 i then
if exp(m(vi; invj ) , m(vi; i)) > random[0::1] then
i invj
else
if exp(m(vi; ivj ) , m(vi; i)) > random[0::1] then
i ivj
P
n
if
m(v ; 
i=1

i best;i ) <

T
k+1
until k = ni
return best;1; : : :; best;n
T
k

4.24

Pn m(v ;  ) then 8
i
i i
i2f1;:::;ng best;i
i=1

rithm that can be considered as an optimization of simulated annealing. At the
end of the execution of the simulated annealing algorithm, many solutions are considered and then rejected. The idea of rejectionfree annealing is to avoid selecting
solutions that will be rejected. To this end for each solution r in the neighborhood
structure N (s) of the current network structure s, the probability h(r) of r being
accepted is calculated according to the acceptance criterion of the simulated annealing algorithm for certain temperature. When we take for simplicity a temperature
of 1, we have that if f (r) > f (s), then the acceptance probability h(r) = 1 and
otherwise
h(r) = exp(f (r) , f (s)). Let p be the sum of those probabilities, that is,
P
p = r2N (s) h(r). Then, a probability distribution over the neighborhood structure
is constructed by taking
P (r) = h(pr)

for every r 2 N (s). The algorithms now chooses a solution r in N (s) with probability
P (r) given by Formula 4.24. Below the pseudo-code for rejectionfree annealing is
given. Note that the only parameter to the algorithm is a stop-criterion.
It has been shown that rejectionfree annealing is equivalent to simulated annealing
[50] as soon as the probability of acceptance of new solutions drops below a certain
threshold value which is determined by the temperature. Obviously, rejectionfree
annealing is more ecient than simulated annealing since it does not consider solutions that are rejected. So, when the algorithm runs for a suciently long time, the
probability that the global optimum will be found goes to one. Another advantage
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Rejectionfree Annealing (stopcriterion)
initialize s

repeat

calculate h(r) for all r 2 N (s)
select a solution r from N (s) with probability
s r
until stopcriterion

h(r)
p

is that no parameters need to be chosen to de ne a cooling schedule. However, extra
computational e ort is necessary to calculate the probability distribution over the
neighborhood structure.
Application of rejectionfree annealing to selection of network structures with high
quality is performed similar to the application of simulated annealing to this task.
Below the rejectionfree annealing algorithm for selecting network structures with
the straight neighborhood structure is shown. Note that we have used an array B
to memorize values of the probability of accepting the addition or removal of an arc
similar to the memoization of Q(BS ; D) , Q(BS0 ; D) in the tabu-search algorithm;
updating of B is performed with the update array algorithm where calculation of the
values of B is adapted.

4.3.4

Complexity of the Various Algorithms
In this section, we address the computational complexity of the various search algorithms. Note that learning minimal I-maps is NP-hard, which justi es the use of
search heuristics for this task. One might argue that the complexity of the various
search algorithms is of no interest because these algorithms are likely to be applied
only once. However, with the use of a Bayesian belief network as knowledge-based
system, new cases become available by which the database may be extended. The
extended database can be used to evaluate the quality of the network structure and
alternative better network structures may be suggested by one of the learning algorithms. Therefore, it is important to get a global idea of the run-time of the various
search algorithms. We consider their complexity in the following paragraphs.
From [24] we have that the worst-case computational time complexity of the
Bayesian quality of a node (Formula 4.21) is O(N  u  r), where N is the size of the
database, u is an upper bound on the size of a parent set, and r is the maximum
of ri, i = 1; : : : ; n. If the Bayesian measure is used, it is recommended to have a
user-de ned upper bound forced because of the e ects discussed in Section 4.2.7. Of
course, introduction of such an upper bound would a ect the code for the algorithm
slightly. By examining the de nitions, we observe that the complexity of the IC
quality and MDL quality of a node is the same as for the Bayesian quality. So, the
worst computational time complexity of the calculation of the quality of a node is
O(N  u  r).
We now express the computational complexity of the algorithms K2 and B in
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Rejectionfree Annealing (ni)
for i = 1; : : : ; n do i ;, best;i ;
for i = 1; : : : ; n, j = 1; : : : ; n do
if i =6 j then
B [i; j ] min(exp(m(vi; vj ) , m(vi; ;)); 1)
else
B [i; j ] 0 fobstruct vi ! vig

k

0

repeat Pn Pn
p
i=1 j =1 B [i; j ]

r random[0::p]
P
P
Select i; j be such that (i0;j0 )<(i;j) B [i0; j 0]  r < (i0;j0)(i;j) B [i0; j 0]
if vj 2 i then
i invj

else

i ivj
update array B
k Pk + 1
if ni=1 m(vi; best;i) < Pni=1 m(vi; i) then 8i2f1;:::;ngbest;i
until k = ni
return best;1; : : : ; best;n
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i

terms of the number of computations of the quality of a node. Both algorithms will
calculate the quality of a node at most O(n2  u) times where u is an upper bound on
the number of parents of a variable. The complexity of K2 and B is O(n2  u2  N  r).
For tabu search and rejectionfree annealing, initially for each solution in the
neighborhood structure the quality of a node is calculated. There are at most
n  (n , 1) elements in any straight neighborhood structure and also at most 2n  (n , 1)
elements in any reversed neighborhood structure. Therefore, initially the quality of
a node must be calculated at most 4n  (n , 1) times. With each iteration of the
algorithm, the array that memorizes the qualities of nodes need to be updated
for at on average at most n elements of the straight and n elements of the reversed
neighborhood structure. The other operations in these algorithms are negligible. So,
let ni be the number of iterations, then the complexity in terms of calculations of
the quality of a node of tabu search and rejectionfree annealing, is O(n2 )+ O(n  ni).
Since ni  n almost always, we have a complexity of O(n  ni). Incorporating
the complexity of the calculation of the quality of a node gives a complexity of
O(n  ni  N  u  r).
For simulated annealing, negligible computational e ort is necessary for initialization. In the main loop, the quality of a node is calculated twice. The loop is
executed ni times and since the other operations are negligible, the complexity is
O(ni). Incorporating the complexity of the calculation of the quality of a node gives
a complexity of O(ni  N  u  r).
In general, the number of iterations ni is much larger than n  u in tabu search
and rejectionfree annealing. So, the heuristics K2 and B are computationally more
ecient then those algorithms. Simulated annealing may seem to have a better worst
case computational time complexity than K2 and B. However, many iterations are
necessary for simulated annealing to return high quality network structures. Further,
the di erence between average and worst case complexity is smaller for simulated
annealing than for K2 and B. As a result, K2 and B will in general be computational
more ecient than simulated annealing.

4.3.5

Miscellaneous considerations
In the subsection on greedy heuristics it was argued that the algorithms K2 and
B return local optima. To get a better network structure it may be useful to have
a post-processing algorithm. The general-purpose algorithms can be used for this
purpose; during the initialization of these algorithms not the arc-less graph but the
network structure returned by K2 or B may to be used and for tabu search and
rejectionfree annealing di erent values need to be calculated for the array A.
So far, we assumed that the sum property holds for the quality measure in use.
Now, assume that the prior distribution over all network structures is positive. If
BS and BS0 are two network structures that are equal except that BS0 has an arc
vj ! vi that is not in BS . Then, it is sucient for determining Q(BS ; D) , Q(BS0 ; D)
to calculate P (BS ) , P (BS0 ) + m(vi; i) , m(vi; i0). If P (BS ) is not positive several
problem arise. For example, if all network structures with less than a xed number
p  2 of arcs have zero prior probability, then algorithm K2 will always return an
arc-less graph; addition of a single arc to the arc-less network structure does not
change the quality in this case. The same problem arises with algorithm B. So, it
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may be necessary to change the initialization of the various algorithms to be sure
that the algorithm does not return a non-informative network structure.

4.4

4.25

4.26

Probability Estimation
One of the aims of learning a Bayesian belief network from data is to decrease the
time of the build-test cycle of constructing a belief network for use in a knowledgebased system. Now recall that the task of constructing a Bayesian belief network
is twofold: constructing the network structure and de ning the set of assessment
functions. In the previous sections, learning network structures was addressed. In
this section, we will investigate learning a set of assessment functions for a given
network structure. We show how an learning technique known as smoothing can
be easily incorporated into search heuristics thus yielding better estimates at small
computational cost. But we will introduce direct estimation and smoothing rst.
Let V be a set of variables. Let D be a database over V and let BS be a network
structure over V . Let vi, i, ri, Nij and Nijk as before. In learning the set of
assessment functions, BP for BS , several probabilities of the form Pr(vi = xik ji =
xi j ) have to be estimated. Let ijk denote the probability Pr(vi = xik ji = xij ) in
the assessment function for a variable vi. Cooper and Herskovits [24] showed that,
under the assumptions with which the Bayesian measure was derived, the expected
value of ijk given the database D and network structure BS is
E [ijk jBS ; D] = NNijk++r1 :
ij
i
The expected value of ijk can be used as an estimate for vi (vi = xik ji = xi j ).
When the assessment functions are obtained by setting vi (vi = xik ji = xij ) =
Nijk +1
Nij +ri for all i = 1; : : :; n, j = 1; : : : ; qi, k = 1; : : :; ri , we say that these functions
have been obtained by direct estimation. In the derivation of this expectation it is
assumed that no prior information of the values ijk is available. If prior information
is available, it can be incorporated in the computation of the expected value of ijk
by adding cases to the database that expresses this information [24].
Furthermore, Cooper and Herskovits showed that
E [P (X jY )jBS ; D] = PB (X jY )
for all X; Y  V , where PB denotes the joint probability distribution over V represented by the Bayesian belief network B = (BS ; BP ) where the assessment functions
have been obtained by direct estimation from D. The expected value of P (X jY ) is
dependent not only on the database but also on the selected network structure BS .
If the network structure is not well-chosen, these expected values of P (X jY ) can
deviate considerably from the `true' values. To circumvent this problem, it would
be better to use E [P (X jY )jD] instead, which is,

E [P (X jY )jD] =

X

BS 2BS

E [P (X jY ); BS jD] =

X

BS 2BS

E [P (X jY )jBS ; D]  P (BS jD);

where BS is the set of all network structures over V and P (BS jD) is the probability
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Figure 4.7: Relation between `true' distribution P , estimated distributions P 0 and
P 00, and weighted distribution P w .
of having network structure BS given database D. This probability can be calculated
using the Formula 4.1.
Since the cardinality of BS is very large in general, it is not practical to consider
all network structures in BS for computing E [P (X jY )jD]. This value, however,
can be approximated by summing over network structures with high quality only.
Even if only a small number of network structures is used, the deviation from the
distribution P may be expected to be smaller than when a single network structure
is used.
This e ect is illustrated in Figure 4.7 which shows a part of the space of all possible
distributions. Let P be the `true' distribution, and let P 0 and P 00 be two distributions
represented by two di erent Bayesian belief networks B 0 and B 00 respectively. The
di erence between the distributions P 0 and P is denoted by the vector ~a, and the
di erence between P 00 and P is denoted by ~b. Now, let P w be the distribution
obtained by weighting the distributions P 0 and P 00 based on Formula 4.26, and let
~c denote the di erence between P w and P . If ~a and ~b deviate from P in di erent
dimensions as on the left-hand side of Figure 4.7, then ~c will have a smaller length
than both ~a and ~b, meaning that P w is expected to deviate less from P than both P 0
and P 00. If ~a and ~b point in the same direction from P as on the right-hand side of
Figure 4.7, then the distance between P w and P is still smaller than between P 0 and
P . However, it is larger than between P 00 and P . But, without extra information
about P , it cannot be known which of P 0 and P 00 is closest to P : the expected
deviation of the distribution represented by B from the true distribution cannot be
judged from the quality of the network structure and the database. So, it is safer
to choose the weighted distribution P w than to choose from P 0 and P 00 involving of
choosing the wrong one.
So, we can select a set of network structures, and estimate the assessment functions for each of these network structures. A distribution that is the weighted
average over a collection of the thus obtained Bayesian belief networks can be expected to be closer to the real distribution than a distribution of a single Bayesian
belief network. Because inference in just a single network is already NP-hard, it is
computationally unattractive to have a set of belief networks instead of one. Under
certain conditions, however, a collection of Bayesian belief networks and therewith a
weighted distribution can be represented by a single Bayesian belief network. This
technique is called smoothing.
Let V be a set of variables. Let S be a set of network structures over V and let
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i denote the set of parent sets i of node vi 2 V that are found in the various
network structures from S , that is, i = fiji is the parent set of vi in BS ; BS 2
S g. Furthermore, we demand an ordering <V on V exists that is obeyed by each
network structure BS 2 S . Finally, we demand that S can be written as the set
of all possible network structures that can be formed by selecting for each node
vi 2 V a parent set from i. So, given for each i = 1; : : : ; n the set i, we can write
S = fBS ji 2 f1; : : :; ng; i 2 ig. Then, the weighted distribution Pr over V can be
written as
X
Pr(V = xV ) =
PrB (V = xV jBS ; D)  P (BS jD);
B S 2S

where is a normalizing constant. By using the
P de nition of the Bayesian quality
of a node, we nd that P (BS ; D) = P (BS )  2 ni=1 mB (vi;i), where i is the parent
set of vi in BS . Since P (BSPjDn ) =B P (BD ; S )=P (D) and P (D) is a constant, we can
write P (BD jS ) = P (BS )  2 i=1 m (vi;i). Further, by expressing the joint probability
distribution PrBS in terms of the assessment functions and writing 0 for  , we
can write

Pr(V = xV ) =

n
0 X Y
B S 2S

i=1

vi (vi

Pni=1 mB (vi;i)

= xiji = xi )  P (BS )  2

!

;

where vi (vi = xiji = xi ) denotes the assessment function for node vi in the
Bayesian belief network with network structure BS obtained by a direct estimate
from D. Note that each value of the vi is the same for the same parent set of i and
the same con guration of vi; this value does not depend on the other parent sets.
Note that this function is the same for all network structures where the parent set
of vi is the same. Since the distribution over all network structures is uniform, we
have that P (BS ) is a constant. By writing 00 for 0  P (BS ) and by grouping terms,
we nd

Pr(V = xV ) =

00 

X Yn

BS 2S

i=1

vi (vi = xi ji = xi

)  2mB (vi;i)

!

:

By an inductive argument it can be shown that due to the fact that S can be written
as fBS ji 2 f1; : : : ; ng; i 2 ig, we can change summations and multiplication and
get,
!
n
Y
X
B
m (vi ;i ) ;
Pr(V = xV ) = 00
vi (vi = xi ji = xi )  2
i=1

i 2i

where vi (vi = xiji = xi ) denotes the assessment function in the Bayesian belief
network where vi has parent set i. Now, let

i0 = [i 2i i
for i = 1; : : : ; n, and let
0
0
i (vi = xi ji = xi0 ) = i 
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X
i 2i

vi (vi = xi ji = xi )  2

mB (vi ;i ) ;

where i is a normalizing constant. Then BS0 is a network structure with parent
sets i, i = 1; : : : ; n and i0 is an assessment function de ning a joint probability
distribution Pr over V . Note that the MDL measure can be considered to be an
approximation of the Bayesian measure, this procedure applies when using the MDL
quality of nodes instead of the Bayesian quality as well. Now, inference can be
performed in this single Bayesian belief network B 0 instead of in the set of networks
S.
When smoothing is used for learning a Bayesian belief network from data, appropriate sets of parent sets need to be found. We observe that for ecient reasoning
with a Bayesian belief network, the parent sets should be as small as possible. Therefore, in applying the approach the parent sets selected for a node should have a large
overlap. In most cases, not only the whole set of parents is informative for a node
u, but also subsets are informative. The more informative a set of nodes for u, the
higher the quality of this set. In practical applications, this can be achieved by
taking the network structure generated by a search algorithm and letting i be the
set of subsets of i. Note that is likely that i contains high quality parent sets.
To implement this approach, the qualities and the assessment functions of all
subsets of all parent sets in the nal structure need to be computed. Since this
computation involves many terms that are also computed by the search algorithm,
it is much more ecient to incorporate the estimation of the probabilities into the
search algorithm. The basic idea is that every time an arc vj ! vi is added to the
network structure under construction the assessment function of vi is adapted. Let i
be the present parent set of vi to which a node vj is added and let vi (vi = xiji = xi )
be the assessment function for vi so far. Furthermore, let wi be the sum of the
contribution terms 2m(vi ;i) of the parent sets considered so far. Then, the new
probabilities v0 i (vi = xiji = xi ; vj = xvj ) are computed as the weighted sum
^ (vi = xiji = xi ; vj = xvj )) where
 (wi  v0 i (vi = xiji = xi ) + 2m(vi;i vj )Pr
^ a direct estimate; the new sum wi of contributing
= 1=(wi + 2m(vi ;ivj )) and Pr
m
terms is computed as wi + 2 (vi ;ivj ).
Note that the sets i consist of the subsets of the nal parent sets of vi that
once were parent sets at some stage in the search algorithm. Also note that the
quality of these parent sets are directly available in the algorithm. The only extra
administration needed is maintaining the sums wi of weights of parent sets so far.
Details can be found in the algorithm, called weighted K2, shown below; a similar
approach can be applied to algorithm B and we will call this algorithm weighted B.
We would like to stress that this technique is suitable only for a greedy algorithm
in which arcs are added one by one; when an arc vj ! vi is deleted or reversed
incremental computation of assessment functions would be much more complicated.

4.5

Experimental Results
We have performed several experiments to compare the performance of the various
algorithms for learning Bayesian belief networks from data described in the previous sections. To this end, we generated Bayesian belief networks of di erent size,
generated databases of cases from these networks, and applied the various learning algorithms to these databases using the original networks as golden standard to
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Algorithm weighted K2 (<V )
for i = 1; : : : ; n do
i ;
wi

finitializeg

2m(vi;;)

^ (vi = xi)
for xi 2 vi do vi (vi = xi) = Pr
for i = 2; : : : ; n do
fmain loopg
repeat
select v 2 fv1; : : :; vi,1gni that
maximizes g = m(vi; i [ fvg)
 g , m(vi; i)
if  > 0 then
for xi 2 vi , xi 2 i , xvj 2 vj do
vi (vi = xiji = xi ; vj = xvj ) = (wi vi (vi = xi ji = xi )
^ (vi = xiji = xi ; vj = xvj ))
+2g Pr

wi wi + 2g
i i [ fvg
until   0 or i = fv1; : : :; vi,1g
normalize
return

evaluate the performance of the algorithms.
We generated several Bayesian belief networks with varying numbers of nodes
and arcs; details are listed in Table 4.2. We generated networks with 10, 15, and
50 nodes, respectively. We did not generate networks with more than 50 nodes
for several reasons. First, we feel that in real-life domains there are not many
databases with many more variables of sucient size. Secondly, the complexity of
the described search algorithms is quadratic in the number of nodes which prohibits
experimentation with larger networks from a computational point of view. The
numbers of arcs are chosen so as to yield a singly connected structure, a structure
with about one and a half times the number of nodes, and a structure with twice
as many arcs as nodes. In the last case, the generated network structures contain
many cycles and large parent sets. These ratios of number of arcs and number of
nodes seem realistic. For example, the ALARM network [5] contains 37 nodes and
46 arcs. In networks where a time component is involved, every variable tends to be
dependent of its value in a previous time slot and a ratio of the number of arcs and
number of nodes near two is easily obtained. However, depending on the domain,
this ratio may vary considerably.
A single Bayesian belief network was synthesized as follows. First, the networks'
structure was generated. Initially, an ordering on the variables was xed. Then,
two nodes u and v were selected randomly, and an arc v ! u was added to the
structure in the making if v > u and u ! v, otherwise. In each successive step of
the generation process, one of the variables that already had at least one incident
arc was selected and one of the variables with no incident arcs, both in random
fashion. An arc was added between these nodes in the structure, taking the variable
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# nodes # arcs
10
9 15 20
25
24 37 50
50
49 75 100
Table 4.2: The numbers of nodes and arcs in generated networks.
ordering into consideration. This process was repeated until a poly-tree resulted. If
the desired number of arcs was not yet reached, randomly two di erent nodes were
selected and an arc was added between them, once more taking the variable ordering
into consideration. This step was repeated until the network structure contained the
desired number of arcs. We would like to note that this generation process yields
network structure with a bias towards structures with nodes having many incident
arcs as opposed to networks with long strings of nodes; realistic networks seem to
have the same kind of bias. For a generated network structure, assessment functions
were generated for all nodes. The variables were all assumed to be binary. For each
variable u with parent set u, we selected a random number from the unit interval
and assigned it to u(u = 0ju = xu ), setting u(u = 1ju = xu ) = 1 , u (u =
0ju = xu ), for each xu 2 u . In this way, we generated ten di erent Bayesian
belief networks for each combination of the number of nodes and number of arcs,
ninety in total.
From each Bayesian belief network, we generated a database for each of the following sizes: 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 cases. For this purpose, we used logic
sampling [55] which we describe in further detail in the next chapter.
The performance of the various algorithms was evaluated with di erent criteria
depending on the purpose of application of Bayesian belief network learning. When
a network structure will be used as a starting point for a build-test cycle, it is important that as many as possible dependencies in the domain are represented in the
structure. The number of extra and missing edges in the underlying graph of the
learned network structure compared to the original structure therefore is used as a
criterion for evaluating the performance of learning algorithms. When learning is
used to recover causality, the direction of the arcs in a network is of importance.
The number of extra and missing arcs in the learned network structure compared to
the original structure therefore is used as another criterion. Consider the numbers of
extra and missing edges in the underlying structure of the network structure yielded
upon application of the K2 algorithm. Note that these numbers are equal to the
numbers of extra and missing arcs if the ordering used for K2 is the same as the
ordering used for constructing the network structure. For many real life applications
involving decision making, it is important that the probability distribution represented by a Bayesian belief network approximated the true probability distribution.
Therefore, the third criterion we used for evaluating the performance of the various
algorithms for learning belief networks from data is the expected logarithmic distance between the learned distribution and the original distribution known as the
divergence or cross entropy. The divergence is an appropriate criterion for this
purpose as it emphasizes deviations for small probabilities for which errors have a
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large in uence on decision making processes. The divergence is de ned as
X
Pr(V = xV ) ;
Pr(V = xV )  log Pr
B (V = xV )
xV 2 V
where Pr is the `true' probability distribution, that, is the distribution represented
by the Bayesian belief network that was used to generated the database D, and
PrB denotes the distribution represented by the Bayesian belief network learned
from D. We implemented the divergence by brute force. Because of computational
limitations, we only measured the divergence for Bayesian belief networks with ten
nodes. When the network structure that ts the database best is searched for, as
for example in hypothesis testing, the quality of a structure is crucial. The last
criterion used therefore is the quality of the returned network structure.
We applied the learning algorithms to the generated databases recording the
number of extra and missing arcs, the number of extra and missing edges, the
quality of the returned network structure and the divergence of the represented
distribution. All these methods of evaluation were considered with respect to the
original Bayesian belief network with which the database was generated.
Recall that we are interested in the performance of the various quality measures we
discussed: the Bayesian measure, the information criterion and the MDL measure.
For the information criterion, we experimented with the values 1=3, 1=2, 1, 2, and 3
that are often mentioned in literature; we will denote the criterion with these values
by ic,1/3, ic,1/2, ic,1, ic,2, and ic,3, respectively.
We divided the experiments into two groups; experiments involving learning with
greedy search heuristics, and experiments involving learning with general search
heuristics. Learning assessment functions was addressed in both groups. In applying a quality measure, we assumed that there was no prior information. So, the
probability distribution over all network structures was taken to be uniform.
All experiments were performed on a HP-9000 series 700 using a C-program.

4.5.1

Results for Greedy Search Heuristics
In this section, we illustrate the main features of the experimental results by considering small parts of the experimental results. Since the amount of experimental
results is very large, we do not discuss all of it in detail.
We performed an experiment where we applied the ordinary K2 algorithm for
Bayesian belief networks with ten nodes and nine arcs where the ordering on the
nodes provided was the ordering used for constructing the original network structure.
Figure 4.8 shows the number of extra arcs on the left-hand side and number of
missing arcs on the right-hand side for various database sizes and quality measures
averaged over ten networks.
From Figure 4.8, it is seen that the number of extra arcs as well as the number of
missing arcs decreases when the database size grows. This e ect is explained by the
fact that the larger a database, the more information is available. So, the larger the
database, the better the returned network structure. The gure also indicates that
the network structure learned with the MDL measure tends to contain less extra
arcs and more missing arcs than those learned with the Bayesian measure. This
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Figure 4.8: Average number of extra arcs (left) and missing arcs (right) obtained
with ordinary K2 for various quality measures for databases of 100 (top) up to 500
(bottom) cases. The original network structures contained 10 nodes, and 9 arcs.
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e ect is explained by the observation that network structures returned when using
the MDL measure tends to contain smaller parent sets than the structures returned
when using the Bayesian measure. We described this e ect from a theoretical point
of view in Section 4.2.7.
When we examine the results for the information criteria with various penalty
functions, we see that a decrease in the penalty function results in an increase in
the number of extra arcs and a decrease in the number of missing arcs. Since, this
function can be interpreted as a penalty for the number of values that need to be
estimated for the assessment functions of a network structure, it will be evident
that the higher this penalty, the smaller the sizes of the parent sets, and hence, the
smaller the number of extra arcs, and the higher the number of missing arcs.
Table 4.3 shows the divergence averaged over ten networks between the learned
distribution and the original one for Bayesian belief networks learned, where the
original networks had ten nodes and nine arcs learned with algorithm B with one-step
look-ahead. The same but diminished e ects can be observed in the results with K2
with one-step look-ahead. In Table 4.3, the averages and variances of the divergence
of the ten learned networks both for direct and smoothed estimates are listed. Note
that with a growing number of extra arcs, a growing number of values need to be
estimated for the various assessment functions. It will be evident that the more
values need to be estimated, the more errors are introduced. On the other hand, the
more missing arcs in a network, the fewer dependencies are represented and the more
the learned probability distribution di ers from the original one. The experimental
results shown in Table 4.3 suggest that the former e ect has more impact on the
divergence than the latter e ect. In fact, the Bayesian belief networks with the least
arcs, namely the ones learned with the information criterion with penalty function
f (N ) = 3, have the lowest divergence of all. Table 4.3 further shows that applying
the method of smoothing slightly decreases both the divergence and the variance of
the divergence.
One would expect that the divergence would decrease with increasing database
sizes. However, this e ect cannot be observed from Table 4.3 for all but the Bayesian
measure. This can be explained by observing that the error made in estimating the
distribution tends to be rather larger due to the fact that the databases are relatively
small. For accurate estimates, the database should contain several thousands of
cases.
Figure 4.9 gives an impression of the usefulness of applying a k step look-ahead
in the greedy search algorithm described in Section 4.3.2. The quality averaged
over ten networks is shown for databases with 500 cases and the quality measure
used was the MDL measure. The qualities are depicted for the algorithms K2 and
B with one, two, and three-steps look-ahead, respectively. The table shows the
qualities for network structure over ten nodes with 9, 15 and 20 arcs. In general,
the variants of K2 returned a network structure with a slightly lower quality than
with B. This e ect can be explained from the observation that the ordering with
which the network structure was constructed was supplied to K2. This ordering
gives extra information about the original structure that was not available to B.
For the network structures with 9 arcs, applying a look-ahead of more than one
step with K2 did not in uence the quality of the returned structure. However,
for network structures with 15 and 20 arcs, the quality of the returned structure
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Quality
Direct estimate
Smoothed
measure N average variance average variance
Bayes 100 1.3573 0.807853 1.3343 0.814999
200 1.054 1.18945 1.0498 1.11725
300 0.9613 0.984862 0.9466 0.976641
400 0.8162 0.543504 0.8094 0.546175
500 0.83
0.593212 0.8215 0.586496
ic,3
100 0.4512 0.371678 0.4541 0.369206
200 0.4136 0.508621 0.4173 0.511758
300 0.2892 0.323984 0.2984 0.30815
400 0.7417 0.541098 0.7164 0.535142
500 1.2079 1.22244 1.2014 1.22201
ic,2
100 0.5247 0.354532 0.5198 0.334052
200 0.6418 0.560836 0.622 0.555777
300 0.4806 0.312307 0.4836 0.326394
400 0.882 0.499015 0.8577 0.494539
500 1.1217 0.738958 1.097 0.752403
ic,1
100 1.6027 0.730721 1.5151 0.715809
200 1.6836 1.05287 1.5661 1.01165
300 1.6485 0.727109 1.5207 0.6034
400 1.5914 0.949219 1.5312 0.936412
500 1.6706 0.925989 1.5921 0.933069
ic,1/2 100 1.7951 0.778958 1.8037 0.880254
200 2.2496 1.11739 2.1666 1.09767
300 2.5577 1.30925 2.4166 1.12787
400 1.9844 0.729641 1.9567 0.677669
500 2.1396 0.99537 2.0981 1.00064
ic,1/3 100 2.0171 0.648805 2.0336 0.779539
200 2.5019 1.62503 2.3644 1.52051
300 1.9755 0.808016 1.906 0.847741
400 2.2598 0.790407 2.1673 0.790488
500 2.5443 1.20251 2.5512 1.23562
MDL
100 0.6911 0.654127 0.6655 0.621631
200 0.418 0.522918 0.4161 0.522632
300 0.2892 0.323984 0.2949 0.310366
400 0.7408 0.542232 0.7163 0.53562
500 1.1034 1.26881 1.1019 1.26847
Table 4.3: Divergence for Bayesian belief networks with ten nodes and nine arcs
learned by B.
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increased considerably upon applying a two or three-step look-ahead. This e ect can
be explained from the observation that when the original network structure is sparse,
the most in uential nodes for inclusion in a parent set are easily discerned; when the
original network structure is not sparse, there are relatively many in uential nodes
that can be selected for inclusion in a parent set. A more elaborate search explores
the search space more e ectively in such cases. Judging from Figure 4.9, it does not
pay to have a three-step look-ahead instead of a two-step look-ahead: the quality of
the returned network structure does not improve signi cantly while the run time of
the algorithm increased considerably.
When algorithm B is applied with a two-step instead of a one-step look-ahead,
network structures of lower quality were returned for networks with 9 and 20 arcs
and higher quality for networks with 15 arcs. However, the increase in quality was
much less impressive than for K2. When a three step look-ahead is applied, the
quality of the returned network structures decreases a lot. The reason lies in our
restriction on the neighborhood structure that the addition of up to three arcs is
such that all arcs point to the same node. Therefore, early in the execution of the
algorithm, when a set of three arcs all pointing to the same node is chosen, we get
severe restrictions on the ordering of the variables, which we do not get when the
arcs are added one by one. This e ect also appears with the two-step look-ahead,
but it is compensated for by the more e ective search for parents, resulting in a
slightly better quality.
To see whether the aforementioned e ects are also present with larger networks,
we performed the same experiments as above, but now for belief networks with 25
nodes. To keep computational time limited, we did not apply the greedy search
heuristic with a three-step look-ahead, but only the variants with one and twostep look-ahead. Figure 4.10 shows the average quality over ten networks for which
databases with 500 cases were generated and where the MDL measure was used.
Again, we see that in most cases, K2 with one-step look-ahead performs slightly
better than B with one-step look-ahead.
Further, when a two-step look-ahead is used, the average quality of the returned
network structures is the same when the original network structure has the topology
of a poly-tree. However for less sparse network structures, there is a signi cant
increase in quality when a two-step look-ahead is used instead of a one-step lookahead. These e ects also have been observed in the experiments with the network
structures containing ten nodes. A short examination of other outcomes shows that
the same behavior is exposed as for the network structures with ten nodes. Only the
numbers increase dramatically for larger networks. For example, with a Bayesian
measure, network structures with up to 200 extra arcs were returned for networks
with 50 nodes and with the MDL measure, network structures with up to 40 missing
arcs were constructed. In general, the experiments with larger networks showed the
same e ects we have discussed before for the various evaluation methods, but now
more dramatically. So, it seems sucient to perform experiments on small networks
to get an impression of the various learning methods in general.
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Figure 4.9: Average quality for various algorithms and number of arcs with original network structure containing 9 (top), 15 (middle), and 20 (bottom) arcs. The
databases were over ten nodes and had size 500 and network structure learned using
the MDL measure.
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Figure 4.10: Average quality for various algorithms and number of arcs with original network structure containing 24 (left), 37 (middle), and 50 (right) arcs. The
databases were over ten nodes and had size 500 and network structure learned using
the MDL measure.

4.5.2

Results for General Search Heuristics
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the general search algorithms discussed in Section 4.3.3. In our experiments, we investigated the behavior of these
algorithms only for the Bayesian belief networks with 10 variables and 15 arcs and
the databases generated from them; we do not expect other trends to arise from
experiments with larger networks, supported by the results obtained from the experiments with the greedy search heuristics. We considered the in uence of the
various parameters on tabu search, simulated annealing and rejectionfree annealing
separately and compare their performance with optimal parameters with the greedy
search heuristics. Also, to keep computational time limited, we used the small domains. For all general search algorithms, we performed the experiments with both
the straight and the reversed neighborhood structure. We executed every algorithm with 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 7500, and 10000 iterations, which seems
a broad enough spectrum of iterations to elucidate the various properties of the algorithms. Due to computational limitations, we did not perform experiments with
a larger number of iterations. For each algorithm, we further experimented with
various parameter settings.
Tabu Search

Table 4.4 lists the quality averaged over ten networks of the network structures
learned by the tabu-search algorithm with the Bayesian measure with 100 up to
10000 iterations for databases with 500 cases generated using network structures
with 15 arcs. The parameter that we can select freely for tabu search is the length
of the tabu-list. In literature, one encounters values between 20 and 50. So, we
performed experiments with a tabu-list length of 20, 30 and 50. The part on the
left side of the table shows the quality averaged over ten networks of the learned
structures when tabu search is employed using a straight neighborhood structure;
the part on the right side of the table shows the average quality when the reversed
neighborhood structure is used. It seems that by using the reversed structure, the
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straight
reversed
neighborhood structure
neighborhood structure
ni
20
30
50
20
30
50
100 -2767.84 -2765.85 -2772.16 -2760.91 -2762.32 -2764.35
250 -2766.74 -2765.85 -2768.60 -2759.85 -2760.30 -2761.79
500 -2766.64 -2765.85 -2767.09 -2759.80 -2760.30 -2761.79
750 -2766.60 -2765.85 -2769.44 -2759.80 -2760.14 -2761.73
1000 -2766.60 -2765.85 -2771.09 -2759.80 -2759.98 -2761.55
2500 -2766.60 -2765.85 -2769.67 -2759.72 -2759.84 -2761.19
5000 -2766.60 -2765.68 -2769.15 -2759.72 -2759.84 -2760.78
7500 -2766.47 -2765.37 -2768.81 -2759.68 -2759.83 -2760.49
10000 -2766.46 -2765.37 -2767.65 -2759.67 -2759.83 -2760.41
Table 4.4: Average quality of the network structure learned by tabu search with the
Bayesian measure for di erent neighborhood structures for networks with 10 nodes
and 15 arcs.
search space of network structures is explored more e ectively since then the average
quality of the learned network structure is considerably better than by using the
straight neighborhood structure. This e ect is explained by the observation that
reversal of an arc is less often performed when using the straight neighborhood
structure because removal of the arc rst results in a network structure with a
relatively low quality. A similar observation holds if the performance of tabu search is
evaluated using the number of extra and missing edges and arcs and less dramatically
when using the divergence. In the experiments that we present from now on, we
have used the reversed neighborhood structure.
We want to know the in uence of the two parameters tabu-list length and number
of iterations on the performance of tabu search. In Table 4.5, the number of missing
and extra edges are listed for tabu search using the reversed neighborhood structure
averaged over ten networks. The part on the left of the table shows the number of
missing edges for various tabu-list lengths; the part on the right of the table shows
the number of extra edges. The rows of the table indicate the results for a di erent
number of iterations. The table shows that with a tabu-list of length 20 slightly
better results are obtained than with tabu-lists of length 30 and 50. However, in
experiments with networks with other numbers of arcs and with other database sizes
we obtained other results. Therefore, we conclude that the tabu-list length hardly
in uences the performance of tabu search.
Furthermore, we see in Table 4.5 that with an increasing number of iterations,
the average number of missing and extra arcs decreases, especially for a tabu-list
length of 50. This e ect can be explained by observing that with a larger number
of iterations a larger part of the search space is visited by the algorithm. On the
other hand, it seems that not much progress is made after 2500 iterations have been
made. The same observations hold for Table 4.4.
When the number of extra and missing arcs was used to evaluate the performance
of tabu search, we obtained similar tables as Table 4.5. Only the numbers were
somewhat higher due to having reversed arcs in the learned network counting both
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Missing edges Extra edges
ni 20 30 50 20 30 50
100 1.1 1.1 1.5 2.0 2.7 2.7
250 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.5 2.1 2.0
500 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.3 2.1 2.0
750 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.4 1.7 2.1
1000 0.9 0.7 1.1 1.4 1.5 2.1
2500 0.8 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
5000 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.4 1.6 1.9
7500 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.9
10000 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.5 1.6 1.7
Table 4.5: Average number of missing and extra edges of network structures returned
by tabu search learned with the Bayesian measure for networks with 10 nodes and
15 arcs.
as missing and as extra arcs. The divergence of the networks obtained with tabu
search was comparable to those obtained when using the greedy heuristics; the
divergence was hardly in uenced by the number of iterations and tabu-list length.
When we compare these results with the experiments with the greedy search
heuristics, we see that K2 returned networks with an average quality of 2774.2 and
2761.61 for one and two-step look-ahead respectively when using the same databases
as above. From Table 4.4 we conclude that a gain in quality is obtained by using
tabu search with respect to the greedy search heuristic K2.
For K2 we found on average of 2.5 and 1.0 missing edges for one and two-step
look-ahead respectively and zero extra edges for both cases. So, it seems that K2
performs better than tabu search when we consider the number of mismatched edges,
that is, the sum of missing and extra edges. To conclude, we would like to note that
the runtime of K2 is considerably less than that of tabu search: K2 took on average
0.37 seconds for networks with 10 nodes and 15 arcs databases with 500 cases, which
was the worst case. In comparison, tabu search took 1.46 seconds for 100 iterations
in the experiments above described, and the runtime grows linearly in the number
of iterations to 139.13 seconds for 10.000 iterations.
The divergence of the returned networks was comparable for both the greedy
heuristics and tabu search.
Simulated Annealing and Rejectionfree Annealing

For the simulated annealing and rejectionfree annealing algorithms, Table 4.6 lists
the quality averaged over ten networks of the network structures learned from the
same databases as before for various numbers of iterations. The simulated annealing
algorithm depends on a cooling schedule. All experiments with the simulated annealing algorithm were performed by starting with a temperature of 0:5  no where no
is the number of cases in the database and a nal temperature of 0:025  no. For both
algorithms we see that with an increasing number of iterations the average quality
shows a tendency to become of higher quality. This observation can be explained
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ni simulated rejectionfree
annealing
annealing
100 -2799.22
-2767.07
250 -2781.45
-2760.28
500 -2770.18
-2760.98
750 -2766.48
-2761.57
1000 -2765.99
-2759.59
2500 -2762.39
-2760.40
5000 -2760.56
-2759.58
7500 -2760.43
-2759.58
10000 -2759.90
-2759.80
Table 4.6: Average quality of network structures returned by simulated annealing
and rejectionfree annealing with the Bayesian measure for networks with 10 nodes
and 15 arcs.
by the fact that with an increasing number of iterations a larger part of the space
of network structures is searched.
Table 4.7 shows the number of missing and extra edges averaged over ten networks
for the same databases as above. On the left side of the table, the average number
of missing edges are listed. The rst column for network structures returned by
simulated annealing and the second for rejectionfree annealing. Likewise, the righthand side shows the average number of extra edges. Each row show the results for
a di erent number of iterations. Again we see that the more iterations are used,
the better the returned network structures. Rejectionfree annealing seems to return
network structures with a slightly lower number of extra and missing edges then
simulated annealing does. Similar e ects can be observed when considering the
number of extra and missing arcs.
In both Table 4.6 and 4.7 we see that rejectionfree annealing performed better
than simulated annealing. This observation can be explained by interpreting rejectionfree annealing as an ecient implementation of the last part of the cooling
schedule in simulated annealing.
The divergence between the original networks and the networks learned with
simulated and rejectionfree annealing was in general better than in the experiments
with K2 when there were few arcs in the network structure and worse when there
were many arcs.

4.5.3

Discussion
Limited value should be assigned to the experiments since relatively few networks
were considered. Further, the networks considered were randomly generated and
need not correspond to the networks encountered in particular real-world domains.
From the experiments, we learn that the choice of the quality measure used for
learning Bayesian belief networks depends on the use of the learned Bayesian belief
network or network structure. When it is used as start of a build-test cycle, it may be
better to have a network structure that represents all dependencies. Then a domain
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Missing edges
Extra edges
ni simulated rejectionfree simulated rejectionfree
annealing
annealing annealing
annealing
100
2.6
1.9
9.0
2.8
250
1.9
1.3
6.2
2.2
500
1.7
1.6
4.6
2.5
750
1.4
1.2
3.9
2.2
1000
2.1
1.0
4.5
1.8
2500
1.3
1.3
2.6
1.9
5000
1.2
1.2
2.4
1.9
7500
1.3
1.2
2.0
1.9
10000
1.0
1.4
2.1
2.1
Table 4.7: Average number of missing and extra edges of network structures returned
by simulated annealing and rejectionfree annealing.
expert only needs to identify the suggested dependencies that are not signi cant or
that arose by coincidental occurrences of cases. In this case, it is better to use an
information criterion with a small penalty function or the Bayesian measure. When
the learned Bayesian belief network is used for classi cation, a good approximation
of the distribution over the domain is important. In this case, the best quality
measure is an information criterion with a very high penalty function. When the
results need to be interpreted in terms of probabilities, the Bayesian measure may
be used. Alternatively, the MDL measure may be interpreted as approximation of
the Bayesian measure.
In general, the performance di erences of the search algorithms is not very large.
Therefore, we believe that it is not worth the e ort to investigate these general
purpose algorithms or to develop more clever heuristics. The choice of the search
algorithm also depends on the use of the learned network. If computation time is
important, for example, when a network is evaluated every time it has been used
for inference, then a greedy search heuristic is most suitable. If the quality of the
distribution is important, one may select a greedy search heuristic when there turn
out to be many arcs in the network structure, and otherwise the general search
heuristics perform ne. By running K2 with some good node ordering, one can
determine with little computational e ort whether the network structure contains
many arcs or not. If the quality of the network structure is important, rejectionfree
annealing is most suitable. If few missing and extra edges are required then tabu
search seems to be the best choice of the general search heuristics. However, K2
performs comparable when a good ordering is available.
For learning assessment functions smoothing seems to give slightly smaller errors in the estimates of these functions than direct estimates do. However, large
databases are necessary to obtain reliable estimates, especially when the network
structure contains many arcs and many values need to be estimated. The database
used in the experiments contained at most 500 cases. Databases of the used sizes
are too small to obtain useful estimates.
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4.6

Appendix
In this appendix, we show some additional properties of the Bayesian measure and
we show that a probability distribution exists that induces the independency model
used in the proof of Theorem 4.5.
We show some properties of the Bayesian measure for a database Dn of the form
as de ned in Section 4.2.7. In particular, we consider the parent set of node w in
network structures learned from Dn . The parent set that consists of a number of
consecutive variables fvn,k ; vn,k+1; : : : ; vng will be preferred by the Bayesian measure over a set that consists of a number of consecutive variables of the same size
that is lower numbered.

4.7

Lemma Let V = fv1; : : :; vn; wg be a set of variables and let Dn be a nite database
over V as de ned in Section 4.2.7. Let w0 = fvj,k ; vj,k+1; : : :; vj g for some k  0, k <
j < n, and let w = fvn,k ; vn,k+1 ; : : :; vng. Then, mB (w; w0 ; Dn ) < mB (w; w ; Dn ).
Proof: We will refer to the con guration of w0 when all nodes have value 0 as the

rst con guration of w0 ; when all nodes have value 1 as the last con guration of
w0 . Note that by construction of Dn we have that the number of cases in Dn for
which w is 0 and w takes any other con guration than the last one is 2. Now, by
de nition, we have
exp(mB (w; w0 ; Dn )) =

q0 N 0
0
Y
(n+1)j 0 0 !N(n+1)j 0 1 !
j 0 =1

(N(0n+1)j0 + 1)! :

Let a be the number of cases in Dn for which w is 0 and all nodes in w0 have value
0. Let b be the number cases in Dn for which w is 0 and all nodes in w0 have value
1. Let +s represent the case that the number of cases with w is 0 is more, less, or
equal to w is 1 for the rst con guration of w0 . So, t 2 f,2; 0; 2g. Further let +r
represent that there may be two cases more with w is 0 than with w is 1 for the last
con guration. So, s 2 f0; 2g. Then, we can write exp(mB (w; w0 ; Dn )) as
4.27

 k,1 b!(b + r)!
(2b + 1 + r)! :

a!(a + s)! 2!
(2a + 1 + s)! 3!

Note that there are six ways to interpret Formula 4.27. Likewise, we can write
exp(mB (w; w ; Dn )) as
4.28
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 2! k (a + b + d , 2)!(a + b , d + s + r)!

3!
(2a + 2b + 1 , 2 + s + r)! ;
where d is 0 or 2 representing the possibility that for the rst con guration, the
number of cases where w is 0 may di er from the number of cases where w is 1.
We will show that Formula 4.28 is an upper bound of Formula 4.27 and thus that
mB (w; w0 ; Dn ) < mB (w; w ; Dn ).
Learning Bayesian Networks

4.29

4.30

4.31

4.32

By writing xy for (x,x!y)! and grouping terms, we can write Formula 4.28 as

  
a!(a + s)! 2! k,1 2! (a + b + d , 2)b+d,2 (a + b , d + s + r)b,d+r :
(2a + 1 + s)! 3!
3!
(2a + 2b , 1 + s + r)2b,2+r
The rst two terms are exactly the same as in Formula 4.27. So, we concentrate on
the third term
(a + b + d , 2)b+d,2 (a + b , d + s + r)b,d+r 2! :
(2a + 2b , 1 + s + r)2b,2+r
3!
We proceed comparing by `peeling' terms of the form wxyz from Formula 4.30 starting
with as high as possible values of x  y and w  z. We can write Formula 4.30 as
(a + b + d , 2)(a + b , d + s + r)
(2a + 2b , 1 + s + r)(2a + 2b , 2 + s + r)
b+d,3
b,d,1+r 2!
 (a + b + d ,(23)a + 2b (,a 3++b ,s +d ,r)21b,+4+sr + r)
3! :
By inspection, we nd that
b(b + r)
(a + b + d , 2)(a + b , d + s + r)
>
(2a + 2b , 1 + s + r)(2a + 2b , 2 + s + r) (2b + 1 + r)(2b + r) :
So, Formula 4.31 is larger than,
b(b + r)
(a + b + d , 3)b+d,3 (a + b , d , 1 + s + r)b,d,1+r 2! :
(2b + 1 + r)(2b + r)
(2a + 2b , 3 + s + r)2b,4+r
3!
Note that the last part is of the same form as 4.30 but now with b , 1 instead of
b. Therefore, we can repeat the previous derivation. After b , 2 times applying this
derivation, we get as lower bound of Formula 4.31,
bb,2(b + r)b,2 (a + d , 2)d(a , d + s + r),d+r 2! :
(2b + 1 + r)2b,4
(2a + 3 + s + r)2+r
3!
By inspection, we nd that,
(a + d , 2)d(a , d + s + r),d+r 2! > 2!(2 + r)! :
(2a + 3 + s + r)2+r
3!
5 + r!
Therefore, Formula 4.32 is larger than,
bb,2(b + r)b,2 2!(2 + r)! ;
(2b + 1 + r)2b,4 (5 + r!)
which is equal to
b!(b + r)! :
(2b + 1 + r)!
We conclude that Formula 4.30 is larger than the third term of Formula 4.29. Therefore, Formula 4.28 is larger than Formula 4.27, which completes the proof.
Another property of the Bayesian measure with respect to to the parent set of w
for a database Dn is that the Bayesian measure will prefer a parent set of w where
the nodes are a set of consecutive nodes starting with vk downwards over a parent
set with non-consecutive nodes with highest node vk .
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Figure 4.11: Example of parent sets of w
4.8

Lemma Let V = fv1; : : : ; vn; wg and Dn be as before. Let w = fvn,k ; vn,k+1; : : : ; vng
for some 0  khn and w0  fv1; : : :; vng, jw0 j = k+1, w0 6= w . Then, mB (w; w0 ; Dn ) <
mB (w; w ; Dn ).

Proof: Regard parent set w0 as a set of groups of consecutive nodes. In Figure

4.11, the upper parent set shows an example with four groups for D16. Consider
the quality of the parent set on top, and the one right below. In comparing their
Bayesian measures, all con gurations where v8 = 0 need not be considered. And in
fact, one could act as if D8 was used.
By Lemma 4.7, we nd that the parent set on top scores lower than the one right
below. By the same argument, this parent set scores less than the one below it, and
the one on the bottom scores highest of them all.
So, by shifting groups of nodes in the parent set we nd parent sets that score
better and better after each shift, where the parent set w has highest quality.
A third property of the Bayesian measure with respect to to the parent set of w
for a database Dn is that the Bayesian measure will prefer a parent set of w where
the nodes are a set of consecutive nodes starting with vk downwards over a parent
set obtained by removing the lowest numbered node from the previous parent set.
4.9

Lemma Let V = fv1; : : : ; vn; wg and Dn be as before. Let w0 = fvn,k ; vn,k+1; : : : ; vng
for some k < n , 1 and let w = w0 vn,k,1 . Then, mB (w; w0 ; Dn ) < mB (w; w ; Dn ).
Proof:

By de nition, w is equal to w0 vn,k,1.
exp(mB (w; w0 ; Dn )) , exp(mB (w; w ; Dn )) is

By de nition, we have that

q0 N 0
q
0
Y
(n+1)j 0 0 !N(n+1)j 0 1! Y N(n+1)j 0 !N(n+1)j 1!

j 0 =1
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4.33

Let b be the number cases in Dn for which w is 0 and all nodes in w0 are 1. Since
all counts of con gurations with vn,k = 0 are the same, the above formula can be
written as
 b!(b + r)! 2! b!(b , 2 + r)! 
C (2b + 1 + r)! , 3!  (2b , 2 + r)! ;
where C is a positive constant. For k < n , 2, Formula 4.33 equals
 (b + r)(b , 1 + r) 2! 
0
C (2b + 1 + r)(2b + r) , 3! ;
which by inspection is negative. So, for k < n , 2 the Bayesian measure prefers w
over w0 . For k = n , 2, Formula 4.33 equals
 1!3! 2! 1!1!   1 1 
0
C 5! , 3! 3! = C 0 20 , 18 ;
which is negative as well. So, also for k = n , 2 the Bayesian measure prefers w
over w0 .
A fourth property of the Bayesian measure with respect to to the parent set of w
for a database, which summarizes the previous three properties, is that the Bayesian
measure prefers the parent set of w containing all the other nodes over any other
parent set.

4.10

Lemma Let V = fv1; : : : ; vn; wg and Dn be as before. Let w0 ( fv1; : : : ; vng and
let w = fv1; : : : ; vng. Then, mB (w; w0 ; Dn ) < mB (w; w ; Dn ).
Proof: The property follows directly from the previous lemmas. For any w0 (
fv1; : : :; vng with jw j = k , 1 we have the parent set w00 = fvn,k ; : : : ; vng such that

mB (w; w0 ; Dn ) < mB (w; w00 ; Dn ) by Lemma 4.8. By repetitively applying Lemma
4.9, thus extending w00 node by node, we nd that mB (w; w00 ; Dn) < mB (w; w ; Dn ).
Now, we will show that a distribution exists that induces an independency model
as used in the NP-completeness proof of Theorem 4.5. We show that the following
distribution has this property.
4.12

De nition Let V be a set of binary variables. Let G = (V; E ) be an undirected
graph with jE j  1. Let K : IN ! IN+ be de ned as K (n) = 2n . Let par :
+
S ! IN be de ned as parS (S = xS ) = K (jS j) if the number of ones in xS is
even, and parS (S = xS ) = 2  K (jS j) otherwise. Let S be the set of sets fB jB 
V; 9u;v2B (u; v) 2 E g. Then, the parity distribution associated with G is the joint
2

probability distribution on V de ned as

Pr(V = xV ) = 
where is a normalization constant.
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X
B 2S

parB (B = xB );

Note that the graph G in the de nition is not a network structure nor a Markov
network. Furthermore, G has to have at least one edge since, otherwise S = ;
and Pr(V = xV ) = 0 for all con gurations of V , which would not de ne a proper
distribution.
First, we show a property of marginalization of the parity distribution, then we
consider the independency model induced by a parity distribution. The following
lemma states that a marginalized parity distribution is a new parity distribution
plus some constant.
4.11

Lemma Let V be a set of binary variables, and let G, S , par, and Pr be as in
De nition 4.12. For any R  V , we have
X
Pr(V nR = xV nR) = 
parB (B = xB ) + CR;
B 2S;B V nR

where is a normalization constant and CR is a positive constant.

Proof: We prove the property stated in the lemma by induction to the cardinality

of R.
For jRj = 0, the property stated in the lemma trivially holds with C; = 0.
Assume that for some k  0 the property stated in the lemma holds for all set R
with jRj < k. Now, let jRj = k. We considerPPr(V nR = xV nR). Let v 2 R, then by
marginalization we have Pr(V nR = xV nR) = xv2 v Pr(v = xv ; V nR = xV nR): Since
Pr(v = xv ; V nR = xV nR) is the marginalization of Pr(V = xV ) over k , 1 variables,
we can apply the the induction hypothesis. So, we have
4.34

Pr(V nR = xV nR) =

X

xv 2

v



X

B 2S;B V n(Rnv)

parB (B = xB ) + CRnv:

a function of xv , Formula 4.34 can be written as 
P SinceP is not par
xv 2 v PB 2S;B V nR PB (B = xB ) + CRnv . By changing order of summation, we
have 
parB (B = xB ) + C . When we split this sum into
B 2S;B V nR

xv 2

v

Rnv

terms with sets that contain v and that do not and sum over v, we obtain

8
< X
Pr(V nR = xV nR) = :
(parB (B = xB ) + parB (B = xB )) +
B 2S;B V nR
9
X
,par (B nv = x ; v = 0) + par (B nv = x ; v = 1)= + C :
B
B
B nv
B nv
; Rnv
B 2S;B V n(Rnv);v2B

By grouping terms and by de nition of par, we get that Pr(V nR = xV nR) equals

8
9
< X
=
X
2
par
(
B
=
x
)
+
(1
+
2)
:K
(
j
B
j
)
+ CRnv :
B
:B2S;BV nRv B
;
B 2S;B V n(Rnv);v2B

Now, the last term within braces is not a function of P
the values of variables in V
anymore. So, we can substitute a constant CR = 3  B2S;BV n(Rnv);v2B K (jB j) +
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CRnv , and
xB ) + CR.

0

= 2 . Thus, we obtain Pr(V nR = xV nR) = 0 

P

B 2S;B V nR parB (B

=

Using the previous lemma, we show now I (X; Z; Y ) holds in a parity distribution
induced by an undirected graph G if and only if for all u; v 2 XY Z there is no edge
between u and v in G.
4.12

Lemma Let V be a set of binary variables, and let G = (V; E ) and Pr be as de ned
in De nition 4.12. Then, for any disjoint subsets X; Y; Z  V I (X; Z; Y ) holds in
Pr if and only if 8u;v2XY Z;u6=v (u; v) 62 E .
Proof: We rst show the if part of the lemma. Let X and Y be disjoint subsets of
V such that 8u;v2XY;u6=v (u; v) 62 E . If I (X; ;; Y ) can be shown, then also I (X 0; Z 0; Y 0)
for all X 0  X , Y 0  Y , Z = XY nX 0Y 0 by the weak union and symmetry axioms.
Now, Pr(XY = xXY ) is a marginalization of Pr(V = xV ), which by Lemma 4.11 is,



X

B 2S;B XY

parB (B = xB ) + CV nXY :

By construction of S there is no B 2 S such that B  XY since there is no
pair u; v 2 XY containing an edge. So, Pr(XY = xXYP) is constant CV nXY for
any con guration P
xXY of XY . From Pr(X = xX ) = Y Pr(XY = xXY ) and
Pr
XY = xXY ), we derive Pr(X = xX )Pr(Y = xY ) =
P (YPr=(XYxY )==xXY )XPPr(Pr
= xXY ). From
the above argument, we nd
Y
X (XY P
P
that Pr(X = xX )Pr(Y = xY ) is xY 2 Y CV nXY xX 2 X CV nXY . Summation over
the constants gives jX jjY jCV nXY CV nXY which is a constant C itself. Since both
Pr(XY = xXY ) = CV nXY and Pr(X = xX )Pr(Y = xY ) = C de ne a proper distribution over XY , we have that CV nXY must be equal to C and thus Pr(XY =
xXY ) = Pr(X = xX )Pr(Y = xY ) which by de nition tells that I (X; ;; Y ) holds in
Pr.
We now show the only if part. Let X; Y; Z be subsets of V such that there exist
u; v 2 XY Z; u 6= v with (u; v) 2 E . Then,
4.35

Pr(XY Z = xXY Z ) = 

X

B 2S;B XY Z

parB (B = xB ) + CV nXY Z :

By construction of S there is at least one set B , B 2 S; B  XY S , namely B = XY Z .
Let m = jXY Z j. Consider the contribution to Formula 4.35 of the sets smaller than
m in S that are2 in XY Z ; there are at most m2m,1 such
subsets and they contribute
at most 2(m,1) times 2. So,2 at most m2m,1+(m,1)2 +1 is contributed. But the set
XY Z contributes at least 2m to Formula 4.35. We have,
m2m,1+(m,1)2 +1=2m2 = m21,m < 1;
for m > 0. Therefore, the `parity' of XY Z dominates the summation and determines
for a certain thresh hold level  whether Pr(XY Z = xXY Z ) >  or not. The `parity'
of a set cannot be written as the product of functions of two subsets. So, I (X; Z; Y )
does not hold in Pr(V = xV ).
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Strati ed Simulation
Inference is the main activity of knowledge-based systems: by means of inference, a
knowledge-based system can reason with the knowledge represented in its formalism.
For Bayesian belief networks, inference amounts to computing conditional probabilities for variables of interest, given the values of observed variables. Inference can
be exact, that is, calculating exact probabilities, or approximate. Exact inference
has been proven to be NP-hard [22]. So, it is not surprising that exact methods
cannot be successfully used for every type of Bayesian belief network. The topology
of a network structure has a large in uence on the performance [108]. However, algorithms are available for exact inference[72, 81] that have a polynomial complexity
for a wide range of network structures. In many applications, exact inference may
not be necessary. For example, if the probability assessments in the network are not
highly accurate, approximate probabilities can be delivered anyway. Also, it may
suce to know whether a certain probability has exceeded some threshold value and
accuracy is not required. In such cases, approximate inference may be employed.
Various algorithms have been developed [17, 55, 80, 97] for this task, most of which
are based on the principle of simulation.
The basic idea of simulation is to generate a sample, that is, a multi-set of congurations using the distribution represented by the network. The probability of
a variable taking a certain value is estimated from the sample by taking its relative frequency of appearance. It has been proven that approximating probabilities from a Bayesian belief networks with certain error properties is NP-hard [29].
Notwithstanding this result, approximate inference has many advantages over exact
inference. The execution-time of an approximate method is linear in the number of
nodes of the network n and the number of samples m ((O(n  m)). So, on fore-hand
it is known what the execution-time of the algorithm will be. The execution-time
of approximation algorithms hardly depends on the topology of the network. More
speci cally, no special mechanisms are needed for coping with loops. Another advantage of simulation algorithms is that they are easily parallelized; various processes
can generate samples independently and they can then be combined into an estimate
of the probabilities of interest. Simulation algorithms, further, have an `any-time'
property, that is, the algorithm may be stopped at any moment desired. Yet, the
longer the sample generation is continued, the better the approximation of probabilities is.
However, observed values of variables tend to decrease the accuracy of approximations by simulation schemes. Many generated con gurations may be very nonspeci c for the observed evidence and only a small portion of the con gurations
may in uence the estimates. As a result, the estimates are e ectively based on only
a few con gurations, resulting in a large error in the estimation. Therefore, it is
important that a simulation algorithm generates con gurations evenly distributed
over the sample space. Strati cation is a popular statistical technique that can be
exploited for this purpose. In this chapter, we present a new approximation algorithm based on strati cation. With strati cation, the generated con gurations
re ect the distribution of the Bayesian belief network better than with ordinary
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simulation techniques. Therefore, the error in the probability estimates is expected
to be smaller. Ecient generation of samples using strati cation is the topic of the
present chapter.
In Section 5.1, we start with a general introduction of simulation and its application to inference in Bayesian belief networks. In Section 5.2, the strati ed simulation
algorithm is explained in detail and some variants are introduced. In Section 5.3, a
theoretical analysis of the performance of these algorithms is given. In Section 5.4,
experimental results are presented in order to get an impression of the performance
of the strati ed simulation algorithms compared to other approximation methods.

5.1

Simulation

5.1

Before turning to approximate inference for Bayesian belief networks, we give an
informal introduction to the principles of simulation. Let f : D ! IR be a realvalued function over a nite domain D called the sample space, and let
X
 = f (x) :

5.2

5.3
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Now suppose that we want to nd the value of  without having to perform the summation over the entire sample space D. Simulation is a technique for approximating
the value of . At the basis of a simulation algorithm lies a simulation scheme.
A simulation scheme is a procedure for selecting elements from the sample space.
Each selected element is called a sample trial. A sample of size m is a multi-set of
m sample trials. The idea of simulating f is to select a sample of trials fx1; : : :; xmg,
and to compute for each of the elements xi from this sample the function value f (xi).
The resulting multi-set ff (x1); : : : ; f (xm)g is called a simulation of f . The mean 
of a simulation is an estimate for .
The simulation scheme used for generating a sample has a large in uence on the
quality of the estimate for . For example, when f (x) is close to zero for almost
all values x in the sample space D but very large for a small number of values,
uniform selection of sample trials from D would lead to estimates for  with a large
error. A better way to select sample trials would then be to select sample trials
proportional to their contribution f (x)=m to the estimate for . More generally, a
sampling distribution PrS over D is used to select sample trials. To compensate for
the biased selection of sample trials with large values of f; the mean of a simulation
is not calculated as the sum of the elements of the simulation but as a weighted
sum over the sample probabilities. The so-called sample score of the simulation S
is calculated as
Pm PrS (x = xi) X
m
f (xi) :
i
=1
=
m
Pr (x = x )
i=1

S

i

The contribution PrSf ((xx=i)xi) of sample trial xi to the sample score  is called the trial
score of xi, i = 1; : : : ; m. The law of large numbers now guarantees that  converges
to  when the sample size m goes to in nity [92], that is,
lim  = :
m!1
Strati ed Simulation

5.1.1

Simulation for Bayesian Belief Networks
Recall that approximate inference with a Bayesian belief network amounts to computing the estimates of (conditional) probabilities of interest from the network. Let
B = (BS ; BP ) be a Bayesian belief network over a set of variables V . Then, B de nes
a probability distribution [81]

PrB (V = xV ) =

5.4

Y

PrB (u = xu ju = xu );

u2V

where the conditional probabilities PrB (u = xuju = xu ) are de ned by the assessment functions in B . Now, let X be a subset of V and suppose that we are interested
in the probability of the con guration X = xX . This probability is equal to

Pr(X = xX ) =

X

xV nX 2 V nX

PrB (X = xX ; V nX = xV nX ):

Since most of the time we are interested in probabilities for single variables only, we
will focus the discussion on single variables in the sequel. However, the presented
theory is easily extended to apply to con gurations that involve more than one
variable.
When a subset of variables E  V is known to adopt the con guration xE for
some xE 2 E , then the probability PrB (u = xu jE = xE ) for some u 2 V nE equals
5.5

Pr(u = xujE = xE ) =
By de nition, we have

Pr(u = xujE = xE ) =
which can be written as
5.6

Pr(u = xujE = xE ) =

X

xV nuE 2 V nuE

PrB (u = xu; V nuE = xV nuE jE = xE );

X
xV nuE 2

PrB (u = xu; V nuE = xV nuE ; E = xE )
;
Pr
(
E
=
x
)
B
E
V nuE

X
xV nuE 2 V nuE

PrB (u = xu; V nuE = xV nuE ; E = xE );

where is a normalization constant such that the sum over all con gurations xu 2
u of Formula 5.6 is one. The sum in Formula 5.6 can now be approximated by
simulation, as described before. We do not simulate Formula 5.5 because PrB (u =
xu ; V nuE = xV nuE jE = xE ) is not easily available. On the other hand, PrB (u =
xu ; V nuE = xV nuE ; E = xE ) is directly available from the assessment functions in
the Bayesian belief networks. A sample trial then is a con guration of the set of
variables V nE .
Figure 5.1 shows the general framework of simulation algorithms for Bayesian
belief networks. First, a simulation algorithm-dependent initialization step is performed. Then, m sample trials are generated from the network. Every sample trial
is generated by assigning values to the variables of the network, either one by one
or group-wise. In fact, there are di erent methods for generating sample trials; also
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Initialize
i 1
while i  m do
xV generate con guration i
p PrB (V = xV )=PrS (V = xV )
update scores p
i i+1
Normalize scores
Figure 5.1: General simulation framework.
di erent sampling distributions are in use. The trial score p of a sample trial is
calculated as the quotient of the value of the function that is being approximated,
that is, the probability of the sample trial according to the distribution represented
by the belief network PrB (V = xV ), and the probability of generating this speci c
sample trial, that is, PrS (V = xV ). With this trial score p, the sample scores for all
values of variables that we are interested in are updated during the execution of a
simulation algorithm; there are several methods available for updating the sample
score. After the m trials have been generated, the scores are normalized such that
the sum of approximate probabilities that a variable will take a value will be unity.
In summary, there are three components to a simulation algorithm for Bayesian
belief networks:
1. a sampling distribution,
2. a sample trial generator, and
3. a scoring method.
We will review these components in the following subsections.

5.1.2

Sampling Distributions
The rst component of a simulation algorithm for Bayesian belief networks that
we consider is the sampling distribution. The sampling distribution de nes a joint
probability distribution over the nodes in the Bayesian belief network that are sampled. The sampling distributions used for sampling belief networks typically are
distributions that can be written as the product of distributions over the sets of
sampled nodes, that is, if U is the set of sets of nodes that are being sampled, then

5.7

PrS (V nE = xV nE ; E = xE ) =

Y

W 2U

PrS (W = xW jUW = xUW );

where each W is a group of nodes in U and UW is a subset of V that is sampling
distribution dependent. In most simulation algorithms, all nodes but the ones for
which evidence has been obtained are sampled and the groups contain single nodes
only. We distinguish between four di erent sampling distributions:

 the uniform distribution,
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a



a
(b = 0ja = 0) = 0:6
(a = 0) = 0:4 
b

@@R
(b = 0ja = 1) = 0:4
,,
c


c (c = 0ja = 0; b = 0) = 0:3
c (c = 0ja = 0; b = 1) = 0:3
c (c = 0ja = 1; b = 0) = 0:3
c (c = 0ja = 1; b = 1) = 0:3

b
b

c (c = 1ja = 0; b = 0) = 0:3
c (c = 1ja = 0; b = 1) = 0:3
c (c = 1ja = 1; b = 0) = 0:4
c (c = 1ja = 1; b = 1) = 0:4

Figure 5.2: An example Bayesian belief network.

 the forward sampling distribution,
 the backward sampling distribution, and
 the Markov blanket distribution.

The uniform distribution [55] is used for sampling a single variable; it assigns
the same probability to every value of the variable. So, for a variable u, we have
that for all xu 2 u
PrS (u = xu) = r1 ;
u
where ru is the number of values in u . Note that in terms of Formula 5.7 we have
W = u and UW = ;. Note that the sampling distribution is completely independent
of the assessment functions in the Bayesian belief network at hand. Because no
knowledge of the domain is incorporated, many non-representative sample trials
are generated, that is, sample trials that have a negligible trial score and hardly
contribute to the sampling score. Therefore, the uniform distribution is a sampling
distribution that leads to unsatisfactory probability estimates.
Consider the Bayesian belief network shown in Figure 5.2 where the state spaces
over the variables a, b, and c equal a = b = f0; 1g and c = f0; 1; 2g respectively.
The assessment functions associated with the variables are listed with the corresponding nodes; the probabilities of the con gurations for which no assessment has
been given are easily derived, for example, a (a = 1) = 1 , a(a = 0) = 0:6. Now
suppose that node c is sampled with the uniform distribution. A random number
generator is used to obtain a real value f between 0 and 1. If f is in the interval
[0:: 13 ], then the variable c is assigned the value 0; if f is in the interval [ 12 :: 23 ], then c
is assigned the value 1, and if f is in the interval [ 32 ::1] then c is assigned the value
2.
The forward sampling distribution [55] is also used for sampling a single variable.
A variable, however, can only be forward sampled if all its parents have been assigned
a value. The forward sampling distribution for a variable u is the distribution for
u given the speci c con guration of its parent set by the Bayesian belief network,
that is, we have that
PrS (u = xuju = xu ) = u (u = xuju = xu );
for all xu 2 u . Note that in terms of Formula 5.7 we have W = u and UW = u.
In general, the forward sampling distribution results in good samples as long as
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the probability of the observed evidence is not very close to zero. If there is such
evidence, the problem of generating many non-representative sample trials rises
again.
Consider once more the Bayesian belief network from Figure 5.2. When the
variables a and b in the network of have been assigned the values 0 and 1 respectively,
node c is sampled by means of the assessment function for c. The probability that
c will be assigned the value 0 is PrS (c = 0ja = 0; b = 1) = 0:3. Likewise, the
probability that c will be assigned the value 1 and 2 is PrS (c = 1ja = 0; b = 1) = 0:3
and PrS (c = 2ja = 0; b = 1) = 0:4 respectively.
The backward sampling distribution [38] is used for sampling a set of nodes: the
parent set u of a variable u can be sampled when u has been assigned a value. The
con gurations of u are assigned a probability according to the assessment function
of node u. We have
Pr ( = x ju = x ) = u (u = xuju = xu ) ;
S u

u

u

u

where u is a normalization constant. Note that in terms of Formula 5.7 we have
W = u, and UW = u. It has been suggested that the backward sampling distribution
is much less sensitive to probabilities close to zero than the other distributions [38].
Therefore, sample trials that are generated with a backward sampling distribution
may be more representative compared to sample trials generated with a forward
sampling distribution when the probability of the evidence is very small. Since not
all nodes can be backward sampled, backward sampling must be mixed with another
sampling method like for example forward sampling.
To illustrate the use of the backward sampling distribution consider once more
the Bayesian belief network from Figure 5.2. Suppose that the variable c has been
assigned the value 1. Then, the probabilities with which a and b are assigned values
are
PrS (a = 0; b = 0jc = 1) / c(c = 1ja = 0; b = 0) = 0:3;
PrS (a = 0; b = 1jc = 1) / c(c = 1ja = 0; b = 1) = 0:3;
PrS (a = 1; b = 0jc = 1) / c(c = 1ja = 1; b = 0) = 0:4; and
PrS (a = 1; b = 1jc = 1) / c(c = 1ja = 1; b = 1) = 0:4:
The normalization constant equals c = 0:3 + 0:4 + 0:4 + 0:3 = 1:4. The sampling
distribution PrS therefore equals
PrS (a = 0; b = 0jc = 1) = 01::34 = 143 ;
PrS (a = 0; b = 1jc = 1) = 01::44 = 72 ;
PrS (a = 1; b = 0jc = 1) = 01::44 = 72 ; and
PrS (a = 1; b = 1jc = 1) = 01::34 = 143 :
The Markov blanket sampling distribution [80] is a distribution used for sampling a single variable u again. A variable, however, can only be sampled if all
variables in its so-called Markov blanket have been assigned a value. Informally
speaking, the Markov blanket Mu of a variable u is the set composed of all parents
of u, the children of u, and the parents of the children of u except u itself. The
values of node u are assigned a probability, that is, proportional to the product of
appropriate values of the assessment functions of the nodes in its Markov blanket
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Mu . The functionvalues are conform to the con guration xV nu of the nodes V nu and
the con guration xu of u, that is, we have
PrS (u = xujV nu = xV nu) =

u u (u = xu ju

= xu )

Y

v2Mu

v (v = xv jv

= xv );

where once more u is a normalization constant. Note that the values of the assessment functions that do not pertain to u itself are canceled out by the normalization
constant. Therefore, we have that PrS (u = xujV nu = xV nu ) can be written as

PrS (u = xu jMu = xMu ) =

u

u (v = xv jv = xv )

Y

v2u

v (v = xv jv

= xv ):

Note that in terms of Formula 5.7 we have that W = u and UW = Mu . Samples
generated with the Markov blanket distribution give good approximations in general.
However, if there is a strong dependence between variables it may happen that two
strongly dependent variables keep each other at the same value in all sample trials,
which may result in inaccurate estimates.
Suppose that we want to sample node b of the Bayesian belief network from Figure
5.2 with a Markov blanket sampling distribution. Further, suppose that the nodes
a and c from the Markov boundary of b have been assigned the values a = 0 and
c = 1 respectively. Then, the values of b are assigned probabilities

PS (b = 0ja = 0; c = 1) / b (b = 0ja = 0)  c (c = 1ja = 0; b = 0) = 0:6  0:3 = 0:18;
PS (b = 1ja = 0; c = 1) / b (b = 1ja = 0)  c (c = 1ja = 0; b = 1) = 0:4  0:4 = 0:16:
The normalization constant equals b = 0:18 + 0:16 = 0:34. So, we have
PS (b = 0ja = 0; c = 1) = 0:18=0:34 = 9=17;
PS (b = 1ja = 0; c = 1) = 0:16=0:34 = 8=17:
The sampling distributions mentioned so far are static during the execution of
a simulation algorithm, that is, they do not change. The heuristic importance
sampling distribution [55, 97] is dynamically changing during execution of the
simulation algorithm. The basic idea is that the sampling distribution is updated
depending on the sample trials generated: every time after k sample trials have
been generated, the joint probability distribution represented by the Bayesian belief
network is estimated, and a weighted sum of this estimated distribution and the
previously used sampling distribution is taken as the new sampling distribution.
We will not consider this sampling distribution in the sequel.

5.1.3

Sample Trial Generator
The second component of a simulation algorithm for Bayesian belief networks is
the sample trial generator. This generator assigns a value to each variable or set of
variables of a network according to a sampling distribution.
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In the simulation scheme known as equiprobable sampling a sample trial generator is used in which nodes are assigned a value in random order. For the generated
con guration xV of the set of all variables V the trial score is
Q u (u = xuju = x )
Pr
B (V = xV )
u
p = Pr (V = x ) = u2V Q r
:
S
V
u2V u
Since in this fraction the denominator is the same for all con gurations, it will
have no in uence on the normalization step at the end of a simulation algorithm.
Therefore, it can be omitted and we take the trial score

p=

Y

u2V

u (u = xu ju

= xu ):

When a sample trial generator is used in which all nodes are sampled according to a forward sampling distribution, we speak of logic sampling [55], evidence
weighting [37, 97], or likelihood weighting depending on the scoring method; in
this thesis, we use the latter phrase. Before a node u can be sampled, its parents
must have been assigned a value rst. To accomplish this, likelihood weighting is
performed by rst assigning values to the root nodes (if they are not all evidence
nodes), and then assigning values to nodes of which all parents have been assigned
a value, until all nodes have been assigned a value. So, the order in which the nodes
are assigned a value is a topological ordering.
For a con guration xV thus generated, we have that the trial score is
Q
Pr
B (V = xV ) Qu2V u (u = xu ju = xu )
= 1:
p = Pr (V = x ) =
S
V
u2V u (u = xu ju = xu )
If some evidence is entered into the network, a sample generator can be used in
which nodes are interchangeably sampled according to the forward and backward
sampling distributions. The order in which the nodes are sampled has to meet the
following two requirements:
1. a set of nodes can only be backward sampled if it is the parent set u of an
instantiated node u.
2. a node can only be forward sampled if all its parents are instantiated.
Any order that satis es these two requirements can be used to generate a sample
trial. Note that such an order not necessarily is a topological ordering on the nodes.
The in uence of the ordering on the convergence of the approximated probabilities
to the exact probabilities is still an open question; however, it has been suggested
[38] that it may be bene cial to backward sample evidence nodes with assessment
functions that have values close to zero since this would generate sample trials with
a larger trial score and hence result in more representative sample trials.
For a con guration xV thus generated, the trail score is computed as follows. Let
A be the set of nodes that have been backward sampled and let F be the set of
nodes to which forward sampling has been applied. Then, the trial score is
Q (u = x j = x )
Pr
u
B (V = xV ) Q
u2V u Q u u
p = Pr (V = x ) =
S
V
u2F u (u = xu ju = xu ) u2A u (u = xu ju = xu )= u
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By dividing out common terms, we nd,

p=

Y

u2V nFA

Pr(u = xuju = xu ) 

Y
u2A

u:

When a sample trial generator is used in which all nodes are assigned a value according to a Markov blanket sampling distribution, we speak of Gibbs sampling or
Pearl's scheme. For this scheme, an initial con guration is necessary, because the
Markov sampling distribution depends on such a con guration. The initial con guration is generated by using one of the other simulation methods. From this initial
con guration, a new con guration is generated by assigning a value to a single node
u with a probability given by the Markov blanket sampling distribution of u with the
con guration of the variables in the network. Then the score for u can be updated.
This process is applied to every node in V nE . The thus generated con guration is
the sample trial generated by Markov blanket sampling. For assigning values to the
nodes, there is no restriction on the order in which the nodes are dealt with. The
order may in uence the choice of the con guration though.
Pearl [80] showed that with a trial score p = 1 for each sample trial, sample
scores tend to converge to the actual probabilities. Like the forward and backward
sampling distributions, also this distribution results in good samples, as long as the
assessment functions do not contain values close to zero.

5.1.4

Scoring Methods
The third component of a simulation algorithm for Bayesian belief networks is the
scoring method. This scoring method is used to calculate the actual approximation
of probabilities by assigning a weight to each con guration generated. For each
variable u in the network and for every value in u , a counter is used for calculating
the sample scores. For every sample trial in a sample, some or all sample scores
are updated using the trial score of this sample. We describe two scoring methods,
simple scoring and Markov blanket scoring.
When the simple scoring method is used, the trial score p of a sample trial xV is
added to the sample score of each variable's value appearing in xV . Note that not
all scores are updated but only the scores of the values in xV . Consider once more
the Bayesian belief network shown in Figure 5.2. Consider the con guration a = 0,
b = 0, c = 1 with the trial score 0:072 obtained by equiprobable sampling. When
using the simple scoring method, the sample scores for a = 0, b = 0 and c = 1 are
increased by 0:072.
With Markov blanket scoring [80], the trial score p is weighted before it is added
to the sample score. Instead of adding p to the sample score of a value xu of node
u appearing in the sample trial xV , the value
p  PrS (u = xu jMu = xMu )
is added, where PrS is the Markov blanket sampling distribution. Consider once
more the Bayesian belief network shown in Figure 5.2 and consider the con guration
a = 0, b = 0, c = 1 with p = 0:072. For node b, we have PrS (b = 0ja = 0; c = 1) =
9=17 and PrS (b = 1ja = 0; c = 1) = 8=17. The sample score for b = 0 now is increased
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with 0:072  9=17 and the sample score for b = 1 is increased with 0:072  8=17. The
sample scores for a = 0, a = 1, c = 0, c = 1, and c = 2 are updated in a similar
fashion.
Note that for the equiprobable and likelihood weighting schemes, additional work
needs to be performed in computing the probabilities for the Markov blankets. When
used with Markov blanket sampling, however, these probabilities are already available, as they have been computed for generating the con guration.

5.2

A Strati ed Simulation Scheme
In this section, we will present a new sample trial generator. It is based on a popular
statistical technique known as strati cation [85] that aims at obtaining sample trials
that are evenly distributed over the sample space. The basic idea of strati cation is
to divide the sample space into so-called strata and then choose a xed number of
sample trials in each stratum. In this way, it is not possible that no sample trials are
taken from a large area of the sample space. As a result, the strati ed simulation
scheme tends to yield samples from which better approximations are derived.
First, we will describe how to apply strati cation to inference in Bayesian belief
networks in theory. Then, we show how strati cation can be implemented eciently.
To conclude, we consider some optimizations and variations of the strati ed scheme.

5.2.1

Strati cation for Bayesian Belief Networks
To apply strati cation to inference in Bayesian belief networks, we rst assign an
ordering on the con gurations of the variables in the network, and associate a unique
subinterval of [0::1] to each con guration. The unit interval is our sample space.
There is a large freedom in selecting strata. In our approach, we will split the
sample space [0::1] into m equally likely strata and choose one sample trial from
each stratum.
Let the variables in the set V be ordered v1 < : : : < vn, n  1. Let PrS be a
sampling distribution on V . The elements of the outcome space i of vi, i = 1; : : : ; n,
will be denoted by the integers 0; 1; : : : ; ri , 1, where ri is the number of values vi
may adopt. The con gurations of V are now taken to be ordered according to the
ordering on the integers taking the order of the variables in account, that is, xV < x0V
if there is an i 2 f1; : : : ; ng such that xvj = x0vj for j = 1; : : : ; i , 1 and xvi < x0vi
where xvk and x0vk conform to xV and x0V respectively. For ease of exposition, assume
that there are no variables observed, that is, E = ;. With each con guration xV of
V , we associate an interval I (xV ) de ned by,
I (xV ) = [lo(xV ); hi(xV ));
where
X
lo(xV ) =
PrS (V = x0V );
and
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x0V <xV

hi(xV ) =

X

x0V xV

PrS (V = x0V ):

Con guration Probability Accumulated probability Associated interval
000
0.072
0.072
[0.000,0.072)
001
0.072
0.144
[0.072,0.144)
002
0.096
0.240
[0.144,0.240)
010
0.048
0.288
[0.240,0.288)
011
0.048
0.336
[0.288,0.336)
012
0.064
0.400
[0.336,0.400)
100
0.072
0.472
[0.400,0.472)
101
0.096
0.568
[0.472,0.568)
102
0.072
0.640
[0.568,0.640)
110
0.108
0.748
[0.640,0.748)
111
0.144
0.892
[0.748,0.892)
112
0.108
1.000
[0.892,1.000)
Table 5.1: Ordered con gurations, associated probabilities and intervals.
So, the lower bound of an interval I (xV ) is the probability that V takes a con guration smaller than xV and the size of the interval I (xV ) equals the probability of selecting xV according to PrS . In this way, the unit interval [0::1] is divided into subintervals such that for every number f 2 [0::1] there is a unique con guration xV of V
such that f 2 I (xV ). Consider once more the Bayesian belief network from Figure
5.2, where V = fa; b; cg. Suppose that the variables are ordered a < b < c. Let PrS
be the joint probability distribution on V de ned by the network. For the con guration a = 0, b = 1, c = 0, that is, the con guration V = 010, we have that the interval
I (010) equals [0:24; 0:288), since lo(010) = Pr(V = 000) + Pr(V = 001) + Pr(V =
002) = 0:24 and hi(010) = lo(010) + Pr(V = xV ) = 0:24 + 0:4  0:4  0:3 = 0:288.
Table 5.1 lists the intervals for the various con gurations of V .
The strati ed simulation scheme now uses the intervals I (xV ) of the con gurations
xV of V to select sample trials. Basically, it chooses a number f randomly from the
unit interval and then yields the con guration xV of V such that f 2 I (xV ). In our
example, suppose that the number f = 0:246 is chosen. Since f is in the interval
I (xV ) = [0:24; 0:288) of the con guration xV = 010, the sample trial a = 0, b = 1,
c = 0 is yielded.
The concept of intervals associated to con gurations of V can be generalized to
intervals associated to pre xes of con gurations of V . We de ne the pre x of k bits
of con guration xV , 1  k  n, denoted as prefk (xV ), by xv1 : : : xvk . For example,
pref3 (0111) = 011 and pref1(0111) = 0. Then, the intervals generalized to pre xes
Ik (xV ) associated with con guration xV is de ned for 1  k  n by
Ik (xV ) = [lok (xV ); hik(xV ));
where
X
lok (xV ) =
PrS (V = x0V );
and
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prefk (x0V )<prefk (xV )

hik (xV ) =

X

prefk (x0V )prefk (xV )

PrS (V = x0V );

a

b

c
112

11.
1..
10.
01.
0..
00.

1.000
0.892

111
110
102
101
100
012
011
010
002
001
000

0.748
0.640
0.568
0.472
0.400
0.336
0.288
0.240
0.144
0.072
0.000

Figure 5.3: Intervals of pre xes.
and for k = 0,

Ik (xV ) = [0; 1):
So, the lower bound of an interval Ik (xV ) is the probability that the variables v1 : : : vk
take a con guration smaller than prefk (xV ) and the size of the interval Ik (xV ) equals
the probability of selecting v1 : : :vk conform to xV according to PrS . Note that for
k = n we have Ik (xV ) = I (xV ). Also note that Ik (xV )  Ik,1(xV ) for all k = 1; : : : ; n.
Consider once more the Bayesian belief network of Figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 shows the
various intervals of all possible con gurations. For example, I2(01:), where for the
: in 01: any value of c may be substituted, starts at 0:24 since PrS (pref2(xV ) <
01) = PrS (V = 000) + PrS (V = 001) + PrS (V = 002) = 0:24 and ends at 0:4 since
PrS (pref2(xV ) = 01) = PrS (V = 010) + PrS (V = 011) + PrS (V = 012) = 0:16.

5.2.2

An Algorithm for the Strati ed Simulation Scheme
Based on the concept of strati cation outlined above, we now formulate a simulation
scheme. The basic idea is as follows. We divide the unit interval [0::1] into m equal
disjoint parts called strata, where m is the number of required sample trials. For
each stratum we generate one random number f . These m random numbers are
chosen in the unit interval and these numbers are considered in ascending order.
Now suppose that the numbers f1 = 0:246, f2 = 0:399, and f3 = 0:6789 have been
generated. The sample trial corresponding to the rst number is xV;1 = 010, to the
second xV;2 = 012, and to the third xV;3 = 110. Observe that for the samples xV;1 and
xV;2 only the least signi cant number has changed. In general, when the random
numbers are considered in ascending order, then only the k least signi cant bits
change and the n , k most signi cant bits do not. This property can be exploited
to get an ecient simulation scheme by dynamically changing values of these least
signi cant variables. When we are looking for an interval that contains f and the
previous sample trial is con guration xV;i,1, we rst check if f is in In(xV;i,1). If it
is not, we check if it is in In,1(xV;i,1) and so forth, until we nd a k such that f
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l0

0; h0

1

for i 1 to n do
li 0
if vi 2 E then
xvi ei
hi hi,1

else

xvi 0
hi hi,1  PrS (vi = 0jVi = xVi )

Figure 5.4: Initialization of the strati ed scheme.
is in Ik (xV;i,1) = [lok (xV;i,1); hik (xV;i,1)). Now observe that for all j , loj (xV;i,1) is
smaller than f . So, only hij (xV;i,1) need to be considered; looking for k such that
hik (xV;i,1) > f and hik+1 < f is sucient. Since hik (xV;i,1) is a descending function
of k, this procedure can be performed with binary search.
In Figure 5.4 pseudo-code for the initialization method for the strati ed scheme
is shown and in Figure 5.5 pseudo-code for generating the ith sample trial is shown.
The values of the variables in a sample trial in the making are stored in the array
xV ; we keep track of the various pre x intervals of the con guration stored in xV in
the arrays l and h for respectively the lower and upper bounds.
During initialization, the lowest ordered con guration and the associated intervals
are determined. So, a con guration x0V is generated in which each variable is assigned
a value 0 except when there is evidence for the variable. Evidence variables are
assigned their observed values. Note that evidence nodes do not contribute to the
interval. Since we consider the lowest ordered con guration, the lower bounds of
all pre x intervals associated with x0V are 0,Pthat is, loj (x0V ) = 0, j = 0; : : : ; n. The
upper bound hij (x0V ) equals by de nition prefj (x0V )prefj (x0V ) PrS (V = x0V ) which
for the initial con guration x0V reduces to PrS (v1 = x01; : : :; vj = x0j ) where vj is
the j th variable according to the ordering on V . By the de nition of conditional
probability, we have PrS (v1 = x01; : : :; vj = x0j ) = PrS (vj = x0j jv1 = x01; : : : ; vj,1 =
x0j,1)  PrS (v1 = x01; : : :; vj,1 = x0j,1). And, since PrS (v1 = x01; : : :; vj,1 = x0j,1)
equals hij,1(x0V ), and we write Vj for Vj = fvij1  i < j g, we can calculate hij (x0V )
by PrS (vj = x0j jVj = x0Vj )  hij,1(x0V ).
Figure 5.5 shows pseudo-code for generating the ith sample trial. Basically, a
random number f is generated, and the rst variable vj in the ordering is identi ed
that needs to be assigned a new value. Then, one by one each variable vj ; : : : ; vn is
assigned a value and its associated intervals are determined.
First, a number f from the ith stratum [(i , 1)=m; i=m) is selected randomly.
Using binary search, the rst variable vj for which hj < f and hj,1 > f is identi ed.
This is the rst variable that need to be assigned a new value. All lower ordered
variables remain assigned the same value as in the i , 1th con guration as we argued
above. For the variables vj up to vn a new value will be calculated in ascending
order. To assign a value to vj , the con guration xV and its associated interval
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(random[0 : 1) + i , 1)=m
Binsearch (f; h)
while j <= n do
if v 2 E then
lj lj,1
hj hj,1

f
j

else

k 0
lj lj,1
hj lj + (hj,1 , lj,1)  PrS (vj = kjVj = xVj )
while f > hj do
k k+1
lj hj
hj lj + (hj,1 , lj,1)  PrS (vj = kjVj = xVj )
xvj k
j j+1
return(xV )
Figure 5.5: The sample trial generator of the strati ed simulation scheme.

Ij (xV ) = [loj (xV ); hij (xV )) needs to be determined that includes f . To this aim, we
step through the state space of vj by taking the values in ascending order until we
nd a value of vj such that loj (xV )  f < hij (xV ).
The lower and upper bounds of the various pre x intervals to be considered for
vj are calculated from the bounds for vj,1 as follows. If vj is an evidence node,
then the boundaries are the same as for vj,1. If vj is not an evidence node, then
loj (xV ) and hij (xV ) are bounded by the boundaries of vj,1. From the de nition of
intervals over pre xes and the de nition of conditional probability it follows that
when vj = 0 in xV then loj (xV ) = loj,1(xV ) and hij (xV ) = loj (xV ) + (hij,1(xV ) ,
loj,1 (xV ))  PrS (vj = 0jVj = xVj ). Further, when x0V is the same con guration as xV
where the value of vj is incremented by one, we have that loj (x0V ) = hij (xV ) and
hij (x0V ) = loj (x0V ) + (hij,1(xV ) , loj,1 (xV ))  PrS (vj = kjVj = xVj ). So, the bounds
of the intervals can be eciently calculated.
The strati ed simulation scheme is a sample trial generator. There are several
ways of de ning the sampling distribution PrS . When PrS is chosen such that all
variables are independent and PrS (vj = xj ) = 1=rj , where rj is the number of values
vj can take, all con gurations are equiprobable and this scheme will be referred to
as the strati ed equiprobable scheme. In this case, PrS (vj = xj jVj = xVj ) = 1=rj
for all xj 2 j and xVj 2 Vj . For PrS it is also possible to take the distribution
represented by the Bayesian belief network. In this case when the ordering on the
variables is a topological ordering PrS (vj = xj jVj = xVj ) = j (vj = xj jvj = xvj ) for
all xj 2 j and xVj 2 Vj . This scheme will be referred to as the strati ed likelihood
scheme. The trial scores for the strati ed equiprobable scheme and the strati ed
likelihood scheme are the same as for the equiprobable scheme and the likelihood
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Figure 5.6: Data structures for storing assessment functions.
scheme respectively.

5.2.3

Optimizations of the Simulation Scheme
In this section, we brie y point out some optimizations of the strati ed simulation
scheme.
It is desirable to generate many representative sample trials in a small amount of
time to get a good approximation. Since in generating sample trials the assessment
functions of the Bayesian belief network at hand are used, it is important to carefully
design the data-structure for storing these assessment functions. Recall that the
assessment functions may be looked upon as tables of conditional probabilities.
Such a table can be stored in an array. For example, in CABeN [25], a collection of
algorithms for belief networks, probability tables are stored this way. The basic idea
of array-storage is illustrated in Figure 5.6: in the depicted array, the probabilities
for the variable c from the example of Figure 5.2 are stored. A disadvantage of
storing an assessment function in an array is that for nding a speci c probability,
an index needs to be calculated. In general, the calculation of such an index is
computationally expensive. For the example of Figure 5.6, the probability that c
takes value xc given that a and b take value xa and xb respectively is stored at index
xc + rc  xb + rc  rb  xa.
A search tree o ers an alternative data structure for storing assessment functions.
The search tree storing the assessment function for a node u is a tree in which the
leafs contain the values of the function u , the internal nodes are associated with
variables in the parent set of u, and branches outgoing from a node associated with
a variable v are labeled with the values that v may take. The basic idea of storing an
assessment function in a search tree is shown in Figure 5.6 where the search tree for
the assessment function of the variable c from the example of Figure 5.2 is depicted.
To determine the value of an assessment function for a given con guration xu of
u , the tree is searched by starting at the root. On every node associated with a
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variable v the branch labeled with the value xv conform to xu is taken to arrive at a
new node or a leaf. This process is repeated until a leaf is reached. So, for nding a
speci c probability, a pointer may be passed through the tree and no multiplications
need to be performed.
The search tree o ers another advantage when the following technique is used.
When evidence is observed, outgoing arcs of the observed nodes can be removed
and the assessment functions updated to arrive at a new Bayesian belief network
that represents the conditional joint probability distribution given the observed
evidence [39]. One of the motivations of applying the technique is that if variable u
is observed to be xu then inference algorithms will not use probabilities of children
of u conditioned on con gurations not involving xu. Since these probabilities will
not be accessed anymore, they can be removed from the search tree representing the
assessment function. When a search tree is used for storing the assessment function,
the tree is pruned by replacing a node associated with an observed variable by the
subtree attached to the branch labeled with its observed value. Consider once more
Figure 5.6. When b has been observed to have the value 0, the search tree for the
assessment function of node c can be pruned arriving at the tree depicted in the lower
part of Figure 5.6. Pruning a search tree is an almost trivial operation. Pruning an
array on the other hand would require considerable computational e ort.

a

b

11

1.

1.

10

01

0.

b

00

a
11
10
01

0.
00

Figure 5.7: In uence of order on intervals.
Not only the choice of the data structure for storing the assessment functions is
important for optimal computational performance. Recall that the strati ed likelihood scheme builds on a topological ordering on the variables. In general, a directed
acyclic graph allows several topological orderings of its variables. To fully exploit the
reduction in time achieved by the strati ed schemes compared to ordinary schemes,
variables with high probabilities in their assessment functions should occur foremost in the ordering; in that case large intervals will occur for small pre xes and
therefore the lower ordered variables won't need a change of value too often. Figure 5.7 illustrates the intervals for two independent binary variables a and b with
probabilities 0:5 and 0:9 of being 0 respectively. When a is ordered rst, we have
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I(.)

Figure 5.8: Skipping steps for large intervals.
the intervals shown on the left-hand side of Figure 5.7 and when b is ordered rst,
we have the intervals shown on the right-hand side. When three sample trials are
required and the values 0:3, 0:55 and 0:8 have been selected, we see that when a
is ordered rst, four value assignments take place and when b is ordered rst, only
three value assignments take place.
So, when choosing a topological ordering of the variables, the assessment functions
should be taken in consideration. An example of a criterion for choosing between
various orderings isP
to select the ordering in which the nodes are ordered rst with
a maximal value of uu 2 uu Pr(u = xuju = xu )4=ruu which assigns extra weight
to probabilities close to one, whereas small probabilities do not contribute much to
the sum.
So far, we assumed that a random number in each stratum was chosen. However,
also the median of the stratum can be taken. Then, for the ith sample trial, i =
1; : : : ; m, the value of fi is taken to be
fi = i ,m0:5
instead. At least for the lower ordered nodes, no large changes in approximations
are expected because the values assigned to these nodes will be the same as when
random values are selected. In fact, these estimates will tend to become slightly
better because fewer errors due to random uctuations are introduced. For variables
high in the ordering, selecting the median of a stratum has the same e ect as choosing
a random number in the stratum.
In case the values of fi are taken to be the median of a stratum, we know on
fore-hand which values fi will be visited. Now observe that for a con guration xV
that has a large interval I (xV ), the generated sample trials may not change for many
successive numbers; this idea is illustrated in Figure 5.8. Yet, every time that a new
sample trial is generated for a new number, a binary search is performed. This work
can be saved, by simply passing over the calculations for the numbers for which on
fore-hand it is known that they result in the same sample trial. These numbers can
be identi ed from the boundaries of the interval is stored in hn and ln. Note that
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Initialize
i 1
while i  m do
xV nE generate con guration i
p PrB (V nE = xV nE ; E = xE )=PrS (V nE = xV nE ; E = xE )
 = hnm,fi + 1
update scores   p
i i+
Normalize scores
Figure 5.9: Simulation framework for the modi ed scheme.


5.8

5.3



 = hi(xVm) , fi + 1
numbers can be passed over, where b:c denotes the integer part. In the general
framework shown in Figure 5.1, we increment the counter i of the sequence fi with
 instead of one. In this way, we save the work of generating the same con guration
over and over again for di erent successive values of fi. Observe that in the basic
scheme, the con guration is scored  times, and in the new scheme the con guration
is scored only once. So, the trial score p has to be adapted to compensate for
skipping con gurations in the modi ed scheme. This is achieved by multiplying
p by . We refer to the new scheme in which values of fi are passed over as the
modi ed strati cation scheme in contrast to the standard strati ed scheme. Figure
5.9 shows the modi ed strati cation scheme in pseudo-code.
Care must taken when networks with many variables are used; the values of
lok (xV ) and hik (xV ) may erroneously be calculated as equal due to numerical round
o errors. Therefore, the representation size used for lok (xV ) and hik (xV ) need to
be taken large enough.

Performance Analysis
Usually, the likelihood weighting scheme is the simulation scheme that gives the best
performance when both computation time and error properties are considered. In
this section we compare the computational complexity of the strati ed simulation
schemes with the likelihood weighting simulation scheme. In Section 5.3.1 we compare the standard strati ed scheme with the likelihood weighting scheme, and in
Section 5.3.2 we compare the standard strati ed scheme with the modi ed strati ed
scheme.

5.3.1

Performance of the Strati ed Scheme
The basic idea of using the concept of strati cation as described in Section 5.2 is that
in generating a new sample trial, the strati ed scheme saves the work of determining
values for several variables by using the values from the previous sample trial. To
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determine which variables require a new value, a binary search is performed which
costs at most log n comparisons where n is the number of variables considered.
Based on these ideas, we can determine the computational savings of the strati ed
likelihood scheme compared to the likelihood weighting scheme.
5.1

Theorem Let V be a set of n binary variables. Let PrS be a sampling distribution

over V and let m be the number of trials of the sample to be generated. Let x
and y be the number of value assignments in generating the sample with PrS by
the likelihood weighting and the strati ed likelihood weighting simulation scheme,
respectively. Let be the relative cost of a comparison with respect to a value
assignment. Then,
x , y > m  (blog mc ,  log n):

Proof: We begin by determining the number x of value assignments performed
by the likelihood weighting scheme. In this scheme, in each sample trial that is
generated all variables are considered and assigned a value. So, x = m  n  value

assignments are performed.
Now, consider the number y of value assignments performed by the strati ed
likelihood weighting scheme. We observe that the most signi cant variable gets
assigned a value at most twice, the second most signi cant non-evidence variable
at most four times, etcetera. The blog mcth variable gets assigned a value at most
2blog mc times. We observe that every variable gets assigned a value at most m times.
Therefore, the ith variable, i > blog mc, gets assigned a value at most m times. So,
at most
blog
mc
X
i
2 + (n , blog mc)  m
i=1

variable assignments are performed. Note that the amount of work involved in
assigning a value to a variable is the same as for the likelihood weighting scheme.
In the strati ed likelihood weighting scheme in addition at most m times a binary
search is performed each taking a computational e ort ofP  log n. The binary
searches take a computational e ort of  m  log n. Using xk=0 2k = 2x+1 , 1, we
nd that
y < 2blog mc+1 , 1 + (n , blog mc)  m +  m  log n:
So, for the di erence x , y we have

x , y > ,2blog mc+1 + 1 + blog mc  m ,  m  log n:
Using ,2blog mc+1  ,2log m+1 = ,m , 1, it follows that,

x , y > blog mc  m ,  m  log n;
which proves the theorem.
From the theorem, we have that the likelihood weighting scheme has a worst-case
computational complexity of O(n  m) and the strati ed likelihood weighting scheme
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has a computational complexity of O((n , log mn )  m). From these observations, we
conclude that if the number of sample trials m is larger than the number of variables
n, which is almost always the case, the strati ed likelihood weighting scheme is
more ecient than the likelihood weighting scheme. Similar observations apply if
we compare the equiprobable simulation scheme with the strati ed equiprobable
scheme.
In general, probability estimates become more accurate as the number of sample
trials increases. Dagum and Horvitz [28] showed that for the likelihood weighting
scheme, to output a probability of a value of a variable u being xu Pr(u = xu jE = xE )
with probability higher than 1 ,  has relative error smaller than , at least
a  log(4=)=(2Pr(u = xujE = xE ))
sample trials are required where a is the maximum value of the sampling distribution.
Consider once more the example of Figure 5.3. For m > 5 sample trials, always
b0:4  mc trails with a = 0 and b0:6  mc trails with a = 1 will be generated. This leaves
at most one variable to be assigned a value and the estimate of the probabilities will
be very accurate for a. So, the algorithm produces better samples, a point stressed
in [17] to be very important. Especially for variables that are low in the ordering
good sample trials are produced. We feel that the bound of Dagum and Horvitz
may be taken as an upper bound to the number of sample trials to be generated.

5.3.2

5.9

5.10

Standard Strati ed Scheme versus Modi ed Strati ed Scheme
In this section, we give an impression of the amount of work that needs to be
performed for the modi ed strati ed scheme compared to the standard strati ed
scheme. So, we are interested in nding the con gurations for which the associated
intervals are larger than the size of the strata used since for these con gurations the
modi ed strati cation scheme will take less computational time than the standard
strati ed scheme. We will consider the case that all variables in the Bayesian belief
network are binary, independent, and identically distributed.
Let V be a set of n binary variables and let the sampling distribution
PrS be a
Q
joint probability distribution on V such that PrS (V = xV ) = u2V PrS (u = xu )
with for all u 2 V , PrS (u = 1) = p, p  0:5. Now, let s and r be the number of
con gurations generated by the standard strati ed scheme and modi ed strati ed
scheme, respectively, with sampling distribution PrS and stratum size 1=s. Then
we nd that
X  n 
k
n,k
s,r >
k bs  p  (1 , p) , 1c;
where

0kklimit

2 + log s + n log(1 , p)
klimit = , loglog(1
, p) , log(p) :

Figure 5.10 shows logbr=sc as a function of s for n = 30 and di erent values of p.
Two interesting irregularities can be observed in this gure. The sudden jumps are
due to the integer part function b:c and the increasing segments are due to the fact
that for very small decrements of the stratum size no extra saving occurs because
no new con gurations are attained.
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Figure 5.10: logbr=sc as a function of s for n = 30 and p = 0:2 (upper curve), 0:1
(intermediate) and 0:01 (lower curve).

5.11

When the stratum size 1=s is less or equal than the minimum of the probabilities
of all con gurations, that is, less than or equal to pn , we have, klimit = n and the
total saving is
n  ,
X
n s  pk  (1 , p)n,k , 1 = s , 2n;
k
Pn

,n

k=0
2n : So,

using k=0 k =
after all 2n con gurations have been generated there
is no increment in simulation time of the modi ed strati ed scheme. Note that
when s > 2n there is no reason for simulating because the exact evaluation of the
probabilities of all con gurations can be done in the same computation time.
We can also compute the savings in terms of the number of operations. Let x
and y be the number of value assignments performed by the likelihood weighting
and the strati ed likelihood weighting simulation scheme, respectively. Let be the
relative cost of a multiplication with respect to a comparison. Then,

x , y = ((s , r) log n + r  ) :
Asymptotically, the in uence of the second term r  vanishes. The expression
shows that the saving increases dramatically with log n and 1 , p. This suggests
that the modi ed strati ed simulation scheme may be an important improvement
over the standard strati cation scheme for small values of p under the conditions
outlined before under the conditions outlined before.
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5.4

Experimental Results
We have performed some experiments to compare the strati ed simulation and the
modi ed simulation scheme with likelihood weighting and Pearl's scheme. The
aim of these experiments is to get insight in the relative gain in computational
performance and approximation accuracy of the strati ed schemes compared to the
other schemes. Further, we want to get an impression of the in uence of the proposed
optimizations on the computational performance and approximation accuracy.
In our various experiments, we have used ten randomly generated network structures with twenty- ve and ten structures with fty binary variables. The network
structures were generated departing from an arcless graph and an ordering on the
variables. First, two nodes u and v are selected randomly, and an arc is added between these nodes: the arc v ! u is added if u > v and u ! v otherwise. Then, for
each successive arc two nodes are chosen: one node that already has one or more
incident arcs, and one that has no incident arc yet. An arc is added between these
nodes in the direction that satis es the ordering. The process is repeated until all
nodes have at least one incident arc. Because all arcs are directed from a lower
ordered node to a higher ordered node, the resulting graph is guaranteed to be a
directed acyclic graph. In fact, this method results in a graph that is a poly-tree.
The method generates networks with a bias towards networks with some nodes having a high number of arcs connected as opposed to networks with long strings of
nodes. The reason for this bias is that there are more directed acyclic graphs of the
former topology in the class over all poly-trees over the speci ed number of nodes.
Realistic networks seem to have the same kind of bias.
For the networks structures thus generated, assessment functions were generated
using a random number generator. Since the performance of the strati ed schemes
depend on the sizes of the intervals, and thus on assessment functions, we considered
two distributions for generating the assessment functions. In the rst experiment,
the random numbers were selected from the unit interval and in the second experiment the number was uniformly selected from [0::0:1] [ [0:9::1]. Each experiment
was performed by generating 100 up to 1000 con gurations, increasing by 100 in
each test and 1000 up to 10000 con gurations increasing by 1000 in each test. From
each experiment, we have determined the time to execute one of the simulation algorithms and the error in the estimates returned by the algorithm. For measuring
the error, we have used the average logarithmic distance of the estimates and the
exact probabilities
Pr(u = xu)
1 X X
Pr
(u = xu )  log
^ (u = x )
jV j u2V xu2 u
Pr
u
where Pr(u = xu) is the exact probability that the variable u takes value xu and
^ (u = x ) is probability estimate yielded by simulation. The exact probabilities
Pr
u
were calculated using the inference algorithm of Shachter [95]. We have not incorporated evidence in our experiments because evidence only in uences the sampling
distribution, and not the sample generation. All experiments are performed on a
HP-9000 series 700 using a program written in C.
To get an impression of the performance of the strati cation technique, we applied the equiprobable scheme, the likelihood weighting scheme, Pearl's scheme, the
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Figure 5.11: Results for di erent simulation schemes with simple scoring.
strati ed equiprobable scheme and the strati ed likelihood scheme to the Bayesian
belief networks with fty nodes with simple scoring and with Markov blanket scoring. The ordering of the variables was the same as the order used to generate the
networks; the assessment functions were not considered for the ordering. To get
an impression of the optimizations, we applied then the strati ed likelihood scheme
where we have sorted the variables and have taken the median of a stratum. To
determine when and how well the modi ed strati ed likelihood scheme performs,
this scheme was applied to the Bayesian belief networks with twenty ve and fty
nodes with assessment functions generated in both ways described above.
The resulting computation times and errors averaged over the Bayesian belief
networks are shown in diagrams in which the average computational time is depicted
on the x-axis and the average error in the estimates on the y-axis. The closer the
data-points are to the left lower corner of the graph, the better the performance of
the scheme.
Figure 5.11 shows the results for the equiprobable scheme (equip), the likelihood
weighting scheme (likelihood), Pearl's scheme (pearl), and the strati ed schemes for
both the equiprobable (strat.s) and likelihood weighting (strat.l) variant. From this
gure, it is seen that both the equiprobable scheme and the strati ed equiprobable
scheme result in very poor approximations. The reason is that most of the sample
trials that are generated with these schemes are non-speci c for the distribution
and many sample trials are required to arrive at a good performance. Though
strati cation results in a shorter run-time, it does not in uence this behavior very
much. The gure suggests that with the strati ed scheme the error is even larger
than with standard equiprobable sampling.
The likelihood weighting scheme performed considerably better both in computation time and error than Pearl's scheme and the equiprobable schemes, as has
been reported before [25, 97]. The reason that Pearl's scheme is computationally
outperformed by the likelihood scheme is that the latter scheme spends less e ort in
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Figure 5.12: Results for di erent simulation schemes with Markov blanket scoring.
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Figure 5.13: Results for various optimizations of the strati ed likelihood weighting
scheme.
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Figure 5.14: Results for the best strati ed likelihood weighting scheme with and
without Markov blanket scoring.
generating a sample trial. The strati ed likelihood weighting scheme has a slightly
shorter run-time and a smaller error than the likelihood weighting scheme as expected from the analysis in Section 5.3.1.
Figure 5.12 shows the results for the same schemes as in Figure 5.11, this time
using Markov blanket scoring. We note that compared to Figure 5.11, all datapoints have shifted in the direction of the corner right under except for the points of
Pearl's scheme, meaning that the estimates become better at the cost of additional
computational e ort. This could be expected since Markov blanket scoring results
in much additional work for all but Pearl's scheme as pointed out in Section 5.1.2.
Further, since Markov blanket scoring contributes to every sample score for every
sample trial, and not only to those scores for which the values occur in the sample
trial, we get a smaller approximation error.
Figure 5.13 shows the e ects of incorporating the various optimizations discussed
in Section 5.2.3 into the strati ed likelihood weighting algorithm (strat.l). We have
added sorting the variables to the standard scheme (strat.l+s) and we have modi ed
the standard scheme by taking median of a stratum (strat.l-r+s). The gure suggests
that sorting the variables tends to improve the performance of the simulation scheme
but only marginally. This could be expected since sorting with the extra criterion
in uences the order only marginally. The e ect of using the median of a stratum
instead of a random value is equally marginal. These results were to be expected as
the optimizations represent only minor adjustments of the algorithm.
Figure 5.14 shows the results for the best strati ed algorithm (that is, with sorting
and taking the median of a stratum), with (strat.l-r+s+m) and without (strat.lr+s) Markov blanket scoring. The gure suggests that the use of Markov blanket
scoring tends to improve the probability estimates yet takes extra time because of
the additional computational e ort that is required. These e ects cancel each other
out, that is, if the extra computation time necessary for Markov blanket scoring is
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Figure 5.15: Results for the standard and modi ed strati ed scheme.
used for generating extra sample trials with simple scoring, the same error in the
estimates can be expected. Therefore, Markov blanket scoring does not seem to help
but it also does no harm.
Figure 5.15 shows the results for the standard strati ed scheme and the modi ed
strati cation scheme. From the gure, it is seen that the resulting error is the same
for both schemes. Also, there is hardly any di erence in execution time between
the two schemes. Note that we would expect a small improvement of the modi ed
strati ed scheme over the standard one. The number of generated sample trials for
the standard scheme is almost the same as the number of generated sample trials
for the modi ed scheme. As a result, the computational saving obtained by the
modi ed strati cation scheme is compensated by the computational e ort spent on
calculating the number of sample trials to pass over.
Figure 5.16 shows the results for both the standard strati ed scheme (hstandard)
and the modi ed strati ed scheme (hmodi ed) for the Bayesian belief networks
where the probabilities of the assessment functions have been selected uniformly
from the interval [0::0; 1] [ [0:9::1]. We observe that even for large numbers of sample
trials, only a small computational saving is obtained. So, the number of con gurations in which skipping occurs is still very small. Note that both the error and the
execution times shown in Figure 5.16 are considerably smaller than the error and
execution times shown in Figure 5.15. The reason is that intervals for pre xes of
con gurations are larger for extreme probabilities. Therefore, fewer transitions of
the lower ordered variables occur.
The resulting errors and computation times for Bayesian belief networks with
twenty- ve nodes are depicted in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 for assessment functions chosen uniformly from [0::1] and [0::0:1] [ [0:9::1] respectively. In both gures,
the modi ed strati ed scheme performs better than the standard strati ed scheme.
So, the modi ed strati ed scheme can take advantage of the larger size of intervals
compared to the fty node networks. Especially for networks with extreme proba156
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Figure 5.16: Results for the standard and modi ed strati ed scheme for assessment
functions uniformly drawn from [0::0:1] [ [0:9::1].
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Figure 5.17: Results for the standard and modi ed strati ed scheme.
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Figure 5.18: Results for the standard and modi ed strati ed scheme for assessment
functions uniformly drawn from [0::0:1] [ [0:9::1] for 25 nodes.
bilities, this e ect is apparent; the saving in computation time is more than 30% for
large sample sizes in Figure 5.18.
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Conclusions and Further Research
In this chapter, we summarize our main contributions to the various parts of the lifecycle of a Bayesian belief network and point out some directions for further research.
Following the division of the thesis, this chapter is divided into three sections. In
Section 6.1, we consider the theory developed on conditional independence and
dependence. In Section 6.2, we discuss learning Bayesian belief networks, which
a ects both network structure construction and assessment function estimation.
In Section 6.3, we review probabilistic inference in Bayesian belief networks with
strati ed simulation.

6.1

Conditional Dependence
Conditional independence is one of the key concepts in knowledge-based systems. Without making assumptions about conditional independence, reasoning in a
knowledge-based system would become intractable. Conditional dependence is the
counterpart of conditional independence that has not been studied until now. In
this thesis, we have presented a theory on conditional dependence that exactly mirrors the theory on conditional independence; dependency statements, dependency
models, and dependency bases are for conditional dependence what independency
statements, independency models and input lists are for conditional independence.
We have given an axiomatic characterization of conditional dependence by de ning dependency axioms. These axioms contain both dependency statements and
independency statements.
We have de ned graphical criteria, called coupling, for reading dependency statements from undirected graphs and directed acyclic graphs, where we assume that
the graph is a minimal I-map of some independency model and all dependency
statements read from the graph are in the complementary dependency model. Unfortunately, it is not possible to read all existing dependency statements from a
graph. So, for some statements it cannot be deduced from the structure of the
graph whether it is an independency or a dependency statement. These statements
are interesting for inference tasks, such as planning and explanation since, if conditional independence holds, these tasks may be performed more eciently. It may
be interesting to design algorithms that use independencies like these.
Since algorithms that work on network structures and do not need consultation
of the represented distribution tend to be more ecient in solving problems than
algorithms that do need the represented distribution, it is desirable to have an
ecient graphical representation of all independency statements and dependency
statements. Thus far, graphical representations are either not capable of capturing
all independencies or are not ecient in memory and thus not ecient for algorithms that perform on them [9, 42]. Therefore, it may be useful to put research
e ort in developing memory ecient graphical formalisms that do represent as many
independencies as possible.
A graphical representation that has gained much popularity in the eld of statis-
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tics is the chain graph [71, 119, 120]. A chain graph is a graph with both edges and
arcs. A graphical criterion has been de ned for reading independency statements
from chain-graphs. An open question is whether a chain graph can be constructed
from an independency model similar to the construction of undirected graphs and
directed acyclic graphs. Further, it would be nice to have a characterization of the
represented independency model as the closure of some input list, subjects that are
addressed in [11]. Similar to undirected graphs and directed acyclic graphs, a dependency base and a coupling criterion for reading dependency statements from chain
graphs might be de ned. Since chain-graphs are a generalization of both undirected
graphs and directed acyclic graphs, we expect that such a graphical criterion would
generalize both coupling for undirected graphs and directed acyclic graphs.
When constructing a network structure of a Bayesian belief network, conditional
independence information may be extracted from a domain expert. The conditional
dependencies that can be read from the structure can be used to confront an expert
with the consequences of his judgements about conditional independence. Care
must be taken in selecting informative dependency statements. Methods for selecting
dependency statements for evaluation of network structures are a subject for further
research.

6.2

Learning
Learning Bayesian belief networks from data consists of three components: a quality
measure to judge the quality of a network structure with respect to the database,
a search algorithm to select reasonable candidate network structures, and a method
of learning assessment functions. We address these subjects separately.

6.2.1

Quality Measures
We have discussed three major measures to judge the quality of a network structure
and a database of cases: the Bayesian measure [24], information criteria, and a
minimum description length (MDL) measure. The MDL measure can be considered
to be a special case of an information criterion. We have shown that the MDL
measure can be regarded as an approximation of the logarithm of the Bayesian
measure in many cases. As a consequence, the MDL measure inherits all desirable
properties of the Bayesian measure. However, we have shown that the Bayesian
measure does not have the property of score equivalence, that is, it does not assign
the same quality to all network structures that represent the same independency
model. We have shown that both information criteria and the MDL measure do
have this property, which may be exploited by search algorithms and in deriving
theoretical results.
We have investigated both in nite-size database properties and nite-size database
properties of the various quality measures under the assumption that there is no
prior information. We have proved several optimality properties for in nite-size
databases. Since these properties justify the use of the quality measures discussed
for recovering causality as de ned by Glymour and Spirtes [104], these results unify
the results of learning of network structures based on quality measures and those
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of learning based on independency statements. In conclusion, all quality measures
show the same desirable behavior for in nitely large databases.
However, the behavior of the measures di er for nite-size databases. We have
derived an upper bound on the size of the largest parent set in a network structure
with the highest quality for the various quality measures. We have shown that
network structures learned with the Bayesian measure tend to contain far more arcs
than those learned with the other two measures. This is due to information criteria
and the MDL measure assigning a cost to each probability that has to be estimated
to de ne the assessment functions in a Bayesian belief network with the network
structure at hand. The Bayesian measure assigns costs only to probabilities over
those con gurations that appear in the database. Note that the behavior of the
Bayesian measure can be altered by de ning a proper prior distribution.
One of the main problems in learning Bayesian belief networks is that the number
of parameters to be learned for de ning a variable's assessment function, grows
exponentially with the number of parents of the variable. The same problem arises
when specifying these probabilities with the help of experts. To circumvent this
problem, the noisy-or model was introduced [81], which requires only a linear number
of parameters to de ne an assessment function. The noisy-or model has an intuitive
interpretation and shows that in many cases the full model is too expressive at
the cost of the necessity to specify a lot of numbers. Because restrictions in the
expressiveness of the noisy-or model, generalization have been introduced [33, 56,
105] that all require fewer parameters than in the full model. To get as much
information as possible out of a nite-size database, it may be useful to develop
quality measures for learning Bayesian belief networks with noisy-or, generalized
noisy-or, and other distributions as well. It appears that information criteria and the
MDL measure generalize straightforwardly. For generalizing the Bayesian measure
additional investigation is necessary.
In this thesis, we assumed that the variables in the domain are discrete. A short
examination of various public available database learns that most databases contain
one or more continuous variables. To make the direct application of the quality
measures discussed possible, the ad-hoc technique commonly used is to quantize
those continuous variables. Since there is a large freedom in selecting the number of
quantization levels and values of those levels, intelligent automated support needs
to be developed.
An alternative is to develop new quality measures for Bayesian belief networks
with both continuous and discrete variables. This leads to a number of research
questions. For Bayesian belief networks with discrete variables it is clear how the
assessment functions are de ned. However, continuous variables may follow, for
example, a beta distribution, a gamma distribution, or a normal distribution. So,
rst of all, it should be determined which distribution the variables follow. Once
the distributions are de ned, information criteria and the MDL measure seem to
generalize in a straightforward way as quality measures, but for the Bayesian measure
some additional investigation is necessary. Ecient algorithms for estimation of the
parameters of these distributions may need to be developed.
Often a database contains more information than just that the variables are discrete or continuous. Discrete variables for which there is an ordering on their values
are very common. This extra knowledge may by informative but is neglected by
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the quality measures we discussed. New quality measures to be developed may take
advantage of this kind of information.
One of the basic assumptions used in the derivation of all quality measures is
that the `true' joint probability distribution over the domain's variables does not
change over time. Thus, the ordering of the cases in the database is considered to
be irrelevant, which may not be realistic. New measures need to be developed to
deal with the very common case that the `true' distribution does change in time.
Another frequently used basic assumption is that there are no missing values.
However, in many databases omissions occur. Techniques currently available to
handle missing values, like ` lling in' the gaps or treating a missing value as a separate variable-value, are computationally expensive, or lead to unsatisfactory results.
Development of new measures might help in dealing with these computational problems.

6.2.2

Search Algorithms
To select a network structure with high quality, the space of all network structures
is searched. We have shown that it is NP-hard to select a network structure with
some optimality properties, provided an oracle is present that reveals conditional
independence information. Therefore, in the general case it is unlikely that ecient
algorithms exist for learning network structures from data.
This result justi es the use of search heuristics. We have discussed two greedy
search heuristics known as K2 and B, and presented an ecient implementation
of the latter. Both algorithms can be regarded as search heuristics that only look
one step ahead. We have proposed generalizations of K2 and B in which more
than one step is examined. Experiments suggest that such search algorithms indeed
return network structure with higher quality when there is a high connectivity in
the original network structure. However, the divergence between the learned and
the original distribution does not decrease when more than one step is looked ahead.
Furthermore, we have shown how to apply the general-purpose combinatorial optimization algorithms tabu search, simulated annealing, and rejectionfree annealing
to the problem of selecting network structures with high quality.
Our experimental results suggest that simple greedy search heuristics like K2 and
B, with a two-step look-ahead suce for returning good network structures. Though
intelligent search algorithms may return a network structure with a slightly higher
quality, the classifying potential of the Bayesian belief network with this network
structure will not di er considerably from Bayesian belief networks with network
structures returned by K2 or B. Therefore, we believe that it may not be worth the
e ort to consider other search algorithms for learning network structures.
Hidden variables are variables that are not in the database but have a large
in uence on the variables in the database. When quality measures are applied to
the discovery of causal relations, it is very well possible that the variables in the
database do not allow a causal explanation of the relation between variables because
there are hidden variables. Some techniques for detecting the presence of hidden
variables based on independency statements [104] have been developed. Similar
techniques may be developed for search algorithms based on quality measures.
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6.2.3

Learning Assessment Functions
Once a network structure with high quality has been selected, assessment functions
need to be speci ed in order to obtain a complete Bayesian belief network. Assessment functions can be directly estimated from the database and the Bayesian belief
network thus obtained may be used for probabilistic inference in a knowledge-based
system.
An alternative approach is to select a set of network structures with high quality,
estimate their respective assessment functions, and use this set of Bayesian belief
networks by weighting the probabilities that they deliver by the quality of the network structures. When this set of network structures is appropriately chosen, the set
of Bayesian belief networks can be represented eciently by a single belief network,
a process known as smoothing. Experiments have indicated that smoothing indeed
decreases the divergence between the original and the learned distribution. We have
shown that smoothing of assessment functions in belief networks can be performed
e ectively by incorporating smoothing in the search heuristics K2 and B.
This technique may also be applied when other distributions, such as the noisyor model and its generalizations, beta, gamma, or normal distributions, are to be
learned. Technical details to determine when and how to perform this eciently are
yet to be implemented. It is not clear whether a similar approach can successfully be
applied to Bayesian belief networks with continuous variables, because a weighted
sum of normal distributions need not be a distribution that can be eciently represented.

6.3

Strati ed Simulation
Inference in Bayesian belief networks is performed via calculation of conditional
probabilities of events given observed events. Simulation is a general-purpose technique that can be applied to implement this task. We have presented a stratied simulation scheme for probabilistic inference in Bayesian belief networks. The
scheme generates samples evenly distributed in the sample space and can be implemented eciently. The scheme is computationally more ecient than the likelihood
weighing scheme. Based on experiments, likelihood weighing is considered to be
the most ecient scheme available so far [25, 97]. Due to the evenly-distributed
samples, the scheme also returns a better approximation of probabilities. We have
shown both theoretically and experimentally that the approximation of beliefs is not
only performed faster but also that better approximations are returned than with
existing schemes. We have investigated the e ects of various optimizations speci c
to the scheme. Though for special network structures exact algorithms may outperform simulation schemes, our algorithm o ers a robust general-purpose method for
probabilistic inference without restrictions on the topology of networks.
We have given a theoretical analysis for the simple case that all variables are
independent and identically distributed. A theoretical analysis for the general case
where variables may take any dependence relation would be interesting for estimating the errors made in approximating beliefs. This analysis could be based on the
use of the central limit theorem to approximate the logarithm of the probability of
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the di erent con gurations as proposed by Druzdzel [34]. Such analysis could have
practical signi cance because the mean and variance of this normal distribution
can be eciently calculated from the assessment functions in the Bayesian belief
network [10] and that with observation of evidence new values of mean and variance can be incrementally updated at little computational cost. Closer investigation
should make clear whether the normal approximation gives good results. Otherwise,
extreme-value theory as addressed in [16] may be more appropriate.
The strati ed simulation scheme is inherently based on discrete variables. However, many domains contain both discrete and continuous variables. To apply the
strati ed scheme to such domains, the following modi cations may be made. By
choosing an appropriate sampling distribution, the strati ed simulation scheme can
be applied to the discrete variables in the distribution and the forward sampling
scheme to the continuous variables. The discrete variables get assigned a value rst
and the continuous variables get assigned a value later. Of course the score has to be
adapted appropriately. When there are too many continuous variables, this scheme
will not be more ecient than forward sampling since the sampling distribution is
not optimally chosen, so more samples are necessary to give a representative sample.
Experimental results will have to give insight in the question in how many continuous variables may appear in the network such that the strati ed scheme is more
appropriate than forward simulation.
The most probable explanation (MPE) is the con guration of variables that are
not evidence variables with the highest probability given the observed values of the
evidence variables. The MPE is used in control of knowledge-based systems and
in abduction. We can apply the strati ed simulation scheme to solve this problem
by exploiting the observation that if we use the modi ed strati ed scheme with m
steps, we are sure to visit every con guration that has a probability larger than
1=m according to the sampling distribution. Let the sampling distribution be equal
to the distribution of which we want to know the MPE. Then, if a con guration
with probability larger than 1=m is found, the MPE is identi ed. Otherwise, we
can run the algorithm again with a larger number of steps. This process can be
repeated until the MPE has been found. If the sampling distribution is not equal
to the distribution of which we want to know MPE, a correction factor need to be
incorporated. Techniques for nding the k most probable explanations and nding
the MPE of a subset of variables may be developed similarly.
Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [72] introduced an exact inference algorithm based on
passing messages in so-called junction trees. In this thesis, we applied the strati ed
simulation scheme for the P
approximation of marginal probabilities which can be
regarded as a summation s2S f (s)=jS j where jS j is large and f can be written
as the product of a set of functions. In fact, we can apply this technique to any
problem with the same structure. The messages that are sent during inference in
junction trees can be written in a form shown above. Therefore, we expect that
the strati ed simulation scheme may be used to calculate an approximation of the
messages. Especially when cliques are large, strati ed simulation could result in a
much faster inference algorithm at the cost of introducing a small error.
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Samenvatting
In het dagelijks leven is het redeneren met onzekerheden gebruikelijker dan het
redeneren zonder. Bayesiaanse belief netwerken bieden een wiskundig correct formalisme om onzekerheid te representeren en op eciente wijze mee te redeneren.
Een Bayesiaanse belief netwerk bestaat uit twee delen.
Ten eerste bestaat een belief netwerk uit een een gerichte graaf zonder lussen: de
netwerkstructuur. Voor elke variabele waarmee we willen redeneren is er een knoop
in de graaf. We zullen de termen knoop en variabele dan ook door elkaar gebruiken.
Figuur 0.1 laat een eenvoudig belief netwerk zien voor een klein medisch domein
met daarin de leeftijd van een patient (a), de behoefte aan een bril (g), of het zicht
beter wordt als de patient knippert (v) en of de patient klachten heeft over zijn zicht
(s). Als er een directe afhankelijkheid tussen twee knopen is, dan zijn deze knopen
verbonden met een pijl. Intuitief geeft de richting van de pijl een causale invloed
aan. Bijvoorbeeld in Figuur 0.1 geeft de pijl van a naar g weer dat de leeftijd een
indicatie is dat de patient een bril nodig heeft.
Leeftijd van patient > 75
a Pr(a = T ) = 0:1
Heeft bril nodig
Pr(g = T ja = T ) = 0:75
Pr(g = T ja = F ) = 0:15


g?
, @

,
,
,

v

Zicht verbetert
na knipperen
Pr(v = T jg = T ) = 0:8
Pr(v = T jg = F ) = 0:05

@

@@
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Patient klaagt
over zicht
Pr(s = T jg = T ) = 0:75
Pr(s = T jg = F ) = 0:05

Figure 0.1: Eenvoudig belief netwerk.
Ten tweede bestaat een Bayesiaanse belief netwerk uit een verzameling conditionele kansverdelingen, een voor elke knoop geconditioneerd op de ouder knopen.
In Figuur 0.1 zijn deze kansverdelingen naast iedere knoop weergegeven. Al deze
kansverdelingen samen de nieren een kansverdeling over de hele verzameling van
variabelen.
In dit proefschrift behandelen we drie essentiele onderdelen in de levens cyclus van
een belief netwerk; de door de netwerkstructuur gerepresenteerde afhankelijkheden,
het automatisch leren van belief netwerken uit databases, en het redeneren met
behulp van belief netwerken.
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Gerepresenteerde Afhankelijkheden
De ecientie van veel algoritmen die worden toegepast op belief netwerken is
gebaseerd op het feit dat vaak grote verzamelingen variabelen irrelevant zijn voor
het redeneren met andere variabelen. Irrelevantie kan worden geformaliseerd met
het begrip conditionele onafhankelijkheid; de verzamelingen variabelen X en Y
zijn conditioneel onafhankelijk gegeven de verzameling variabelen Z , als voor alle
waarden van de variabelen in X , Y en Z geldt, dat het kennen van de waarden
van variabelen in Y irrelevant is om iets over de waarden van de variabelen X af te
leiden als we de waarden van de variabelen Z al kennen. Bijvoorbeeld, als bekend is
dat een patient een bril nodig heeft, dan is het niet relevant of de patient klachten
heeft over zijn zicht om iets over de leeftijd van de patient af te leiden.
Een onafhankelijkheidsmodel is een verzameling conditionele onafhankelijkheden. Een veel voorkomend onafhankelijkheidsmodel is het graphoide onafhankelijkheidsmodel: het is gesloten is onder a eiding met behulp van de zogenaamde
graphoide axioma's. Voor deze modellen is veel theorie ontwikkeld:
- Er zijn criteria om conditionele onafhankelijkheden af te lezen uit netwerkstructuren.
- Er bestaat een relatie tussen gerepresenteerde conditionele onafhankelijkheden in
een netwerkstructuur en die gerepresenteerd in de kansverdeling behorend bij een
belief netwerk.
- Er zijn eciente methode om netwerkstructuren te construeren uit een onafhankelijkheidsmodel M I die een maximale deelverzameling van M I representeert, zogenaamde minimale I-maps.
Helaas kan niet elk onafhankelijkheidsmodel precies gerepresenteerd worden met behulp van een graaf; er zullen er vaak conditionele onafhankelijkheden zijn die wel in
het onafhankelijkheidsmodel zitten maar niet door de graaf gerepresenteerd worden.
In dit proefschrift wordt een theorie ontwikkeld over conditionele afhankelijkheid, het tegengestelde van conditionele onafhankelijkheid; X en Y zijn conditioneel afhankelijk gegeven Z als X en Y niet conditioneel onafhankelijk zijn.
Een afhankelijkheidsmodel is een verzameling conditionele afhankelijkheden. Met
elk onafhankelijkheidsmodel kan een afhankelijkheidsmodel geassocieerd worden zodanig dat elk triple (X; Z; Y ) in een van beide modellen zit. Stel dat M I een
graphoide onafhankelijkheidsmodel is en M D het complementaire afhankelijkheidsmodel. Een aantal axioma's is opgesteld waaronder een groot aantal afhankelijkheidsmodellen gesloten is. In dit proefschrift is een criterium ontwikkeld om een
groot aantal conditionele afhankelijkheden uit M D af te lezen uit een netwerkstructuur die een minimale I-map van M I is. Helaas kan niet van elk triple gedenti ceerd
worden of het een conditionele onafhankelijkheid of een conditionele afhankelijkheid
is.

Automatisch Leren van Belief Netwerken
Een belief netwerk bestaat uit twee componenten; een netwerkstructuur en een
verzameling conditionele kansverdelingen. Het leren van een belief netwerk van een
database kan eveneens worden opgedeeld in tweeen; het leren van een netwerkstructuur en het leren van de conditionele kansverdelingen.
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Een netwerkstructuur kan worden geleerd met behulp van een kwaliteitsmaat, een
maat die aangeeft hoe goed een netwerkstructuur bij een database past. In dit proefschrift zijn de eigenschappen van verschillende kwaliteitsmaten onderzocht, te weten
de Bayesiaanse maat, de MDL maat en informatiecriteria. Er wordt aangetoond dat
de MDL maat als een goede benadering van de Bayesiaanse maat gezien kan worden
voor veel databases. We hebben laten zien dat door een informatiecriterium aan
elke netwerkstructuur die dezelfde conditionele onafhankelijkheden representeert,
dezelfde kwaliteit wordt toegekend. Deze eigenschap geldt ook voor de MDL maat.
De Bayesiaanse maat heeft deze eigenschap niet. We hebben voor verscheidene situaties laten zien dat alle drie de kwaliteitsmaten de gewenste eigenschappen hebben
voor oneindig grote databases. Voor eindig grote databases hebben we bovengrenzen
afgeleid voor het aantal ouders van een knoop in de beste netwerkstructuur. Het
blijkt dat de Bayesiaanse maat vaak netwerken met knopen met veel meer ouders
prefereert dan de andere maten.
Aangezien het aantal mogelijke netwerkstructuren exponentieel groeit met het
aantal knopen, is het niet mogelijk een kwaliteitsmaat toe te passen op alle mogelijke
netwerkstructuren. Er is een zoekalgoritme nodig dat netwerkstructuren selecteert
waarvan verwacht kan worden dat ze een hoge kwaliteit hebben. In dit proefschrift
laten we zien dat het selecteren van netwerkstructuren met zekere optimaliteitseigenschappen NP-moeilijk is. Dit betekent dat het zeer waarschijnlijk is dat er
geen ecient algoritme bestaat om zulke netwerkstructuren te selecteren. Daarom
maken we gebruik van heuristieken. We laten zien hoe de bekende heuristieken K2
en B gegeneraliseerd kunnen worden en hoe `simulated annealing', `tabu search' en
`rejectionfree annealing' toegepast kunnen worden op dit probleem.
Als eenmaal een netwerkstructuur met een hoge kwaliteit geselecteerd is, dan kunnen de conditionele kansverdelingen geleerd worden door rechtstreeks de kansen uit
de database te schatten. Een alternatieve methode is om een verzameling netwerkstructuren met hoge kwaliteit te selecteren, en voor deze verzameling structuren
kansen te schatten. De verzameling aldus verkregen netwerken representeren een
kansverdeling die een met de kwaliteit gewogen gemiddelde is van de netwerken in
de verzameling. Voor speciale verzamelingen kan deze kansverdeling door een enkel
belief netwerk gerepresenteerd worden. In dit proefschrift laten we zien dat het construeren van zo een belief netwerk ecient gedaan kan worden tijdens het uitvoeren
van de heuristieken K2 en B.

Redeneren met Belief Netwerken
Redeneren met belief netwerken is gebaseerd op het berekenen van conditionele
kansen. Met het belief netwerk uit Figuur 0.1 kan bijvoorbeeld de kans berekend
worden dat een patient een bril nodig heeft wanneer bekend is dat de patient ouder
is dan 75 jaar. Een algemeen toepasbare techniek die voor deze berekening gebruikt kan worden is simulatie. In dit proefschrift wordt een simulatiealgoritme
gepresenteerd voor het redeneren met belief netwerken gebaseerd op een populaire
statistische techniek, strati catie. Het strati catiealgoritme genereert steekproeven
die gelijkmatig over de sample ruimte verdeeld zijn. Het algoritme kan ecient
gemplementeerd worden. We laten zowel theoretisch als experimenteel zien dat
het algoritme zowel een kortere rekentijd als een betere kansschatting oplevert dan
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het `likelihood weighing' algoritme, het meest eciente algoritme dat tot dusver
bekend was. Verscheidene optimalisaties van ons algoritme hebben we onderzocht.
Hoewel andere algoritmen voor speciale netwerkstructuren ecienter kunnen zijn,
biedt strati catie een algemeen toepasbaar robuust algoritme waarvan de ecientie
niet door de netwerkstructuur benvloed wordt.
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